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Disclaimer

This report was written according to the EASO COI Report Methodology (2019). The report is based on carefully selected sources of information. All sources used are referenced.

The information contained in this report has been researched, evaluated and analysed with utmost care. However, this document does not claim to be exhaustive. If a particular event, person or organisation is not mentioned in the report, this does not mean that the event has not taken place or that the person or organisation does not exist.

Furthermore, this report is not conclusive as to the determination or merit of any particular application for international protection. Terminology used should not be regarded as indicative of a particular legal position.

‘Refugee’, ‘risk’ and similar terminology are used as generic terminology and not in the legal sense as applied in the EU Asylum Acquis, the 1951 Refugee Convention and the 1967 Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees.

Neither the EUAA, nor any person acting on its behalf, may be held responsible for the use which may be made of the information contained in this report.

On 19 January 2022, the European Asylum Support Office (EASO) became the European Union Agency for Asylum (EUAA). All references to EASO, EASO products and bodies should be understood as references to the EUAA.

The drafting of this report was finalised on 30 June 2022. Events taking place after this date are not included in this report, except for some clarifying information on the outcomes of a grand assembly that took place in Kabul City on 30 June 2022–2 July 2022. For more information on the reference period of this report, see the Introduction.
# Glossary and abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AFN</td>
<td>Afghan Afghani (currency)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIHRC</td>
<td>Afghanistan Independent Human Rights Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALP</td>
<td>Afghan Local Police</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANA</td>
<td>Afghanistan National Army</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANCOP</td>
<td>Afghan National Civil Order Police</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANDSF</td>
<td>Afghan National Defense and Security Forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COI</td>
<td>Country of Origin Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDI</td>
<td>General Directorate of Intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDP</td>
<td>Internally Displaced Person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEA</td>
<td>Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IED</td>
<td>Improvised Explosive Device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISKP</td>
<td>Islamic State Khorasan Province</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGBTIQ</td>
<td>Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans, non-binary, Intersex and Queer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>madrassa</td>
<td>Islamic religious school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoWA</td>
<td>Ministry of Women's Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPVPV</td>
<td>Ministry for the Propagation of Virtue and Prevention of Vice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mullah</td>
<td>Islamic religious clerk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDS</td>
<td>National Directorate of Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO</td>
<td>Non-Governmental Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRF</td>
<td>National Resistance Front</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OHCHR</td>
<td>Office of the High Commissioner of Human Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pashtunwali</td>
<td>traditional social, cultural, and quasi-legal code regulating the Pashtun way of life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sharia</td>
<td>the religious law of Islam; Islamic canonical law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTP</td>
<td>Tehrik-e-Taliban Pakistan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNAMA</td>
<td>United Nations Assistance Mission in Afghanistan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Introduction

The purpose of this report is to provide information relevant for international protection status determination. The report contains information on targeting of individuals in Afghanistan.

The reference period is 1 December 2021–30 June 2022, and the report is partly to be viewed as a continuation of the EASO COI report: Afghanistan – Country Focus (January 2022). Sections covering education personnel and forced recruitment were not covered in this preceding report. Therefore, these sections have reference periods starting on the date of the Taliban takeover of power in Afghanistan (15 August 2021). The background chapters also contain information from before the reference period.

Methodology

This report was jointly drafted and reviewed by EUAA and national COI departments in EU+ countries¹ mentioned in the Acknowledgements section. The report was drafted and reviewed in line with the EASO COI Report Methodology (2019)² and the EASO COI Writing and Referencing Style Guide (2019).³

Defining the terms of reference

The terms of reference were defined by EUAA and were based on inputs on information needs from country of origin information (COI) and policy experts in EU+ countries within the framework of a Country Guidance development on Afghanistan. The terms of reference are available in Annex 2: Terms of Reference.

Collecting information

In accordance with the EASO COI Report Methodology, the content of this report relies on a range of different open-source material, as well as interviews and email contacts with oral sources. Information was mainly gathered from public COI reports of national migration administrations, media reports, research articles, reports by international organisations, and international non-governmental organisations.

Quality control

The report was peer reviewed by COI specialists from EU+ countries mentioned in the Acknowledgements section, and internally by EUAA. All comments made by reviewers were taken into consideration and most of them were implemented in the final draft. Some information was added after the peer review during the finalisation of the report. The two main reports from which information has been added includes the first report released by United

¹ EU Member States plus Norway and Switzerland.
² EUAA, EASO Country of Origin Information (COI) Report Methodology, June 2019, url
³ EUAA, EASO Writing and Referencing Guide for EASO Country of Origin Information (COI) Reports, June 2019, url
Nation’s Assistance Mission in Afghanistan (UNAMA) since the Taliban takeover, covering human rights in Afghanistan during the period 15 August 2021–15 June 2022, and a report by the Danish Immigration Service (DIS) based on a fact-finding mission to Islamabad, Pakistan, in March and April 2022.

Sources

In accordance with the EASO COI Report Methodology oral sources were interviewed and contacted via email to fill in gaps in available written information. Material from interviews with oral sources for the EASO COI report: Afghanistan – Country Focus (January 2022) was also used for this report. Some sources were anonymised upon their own request. Sixteen oral sources were consulted in total and included experts based both in Afghanistan and abroad. They hold a variety of specialisations, such as in human rights, Islamic law, anthropology, and armed groups. All sources are outlined in Annex 1: Bibliography.

The local Afghan media outlet Hasht-e Subh is used as a source in the report, although a shift in the reporting tone was noted during the drafting exercise which became more critical of the Taliban, especially on events taking place in Panjsher Province. Due to difficulties assessing the reliability of this source, case-by-case assessments have been made on the inclusion of reports from Hasht-e Subh. Particular care has been taken on topics related to resistance groups involving Panjsher Province, and the Taliban's interactions with the local population of this area as well as with Tajiks in general. Reporting from Hasht-e Subh was often uncorroborated. Efforts to corroborate the information have been made but were not always possible.

Structure and use of the report

The purpose of the background chapter of the report is to give a contextual understanding of the general population’s situation in Afghanistan under Taliban rule. It contains information on the political context, the functioning of the de facto state administration, and the implemented Islamic law (sharia). The chapter also contains information on the Taliban’s perception of persons leaving Afghanistan, mainly to Western countries, and the treatment of those trying to leave and those returning from abroad. The background is followed by 12 chapters, each covering the situation of a specific group or profile of interest for this report.

Terminology

This report mainly focuses on targeting acts by the Taliban and other armed groups towards certain profiles. The chapters covering gender-based targeting, targeting of LGBTIQ persons, and partly the chapter on targeting of ethnic and religious groups, also include information on societal targeting. It should be noted that the perpetrator of some acts is difficult to identify, and that the motives behind some acts are unclear. For those reasons, an act's connection to

---

4 UNAMA, Human Rights in Afghanistan, 15 August 2021–15 June 2022, July 2022, [url]
5 Denmark, DIS, Afghanistan – Taliban’s impact on the population, June 2022, [url]
a certain group or profile is often difficult to determine based on available information. Furthermore, some individuals may be targeted for a range of reasons and by multiple actors. This is particularly challenging in the Afghan context, where diverse and overlapping identities permeate society along, for instance, religious, ethnic, tribal and/or linguistic lines.

In this report the Afghan authorities operating under the Taliban (since August 2021) are described as the de facto authorities, as the announced state or interim government have not been internationally recognised. For readability, specific ministries or ministers operating under the Taliban are referred to as, for example, the ‘Taliban Ministry of Interior’ or the ‘Taliban Minister of Foreign Affairs’. Persons working within lower-level authorities, who have been appointed by the Taliban or have returned to work since the takeover are not routinely referred to de facto state employees or Taliban officials, but efforts had been made to give clear context in which capacity these persons are working.

The administration of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan, that collapsed amid the Taliban takeover on 15 August 2021, is either referred to by its official name or as ‘the previous government’. In cases where the reports refer to the previous government of the Taliban of the 1990’s, this is indicated in the text.

Footnoted citations for documents published by Afghan authorities (typically previously cited as ‘Afghanistan’) are aligned with this terminology. This is to ensure a clear distinction between publications made by the previous elected Afghan government and publications published under the current de facto authorities.

Research limitations

Due to the Taliban takeover in August 2021, research limitations during the drafting of this report were observed. These challenges included: reduced and restricted media coverage, closing of local media outlets and fleeing of journalists, censorship, political interference from the Taliban in the work of journalists, threats and violence toward media workers and outlets, and difficulties verifying source/information reliability and corroborating information, especially from social media sources. Efforts have been made to locate reliable and corroborated information where possible given the limits.

---

RSF, RSF seeks UN Security Council meeting on plight of journalists in Afghanistan, 18 August 2021, url; CNN, The media spotlight in Afghanistan is about to dim as journalists evacuate, 20 August 2021, url; Denmark, DIS, Afghanistan, Taliban’s impact on the population, June 2022, url, p. 8; HRW, Afghanistan: Taliban Threatening Provincial Media, 7 March 2022, url
Map 1. Afghanistan\textsuperscript{7}

\textsuperscript{7} UN, Afghanistan, Map No. 3958 Rev. 7, June 2011, url
1. Background: Situation of the general population under Taliban rule

1.1. Political context

When US and international forces withdrew from Afghanistan in 2021, Taliban forces advanced and gradually took control of more territory. In the first weeks of August 2021, most provincial capitals fell to the Taliban, and on 15 August 2021 their forces entered the capital Kabul. The Afghan government collapsed, and President Ashraf Ghani and other key officials fled the country. In the meantime, first Vice President Amrullah Saleh relocated to Panjsher Province and declared himself ‘caretaker President’. Resistance forces (the National Resistance Front (NRF)) held out for a few weeks in the province before the Taliban claimed to have defeated them on 6 September 2021. The Taliban claimed control of the entire territory of Afghanistan. No other actor reportedly exercised territorial control by June 2022, or constitute an existential threat to the Taliban’s authority.

1.1.1. Political and military opposition

Political entities opposing the Taliban are fragmented and mainly situated abroad. The evacuations of thousands of Afghans in August 2021 included many who might have joined or led civilian or military resistance. Armed actors occasionally targeted the Taliban, mainly with small arms, hand grenades or improvised explosive devices (IEDs), but there were no territorial areas where military or political opposition could base itself.

In April 2022, Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty (RFE/RL) reported on an uncoordinated offensive by factions of the previous government in several provinces, similar to the Taliban’s...
annual ‘spring offensive’ during their time as an insurgency.\(^{21}\) Voice of America (VOA) reported on a half-dozen resistance groups announcing their existence, vowing to fight alongside NRF,\(^{22}\) while UNAMA reported on a dozen armed groups opposing the Taliban as of 15 June 2022.\(^{23}\) The resistance groups however lacked unity and coordination.\(^{24}\) The Taliban reportedly considered the resistance ‘small and insignificant’\(^{25}\), but nevertheless conducted search operations of private residents and deployed forces to the border provinces Badakhshan, Badghis, and Farah, to counter the resistance according to some sources.\(^{26}\)

On 17 May 2022, several exiled Afghan politicians met in Ankara, Turkey, and formed a supreme council of ‘National Resistance for the Salvation of Afghanistan’.\(^{27}\) The meeting-host was Abdul Rasheed Dostum\(^{28}\), warlord and leader of the National Islamic Movement of Afghanistan.\(^{29}\) The participants included representatives of Afghan political parties (People’s Islamic Unity Party of Afghanistan and Hezb-e Wahdat), and top officials of the former government (the former vice president, finance minister, and speaker of parliament, as well as a representative for the former Minister of Foreign Affairs). A joint statement read that political and military action would be taken against the Taliban, although ‘an enduring peace via politics’ was to prefer.\(^{30}\) The council met with the US Special Representative for Afghanistan in Istanbul, Turkey, at the end of May 2022.\(^{31}\)

There were reportedly lineages within the Taliban movement based on ethnic, regional, and tribal affiliation, as well as military and policy lines. Some of the reported factions were the Haqqani network, networks from the south, and rifts between more pragmatic and conservative entities.\(^{32}\) In December 2021, Afghanistan analyst Kate Clark stated that some rivalry and in-fighting had occurred, although Clark described the Taliban as ‘relatively united’.\(^{33}\) The UN Analytical Support and Sanctions Monitoring Team also noticed some tensions but called the Taliban largely cohesive and unified.\(^{34}\) There were also reports on Taliban members of Uzbek ethnicity being dissatisfied with the mainly Pashtun leadership in

\(^{21}\) RFE/RL/Gandhara, Taliban Faces Rising Armed Resistance From Former Government Factions, 27 April 2022, [url]
\(^{22}\) VOA, Afghan Fighting Season Ushers in New Anti-Taliban Groups, 28 April 2022, [url]
\(^{23}\) UN Security Council, The situation in Afghanistan and its implications for international peace and security, 28 January 2022, [url]; para. 17
\(^{24}\) VOA, Afghan Fighting Season Ushers in New Anti-Taliban Groups, 28 April 2022, [url]
\(^{25}\) RFE/RL/Gandhara, Taliban Faces Rising Armed Resistance From Former Government Factions, 27 April 2022, [url]
\(^{27}\) Khaama Press, Ankara Gathering of Political Figures, 19 May 2022, [url]
\(^{28}\) TOLOnews, Statement Released from Afghan Politicians at Turkey Meeting, 19 May 2022, [url]; Khaama Press, Ankara Gathering of Political Figures, 19 May 2022, [url]
\(^{29}\) HRW, Paying for the Taliban's Crimes, 2002, [url]
\(^{30}\) TOLOnews, Statement Released from Afghan Politicians at Turkey Meeting, 19 May 2022, [url]
\(^{31}\) Khaama Press, Thomas West Meets with the Representatives of Afghan Political Parties in Turkey, 30 May 2022, [url]; TOLOnews, Thomas West Meets Afghan Politicians, Civil Society in Istanbul, 30 May 2022, [url]
\(^{32}\) RFE/RL/Gandhara, Unprecedented Differences: Riffs Within The Taliban Come Out In The Open, 2 June 2022, [url]; Clark, K., Afghanistan’s conflict in 2021 (2), 30 December 2021, [url]; UN Security Council, Thirteenth report of the Analytical Support and Sanctions Monitoring Team, 26 May 2022, [url], pp. 6, 8
\(^{33}\) Clark, K., Afghanistan’s conflict in 2021 (2), 30 December 2021, [url]
\(^{34}\) UN Security Council, Thirteenth report of the Analytical Support and Sanctions Monitoring Team, 26 May 2022, [url], pp. 6, 8
Kabul, especially after some Uzbek commanders were excluded for alleged crimes. According to an Afghan journalist interviewed by RFE/RL, the rifts within the Taliban were ‘merely differences of opinion’ and did not amount to factional infighting. As reported by an international non-governmental organisation (NGO) in Kabul, interviewed by the Swedish Migration Agency’s Unit for Migration Analysis on 16 March 2022, there were no splinter groups fighting the main Taliban movement with armed means but in June 2022, an influential Hazara member, Mehdi Mujahid, took up arms against the Taliban. Mujahid left the Taliban and based himself in Balkhab District, Sar-e Pul Province. The Taliban sent forces to the area and there were reportedly clashes. RFE/RL reported that the fighting appeared to have calmed as of 28 June 2022, and Taliban spokesperson Zabihullah Mujahid, also Taliban Deputy Minister of Culture and Information, claimed on social media that the situation had ‘returned to normal’ in Balkhab.

On 30 June 2022, the Taliban organised a major gathering with up to 3,000 participants in Kabul. Taliban representatives claimed to have invited two clerics and one tribal elder from each of Afghanistan’s provinces to discuss national unity, security, stabilisation and other issues. Key officials of the former government were reportedly not invited. After the gathering, a resolution with 11 principles was released, including a principle defining armed opposition against the current government as ‘rebellion’.

UNAMA’s monitoring indicated a ‘clear pattern’ regarding targeting taking place on 15 August 2021–15 June 2022 and identified individuals accused of affiliation with armed groups as one of the groups having been ‘particularly at risk of experiencing human rights violations’. The Taliban launched operations against the Islamic State Khorasan Province (ISKP) which impacted Salafist communities and operations against resistance forces impacting, inter alia, Tajik communities. For more information, see sections 6.6.6. Salafists and 6.5 Tajiks.
1.1.2. Government formation

The Taliban announced an interim government on 7 September 2021. Additional rounds of senior appointments followed in September and October 2021, in December 2021, and in February 2022. The announced interim government included many members who served in the Taliban’s previous administration of the 1990s and who were part of the leadership council during the years of insurgency. Several were on the UN Security Council’s sanctions list. The appointed were exclusively Taliban members and exclusively men. Most were Pashtuns and clericals although a few appointees had a non-Pashtun ethnic background (Hazaras, Tajiks and Uzbeks). For more information on ethnic representation in the de facto government, see section 6.2. Representation in the de facto government.

Appointments were also made to security and government structures on national and sub-national levels. The first female senior appointment was made on 1 February 2022, when a woman was appointed director of a maternity hospital in Kabul.

Some sources described the appointments to government positions as a way of distributing power within the Taliban movement as well as rewarding cadres. Appointments to state institutions were also reportedly used to address internal tensions. Timor Sharan, an Afghan academic scholar and associate fellow at the think-thank LSE Ideas, stated that the Taliban Ministry of Interior faced difficulties appointing people to thousands of positions as they were ‘occupied by the key political networks along tribal lines, political lines, [and] religious lines’.

1.1.3. Recognition and international relations

Many stakeholders in the international community called for an ‘inclusive’ government as a requisite for recognition, as well as respect for human rights, women’s rights, and making counterterrorism efforts. Some of the stakeholders making such calls included the EU, the

---

51 BBC News, Hardliners get key posts in new Taliban government, 7 September 2021, [url]
52 van Bijlert, M., The Taleban’s Caretaker Cabinet and other Senior Appointments, AAN, 7 October 2021, [url]
53 Khaama Press, A none-Taliban figure, Abdul Latif Nazari appointed as Deputy Minister of economy, 25 December 2021, [url]
54 TOLOnews, New Civil, Military Appointments Announced, 25 February 2022, [url]
55 SIGAR, Quarterly Report to the United States Congress, 30 April 2022, p. 63
57 Guardian (The), Taliban name all-male Afghan cabinet including minister wanted by FBI, 7 September 2021, [url]
58 van Bijlert, M., The focus of the Taleban’s new government, AAN, 12 September 2021, [url]
59 New International (The), Tajik, Uzbek and Hazara representatives included: Taleban expand cabinet to ‘make’ it inclusive, 22 September 2022, [url]
60 UN Security Council, The situation in Afghanistan and its implications for international peace and security, 28 January 2022, [url], para. 3
61 Ariana News, IEA makes first senior female appointment, 1 February 2022, [url]
62 Clark, K., Afghanistan’s conflict in 2021 (2), AAN, 30 December 2021, [url]; Vox, What the Taliban’s new government reveals about how they will rule, 13 September 2021, [url]
63 UN Security Council, The situation in Afghanistan and its implications for international peace and security, 15 June 2022, [url], para. 4
64 NAC, The Taliban’s Oslo Visit: Now What? [Online video], 22 February 2022, [url], 1:31.00–1:31.40
65 Saul, B., Recognition and the Taleban’s international Legal Status, ICCT, 15 December 2021, [url]
66 EEAS, Afghanistan: Statement by the Spokesperson on the appointment by the Taliban of a de facto interim government, 9 September 2021, [url]
UN Security Council\textsuperscript{68}, the US\textsuperscript{69}, Iran\textsuperscript{70}, Pakistan\textsuperscript{71}, China\textsuperscript{72}, and Russia\textsuperscript{73}. Calls were repeated in joint statements after intra-state meetings on the situation in Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{74}

The Taliban repeatedly stated that the preconditions of inclusiveness had been fulfilled, that human rights and women’s rights were respected\textsuperscript{75}, and that Afghan soil did not pose a threat to any country and denied any presence of foreign terrorists.\textsuperscript{76} The Taliban Minister of Foreign Affairs, Amir Khan Muttaqi, stated in January 2022 that the government included ‘all Afghan ethnic groups’, and questioned the international community for not providing any definition or example of an ‘inclusive government’.\textsuperscript{77} The EU special envoy to Afghanistan, Tomas Niklasson, reacted on social media by stating that ‘all adult Afghan men and women’ should define inclusiveness through transparent processes.\textsuperscript{78} Iran and Russia called for political and ethnic inclusiveness\textsuperscript{79}, but the Russian Minister of Foreign Affairs, Sergeï Lavrov, later stated, in April 2022, that different ethnic groups had been included. He emphasised instead the issue with all appointed being Taliban members.\textsuperscript{80} In June 2022, Germany’s foreign minister, Annalena Baerbock, stated that there was no room for recognition, and referred to girls’ being excluded from education, women being excluded from public life, and dissenting voices being suppressed.\textsuperscript{81} The Taliban dismissed reports on human rights violations as false and stressed that the situation had improved compared to the conflict years.\textsuperscript{82} They also said that the rights of all Afghans, including women, were protected ‘under Islamic laws and principles’.\textsuperscript{83}

Uzbek and Pakistani representatives stated that they could not recognise the Taliban ‘alone’, apart from the international community.\textsuperscript{84} Russia’s special envoy stated in mid-June 2022, that there were prospects for recognition\textsuperscript{85}, but later that week, the presidential spokesman said that recognising the \textit{de facto} administration was not on Russia’s current agenda.\textsuperscript{86}

As of 30 June 2022, no state had yet formally recognised the IEA or its interim government.\textsuperscript{87}
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In March 2022, researcher Aaron Y. Zelin at the Washington Institute for Near East Policy stated that 34 countries had ‘shown some level of engagement’ with the Taliban and described this ‘de facto recognition’ as ‘an accepted reality’. During the reference period of this report [1 December 2021–30 June 2022] visits received by the Taliban in Kabul included delegations from Turkey, Qatar, Turkmenistan, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Pakistan, Russia, China, India, and several UN institutions. Taliban delegations paid visits to Iran, Turkmenistan, and Norway. The meeting in Norway was held with the EU special envoy and delegates from the US, UK, Norway, Germany, Italy, France and Qatar as well as Afghan civil society members. The Taliban also met delegations of Gulf countries and the US abroad.

Diplomatic missions of the former government, representing the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan, continued operating after the Taliban takeover. Many missions did not align with the de facto administration and operated independently, despite financial pressure. New envoys representing the Taliban government were introduced in some countries, which was called a “silent recognition” by Taliban officials. Such accreditations were made in China, Pakistan, Russia, Turkmenistan, and Iran. Afghan media reported on accreditations in Qatar and Kazakhstan, but the information could not be corroborated. Moreover, a Taliban official told VOA that the embassies in Malaysia and Saudi Arabia had started following instructions.

Some countries kept their Kabul embassies open during the Taliban takeover, including China, Pakistan, Russia, Iran, Qatar, Turkey, and Kazakhstan. Some states resumed diplomatic
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activities after closing their missions, including Saudi Arabia\textsuperscript{112}, Indonesia\textsuperscript{113}, the United Arab emirates (UAE)\textsuperscript{114}, and India.\textsuperscript{115} US interests were represented by a special section at the embassy of Qatar.\textsuperscript{116} In January 2022, the then European Commission foreign affairs spokesman, Peter Stano, stated that the EU would re-establish ‘minimal’ physical presence for humanitarian purposes.\textsuperscript{117} In March 2022, Khaama Press reported that 15 countries and the EU had opened their diplomatic missions in Kabul and met with the Taliban authorities.\textsuperscript{118} The Organisation of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) also reponed its office in Kabul.\textsuperscript{119} Within the UN system a Special rapporteur on the situation of human rights in Afghanistan was established for the first time since 2005\textsuperscript{120}, and UNAMA’s mandate was renewed until 17 March 2023.\textsuperscript{121}

Besides calling for recognition, the Taliban called for the release of the Afghan central bank’s assets.\textsuperscript{122} Nearly USD 9.5 billion [around EUR 9.08 billion] were frozen by the US after the takeover.\textsuperscript{123} China, Iran, Pakistan, Russia, and international aid groups echoed this call.\textsuperscript{124}

Taliban forces reportedly clashed with some neighbouring states’ security forces\textsuperscript{125} including with Pakistani security forces\textsuperscript{126}, which caused tensions between the Afghan Taliban and the Pakistani government.\textsuperscript{127} Tehrik-e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP) also claimed responsibility for attacks against Pakistani security forces. The US Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction (SIGAR) presented data of 45 attacks in December 2021, 42 in January 2022, and 22 in February 2022.\textsuperscript{128} On 21 April 2022, Pakistan carried out airstrikes inside Afghanistan against suspected TTP localities, killing civilians in the provinces Khost and Kunar.\textsuperscript{129} The Taliban pledged to prevent TPP attacks, and mediated talks between Pakistan and TTP in Kabul.\textsuperscript{130}
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1.1.4. Functioning of the state

(a) Governance and legal framework

The Taliban did not clearly indicate how they intended to govern or structure the state. One fundamental aim of their armed struggle was to establish a ‘true’ Islamic system, and after the takeover Taliban officials referred to sharia as the legal system that they were going to enforce. According to the Taliban’s interpretation of sharia, their first rule of the 1990’s was never ‘vanquished but went into abeyance’ as reported by United States Institute for Peace (USIP). The same source stated that the Taliban tried to ‘form and formalise their governing structure’, calling the situation ‘dynamic and fluid’. According to an anonymous international organisation, consulted by the Norwegian Country of Origin Information Centre Landinfo in February and March 2022, all decisions required consensus in the Taliban Cabinet, leaving the Taliban ministers with limited power. The source further explained that the decision-making structure based on consensus, combined with strong internal opposites, to a large extent resulted in ‘paralysis of action’ and slow progress. The United Nation’s Secretary General (UNSG) called the decision-making ‘opaque’ and described the implementation as oftentimes inconsistent. Moreover, religious clerks (mullahs) were appointed to some positions for which they lacked proper education and professional experience, in a time when Afghanistan faced significant financial and humanitarian crises. Different factions within the Taliban movement also impacted the decision-making, which some observers say was evident when the Taliban turned back on repeated pledges to reopen high schools for girls on 24 March 2022.

The Taliban reportedly had committed to review the laws of the previous administration’s constitution to oversee its compliance with sharia. Awaiting this review, a ‘legal vacuum’ emerged according to the UNSG, and the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, stating that the Taliban had continued with the previous administration’s laws, effectively disenfranchising some groups.
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Rights Watch, digital interview, 12 May 2022.

UNAMA reported that the review was still ongoing by 15 June 2022. According to the United States Department of State (USDOS), the Taliban conveyed that the laws of the former government were in effect unless they violated sharia. The legal instructions issued by the Taliban were in the form of decrees and general guidance that were enforced unevenly. In November 2021, an Afghan human rights expert told EUAA that the lack of clarity regarding the prevailing legal order was one of the most prominent factors of life in Afghanistan after the takeover. Other sources described difficulties in getting clear directions on which rules applied to the current situation, as Taliban spokespersons stated different things on the same issues. The Danish Committee for Aid to Afghan Refugees (DACAAR), interviewed by DIS in Islamabad on 18 March 2022, stated that the lack of experience within the de facto administration was one reason to varying rules and conditions across Afghanistan. A representative of an anonymous international organisation, also interviewed by DIS on 29 March 2022, stated that it oftentimes was unclear which entity constituted a specific authority.

The Taliban released announcements through a variety of channels, including on private social media accounts of Taliban officials and in various state media. Moreover, the Afghan media community raised concerns of slow and limited access to information and difficulties for journalists to get to interview Taliban officials.

By 1 June 2022, the Taliban had not formally enacted a constitution.

(b) Policy implementation

The Taliban have been described as a decentralised and flexible movement, which was successful during the insurgency, but it caused inefficiency in their governance after the takeover. Policy implementation differed across the country and was dependent on local contexts and local stakeholders. An international analyst told EUAA that Taliban fighters seemed to obey their immediate commanders, although they were supposed to be under a chain of command. The ‘higher up’ and ‘further away’ a superior was, the harder it got to effect
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change at local level. An international organisation told DIS on 29 March 2022 that influential individuals sometimes had more authority and impact on local level than the relevant ministry. In February 2022, Afghanistan analyst Timor Sharan described the Taliban state structure as ‘exceptionally’ fragile and claimed that no actual policies on key issues were implemented on the ground – officials rather implemented their personal opinions. Anonymous humanitarian organisation interviewed by DIS in March and April 2022, stated that the enforcement of new rules often depended on individual Taliban soldiers and their personal views. The journalist also said that this extended beyond issued rules and edicts, and that personal views could be implemented on various issues. The Taliban Minister of Interior, Sirajuddin Haqqani, explained to CNN that the government was in a ‘preliminary phase’, and as the Taliban assumed power when ‘everything had almost collapsed’ they were yet, as of May 2022, to bring the situation back to normal.

(c) State structures

The Taliban used the previous government’s state structures but abolished some ministries (including the ministries for parliamentary affairs and peace, and independent election management bodies). The Taliban Ministry of Justice abolished the departments of political parties, commissions overseeing human rights and the implementation of the constitution, and the secretariats of the former Parliament’s upper and lower house. No appointments were made to the former Ministry of Women’s Affairs (MoWA) but no formal decision was taken to abolish it.

After the takeover, the Taliban re-established the ‘Ministry for the Propagation of Virtue and Prevention of Vice’ (MPVPV) [for more information, see section 1.3. Implemented sharia and cultural norms in everyday life], and established and intelligence service called the ‘General Directorate of Intelligence’ (GDI). The Taliban also decided to re-establish Ulema councils in all provinces. According to Ariana News these Taliban councils were composed by religious scholars and elders with the mandate to oversee the functioning of the local government, advise on good governance, and handle legal disputes.

The Taliban also started building an armed force and claimed that it would include security personnel of the former government. For information about the de facto forces and the
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inclusion and exclusion of former security personnel, see sections 2.3. Recruitment of former ANDSF members by Taliban forces or other armed groups and 13.1. Recruitment to the Taliban.

Public servants of the previous administration were asked to return to work in August 2021168, but many were already evacuated, and some did not resume despite the amnesty or due to non-payment of salaries.169 Several sources interviewed by DIS in Islamabad in March and April 2022 stated that civil servants of the former government had resumed work, including in the provinces ‘below a certain rank’.170 In May 2022, International Crisis Group analysts stated that the Taliban had largely kept the civilian workforce of the former government.171

The Taliban collected revenues, including through customs and taxation. Demonstrated revenue collections in September–November 2021 exceeded AFN 27 billion [around EUR 290 million].172 The Taliban presented their first annual budget in May 2022, aiming to have the entire budget [AFN 231.4 billion]173 [around EUR 2.5 billion] funded by revenues, without foreign contribution.174 Analysts described the collected revenues as considerable and noted the crackdown on corruption as one success factor.175 Afghan public services did, however, depend heavily on foreign aid before the takeover176, which continued, for instance, by funding salaries of employees in the public sector.177

(d) Judiciary

According to OHCHR, the Taliban gradually sought to ‘resume the functioning of a country-wide justice system and courts under Islamic law’. Taliban appointments were made to the Taliban Ministry of Justice, the Taliban Supreme Court, their primary and appeal courts, and the Taliban Attorney General’s Office.178 69 provincial de facto judges were appointed to all provinces except Panjshir in December 2021.179 De facto judges were reportedly appointed in Panjshir in February 2022.180 58 judicial workers were appointed across de facto provincial and district courts in April 2022, replacing former government personnel.181 The appointed de
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facto judges were mainly religious scholars.182 Afghanistan’s Independent Bar Association was placed under the Taliban Ministry of Justice in November 2021, which deprived the institution of its independent role.183

Under Taliban rule Afghanistan’s justice system lacked an official constitution and official laws.184 No official judicial system was announced, and according to USDOS, de facto courts held sessions in some areas during which it was unclear ‘what system of law, procedures, and sentencing guidelines’ were used.185 UNAMA described the administration of justice in the provinces as ‘decentralised’ and reported that it often was done in consultation with religious scholars, elders and local communities. Moreover, the justice sector applied pre-existing laws, sharia, and new Taliban directives, according to the same source, which led to ‘a lack of clarity regarding the applicable legal framework on both procedure and substance’. De facto judges were reportedly ‘empowered to lead their own investigations, without awaiting casefiles from Prosecution offices’.186 De facto judges and police officers told media that the basis of their judgements and actions was sharia.187 According to the Associated Press (AP), de facto judges worked with little transparency.188 UNSG reported on structural, resource, and capacity constrains within the justice system, causing delays in de facto court proceedings, and increased detention numbers.189

According to UNAMA, a Taliban military court was established to have jurisdiction over Taliban security personnel, and members of the Taliban ministries of defence and interior, and the Taliban GDI.190 There were, however, reports of civilians being tried in this court.191

(e) Law enforcement and misconduct by Taliban fighters

The Taliban reportedly trained new police officers, and in March 2022 around 377 persons graduated from police training according to AP. Women were among the graduates, but their share was unclear.192 On 5 June 2022, the Taliban Ministry of Interior claimed that 35 000 ‘forces’ had been trained in the past six months.193

Persons serving in the de facto security institutions initially lacked uniforms, which made them difficult for the public to distinguish from persons with criminal intentions.194 In April 2022, the
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Taliban Ministry of Interior announced that uniforms would be provided to *de facto* police forces in different phases, first in Kabul and Kandahar and then in the other provinces.\(^{195}\) The same type of uniform was to be provided to the *de facto* police officers and the *de facto* security forces\(^{196}\), and there were only slight changes from the uniform of the previous government’s security forces.\(^{197}\) According to Ariana News the new uniforms were dark blue and were decorated with the Taliban flag, instead of the grey-blue uniform with the Afghan tri-colour of the former government.\(^{198}\) According to Afghan media outlet Bakhtar News Agency the distribution process had started by 8 June 2022, as 20,000 uniforms had already been distributed and another 80,000 would be distributed in the coming two weeks.\(^{199}\) On 9 June 2022, a visiting journalist noted that many of those manning checkpoints or patrolling in Kabul City wore uniforms.\(^{200}\) On 24 June 2022, Bakhtar News Agency cited Taliban officials claiming that all Kabul *de facto* police personnel had obtained new uniforms and instructing everyone on duty to wear uniform.\(^{201}\)

Bakhtar News Agency further reported on Taliban security forces arresting alleged criminals across the country. According to information from Taliban security officials commenting on individual cases, people were arrested for alleged crimes involving, *inter alia*, narcotics, robberies, and abductions.\(^{202}\) In several instances Taliban security officials claimed that the cases had been referred to the judiciary for further processing\(^{203}\) and that suspects had confessed during the initial investigation.\(^{204}\) On 5 June 2022, the Taliban Ministry of Interior
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stated that 2 000 people had been arrested in Kabul City the past month due to various crimes, and that some of them had been referred to the judiciary.\(^\text{205}\)

According to AP criminal suspects, as of 1 February 2022, were increasingly brought to \textit{de facto} courts\(^\text{206}\), but an anonymous international organisation told Landinfo in February and March 2022 that people arrested for alleged crimes were imprisoned without any investigation or judgement. Even in cases of relatively serious crimes, there were no investigations because the \textit{de facto} police lacked resources and competence. The source further stated that people appointed to leading positions within the \textit{de facto} police and \textit{de facto} prosecuting authorities did not have knowledge about investigative methods.\(^\text{207}\) The lack of competence in civilian policing and prosecuting crime was echoed by anonymous sources interviewed by EUAA, the Swedish Migration Agency’s Unit for Migration Analysis, and DIS in March 2022.\(^\text{208}\) There was also a lack of reading and writing skills within the \textit{de facto} security institutions.\(^\text{209}\)

According to AP, the Taliban were trying to ‘keep discipline over thousands of young fighters’ who were ‘bringing heavy-handed methods of war into their new roles as security forces’. During the first months after the takeover this included low-level commanders implementing punishments for alleged crimes, ‘such as publicly humiliating thieves’.\(^\text{210}\) In October 2021, the Taliban created a ‘Commission for the Purification of the ranks’ after reported abuse by Taliban members.\(^\text{211}\) According to USDOS, similar Taliban commissions were also formed at provincial and local level and excluded ‘corrupt members’. USDOS noted that there was little information available on the working methods of these Taliban commissions and their outcomes.\(^\text{212}\) On 21 February 2022, Taliban officials stated around 4 500 Taliban members had been expelled from the \textit{de facto} security forces.\(^\text{213}\) Patricia Gossman, Associate Asia Director of Human Rights Watch, stated that she thought that many of the cases handled by the Taliban commission were related to theft and corruption, and not to the reported killings of persons affiliated with the security forces of the former government. The Taliban claimed that they had disciplined Taliban members but had not responded when Human Rights Watch asked for specific cases. Human Rights Watch had not seen any cases of disciplinary measures within the Taliban as of 12 May 2022.\(^\text{214}\) During a graduation ceremony of new \textit{de facto} police officers in March 2022, the Taliban Minister of Interior reportedly acknowledged that some misconduct occurred among Taliban fighters transitioning from fighting a war to policing. Haqqani also stated that these individuals were undergoing training.\(^\text{215}\)
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Taliban forces have repeatedly been urged by senior Taliban officials and the Taliban MPVPV to respect people’s privacy, avoid harassment as well as ethnic and language discrimination. Calls have also been made on Taliban fighters to avoid launching unauthorised operations and house searches. The Taliban Minister of Interior also called on the de facto security forces to release people who had not committed crimes from prisons in Kabul districts. Taliban fighters were also repeatedly urged to respect the general amnesty of persons who served the former government which was announced directly after the takeover. There were reports about the killing and ill-treatment of former members of the Afghan National Defense and Security Forces (ANDSF) and government personnel, as well as their family members. For more information, see sections 2. Persons affiliated with security institutions of the former government and 4. Public officials and servants of the former government.

According to OHCHR, a directive from the Taliban Ministry of Interior called on the de facto security forces in late February 2022, to ‘perform their duties in the presence of lawyers and in broad daylight’, and ‘refrain from harassing, insulting, and beating suspects’. According to Bakhtar News, the Taliban Police Chief in Samangan Province told the de facto security forces that they did not have the right to beat suspects or criminals and should bring arrested persons to de facto courts.

In February 2022, the Taliban initiated large-scale search campaigns of private residents across Afghanistan. The communicated purpose was to arrest criminals and to confiscate weapons. Some residents claimed that homes were searched to find persons affiliated with the former government, and some claimed to be targeted because of their ethnicity. The Taliban stated that the search operations had led to the confiscation of light and heavy weapons, armoured vehicles and tons of explosives and the arrest of several kidnappers, ISKP members and thieves. The operations also generated reports of misconduct, and
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footage circulated on social media showing Taliban fighters kicking in doors, and households left with furniture and goods scattered around.\textsuperscript{230}

In the reporting period 15 August 2021–15 June 2022, UNAMA recorded at least 118 instances of excessive use of force by the \textit{de facto} authorities. Most cases concerned the shooting of civilians failing to stop at checkpoints. The \textit{de facto} authorities also wounded people in attempts to control crowds and during law enforcement operations.\textsuperscript{231} UNAMA reported that the Taliban had issued a directive on the use of force by Taliban security officials.\textsuperscript{232} The Taliban Ministry of Interior instructed the \textit{de facto} security forces to take precautions in their interactions with the civilian population, including not firing against anyone while patrolling ‘unless you are attacked and need to defend yourself’. UNAMA however continued to receive reports, after these instructions were issued, of civilian deaths and injuries following excessive use of force by \textit{de facto} security institutions.\textsuperscript{233} On 23 February 2022, after repeated firings at checkpoints due to miscommunication with drivers, the Taliban Ministry of Interior called on \textit{de facto} police units and \textit{de facto} security commanders in Kabul City and the districts to ‘employ professionals’, and the ministry reportedly set up a special unit to monitor checkpoints.\textsuperscript{234} According to OHCHR, the ministry also called on Taliban fighters to refrain from firing at civilians at checkpoints.\textsuperscript{235}

\begin{itemize}
\item[(f)] \textbf{Prison conditions}
\end{itemize}

Sources reported that prisons were operative again, following the takeover.\textsuperscript{236} According to UNAMA, the Taliban had taken over the administration of 41 prisons across Afghanistan and in early August 2021 they managed a prison population of around 33 000 detainees and prisoners. UNAMA reported that this number ‘progressively increase[d]’ as people were being held in detention pending investigation or trial, and as prisons were being used as facilities to hold drug addicts. Following releases in the first four months of 2022, the Taliban Office of Prison Administration, however, claimed that the total detained population did not exceed 10 000 people. UNAMA reported that as of 19 June 2022, the overall prison population was 9 621 persons of which 75 % were pre-trail detainees. The detained included both men and women although men made up the vast majority.\textsuperscript{237} UNAMA did not specify on which statistics they based these prison figures, and it was not possible to corroborate them.

UNAMA reported that the Taliban issued a ‘Code of Conduct on system reform relating to prisoners’ instructing Taliban security officials that ‘common-law’ criminals should not be held for more than three days, after which their case needed to be handed over to a \textit{de facto} court. However, the instructions also allowed for suspects to be held for one month or more if ordered by a \textit{de facto} court.\textsuperscript{238} In January 2022, the Taliban issued guidance that detainees
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should be treated in accordance with 

A number of detained persons were reportedly released in various locations. OHCHR reported that some decisions seemed to derive from this guidance while other releases were due to decisions of local de facto authorities. In the period January–May 2022, UNAMA documented the release of 2 383 persons from prisons across the country and mentioned a decree by the Taliban supreme leader on the festivity Eid-ul-Fitr ‘per which prisoners and detainees of little risk or with little time left to serve were also released.’ In January 2022, Ariana News reported that Taliban officials had urged members not to send people to prison without a court order. In a reportage by VICE News, three imprisoned men were briefly interviewed in a jail in Wardak Province. One man was reportedly imprisoned to pressure his family to accept a court decision in his sister’s divorce case. He was released a few days later without charges.

According to OHCHR, the prison conditions in Afghanistan were below international standards before the Taliban takeover, and because of a general lack of funds the conditions worsened under Taliban rule. OHCHR reported on scarcity of food, medical care, clothing and heating. The aforementioned ‘Code of Conduct on system reform relating to prisoners’ reportedly outlined obligations aligning with the minimum standards of the Mandela Rules on food, accommodation, health and procedural safeguards, according to UNAMA. Nonetheless, prisons continued to face challenges related to overcrowding and lack of resources.

According to an anonymous international source interviewed by Landinfo, there was no money to feed prisoners, so most were quickly released. The prisoner’s family could also be asked to provide food, but if they did not have the means (e.g., because of poverty) the prisoner was released. The source had further seen reports of victims being asked to provide food for the perpetrator for an arrest to be made. Suspected ISKP affiliates were not released according to the source. UNAMA also reported on some prison’s reliance on external support to provide inmates with food ‘for an adequate diet’, and the lack of hygiene materials, medical care, clothing and accommodation. In February 2022, Sky News reported on life conditions in the main prison in Herat City. The prison was described as ‘crammed full’ with around 40 men in each cell, and many had not been tried by a de facto court. One detainee claimed that many inmates were former government workers, imprisoned without trial nor
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evidence. Children from 12 years of age were also reportedly imprisoned.\textsuperscript{252} UNAMA also reported on children being held in provincial prisons, sometimes alongside adults. UNAMA further reported that as of May 2022, juveniles were held in provincial prisons in Balkh, Baghlan, Faryab, Jawzjan, Kandahar, Kunar, Kunduz, Laghman, Nanagarhar, Paktya, Parwan, Sar-i-Pul and Takhar.\textsuperscript{253}

The Taliban’s ‘Code of Conduct on system reform relating to prisoners’ reportedly prohibited the use of torture ‘at any point throughout arrest, transfer or detention’ and provided punishments for those resorting to torture.\textsuperscript{254} Cases of detainees subjected to torture in detention or prison included a person who was brother to a former police commander. He claimed to have been detained in February 2022, and tortured for a week in the 3\textsuperscript{rd} Police District in Khost City.\textsuperscript{255} On 14 March 2022, Afghan media outlet TOLOnews reported that four newly released members of a family in Paghman District, Kabul Province, had been tortured in prison by electrical shocks, hangings, and beatings.\textsuperscript{256} UNAMA recorded different forms of torture and ill-treatment by the Taliban GDI against detainees, and the most common methods included ‘kicking, punching and slapping, beatings with cables and pipes, and the use of mobile electric shock devices’.\textsuperscript{257}

Since the takeover, Taliban fighters have rounded up drug addicts across Afghanistan and brought them to clinics or prisons to receive treatment. They used force, sometimes with whips and gun barrels, and the ensuing treatment lacked methadone and oftentimes counselling.\textsuperscript{258} On 5 June 2022, the Taliban Ministry of Interior claimed that 27,000 drug addicts had been taken to health facilities for treatment since the takeover.\textsuperscript{259} Reports on provinces where drug addicts were imprisoned included Kandahar, Farah (more than 2,000 addicts had been ‘successfully treated’ as of April 2022 according to the Taliban), and Herat (more than 1,200 drug addicts had been imprisoned as April 2022).\textsuperscript{260} In Balkh Province, as of May 2022, more than 3,000 persons had received medical treatment at addiction treatment centres according to a Taliban official.\textsuperscript{261}

(g) Corporal and capital punishments

According the USDOS reporting on the situation in Afghanistan in 2021, there were no reports of Taliban representatives issuing punishments related to sharia since the takeover.\textsuperscript{264} In
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November 2021, Agence France-Presse (AFP) reported that de facto judges avoided issuing harsh punishments to avoid losing support among the population.265 After the takeover there were, however, reports of Taliban fighters subjecting civilians to violence, for instance whipping alleged thieves.266 UNAMA recorded cases of corporal punishments of individuals accused of zina after the takeover, some followed ‘a judicial decision or other quasi-judicial process’.267 As of June 2022, UNAMA had recorded extrajudicial killings of five women and two men accused of extramarital relationships, and at least 30 instances of ‘cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment and punishments’ including public flogging, beatings and verbal abuse of persons failing to comply with issued directives on behavioural norms.268

According to one local media report from October 2021, the Taliban publicly lashed a young unmarried couple in Firozkoh, Ghor Province, for riding a motorbike together. They were whipped 29 times each and were forced to marry.269 According to Hashsh-e Subh four people were stoned to death in Uruzgan Province in December 2021. Taliban fighters had arrested four people accused of rape.270 According to UNAMA, a woman and her in-law were lashed in January 2022 in Badakhshan Province. The woman had reported the man for sexual assault but was arrested with him. They were sentenced to around 40 lashes each and were ordered by a de facto court to marry.271 It has not been possible to corroborate these cases.

On 14 February 2022, a man and a woman accused of zina were stoned to death in Nusay District, Badakhshan Province, according to UNAMA. The Taliban District Governor reportedly made the decision of stoning.272 It has not been possible to corroborate this case. On 20 February 2022, a woman and a man were stoned to death for alleged adultery in Badakhshan Province on order by a district judge.273 On 21 February 2022, a man accused of adultery was whipped in public in Tarin Kowt, Uruzgan Province.274 According to UNAMA, the case was brought before a Taliban commission with officials from the Taliban MPVPV, the Taliban ministries for justice, and information and culture, and the Taliban provincial governor. They reportedly sentenced the man and supervised the flogging.275 According to Rukhshana Media, an Afghan women’s media organisation, the involved woman was detained by the Taliban MPVPV.276

On 1 April 2022, a woman, her nephew, and a male colleague riding a car together were reportedly stopped at a checkpoint in Mazar-e Sharif by officials of the Taliban MPVPV and the de facto police. They were interrogated and arrested as the woman and her colleague were not related or married. The following day, their dead and mutilated bodies were found, but the
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nephew was returned to his family ‘unharmed’.\textsuperscript{277} It has not been possible to corroborate this information.

In April 2022, seven men were flogged and sentenced to imprisonment by the Taliban Supreme Court, \textit{inter alia} for drinking alcohol.\textsuperscript{278} According to Khaama Press this was the first time \textit{hudud}\textsuperscript{279} was applied since the Taliban takeover\textsuperscript{280}, and a Taliban Supreme Court official confirmed to AFP that it was the first time a \textit{de facto} court issued flogging as a punishment.\textsuperscript{281} In June 2022, Hasht-e Subh reported on a man being arrested by the Taliban’s intelligence service and lashed 29 times for harassing a girl.\textsuperscript{282} It has not been possible to corroborate this case.

1.2. Reactions to opposition and criticism

1.2.1. Expressed opposition and criticism

The Taliban authorities arrested and detained individuals who made peaceful expressions of opinion or dissent.\textsuperscript{283} Civil society actors were reportedly subjected to killings, enforced disappearances, incommunicado detentions, attacks, harassment, threats and arrests.\textsuperscript{284} Victims of such reprisals included activists, journalists and members of academia.\textsuperscript{285} Victims and their family members were discouraged to engage with media, and many were afraid to talk about their experiences.\textsuperscript{286} According to UNAMA, Taliban made efforts to ‘stifle debate, curb dissent and limit the fundamental rights and freedoms of Afghans’.\textsuperscript{287}

Among those detained was Din Mohammad Azimi, former politician and member of the former Independent Electoral Commission. Azimi was detained in January 2022, on accusations of maintaining relations with former politicians opposing the Taliban according to his nephew.\textsuperscript{288} In December 2021, the former director of Afghan media outlet Pajhwok Afghan News, Khaja Khalil Fitri, was detained by the Taliban intelligence department. A relative stated that the
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ground for the arrest was unclear, but that he had ‘heard’ from Taliban authorities in Balkh Province that Fitri was accused of a political crime. Fitri was released in January 2022.\textsuperscript{289}

A representative of an anonymous international organisation in Afghanistan told DIS on 29 March 2022 that there were ‘several examples of individuals belonging to the well-educated class and members of the intelligentsia being targeted’.\textsuperscript{290} An anonymous international humanitarian organisation told DIS that some of the well-educated class and members of the intelligentsia remained in detention by 31 March 2022. The same source stated that some awaited trials, and that they were charged with promoting values not in line with sharia or violating ‘the principle of the Quran’. The source also mentioned people being killed or being under house arrest.\textsuperscript{291} Cases that received media attention included university professor Faizullah Jalal who was arrested on 8 January 2022. An unnamed source told TOLONews that Jalal was interrogated by the Taliban’s intelligence service in Kabul.\textsuperscript{292} Jalal is a prominent professor of political science and law at Kabul University, and is married to the former Minister of Women Affairs. He is also a well-known, outspoken critic of successive Afghan regimes\textsuperscript{293} and had previously openly criticised the Taliban government, including on television.\textsuperscript{294} A Taliban spokesperson confirmed Jalal’s arrest by Taliban intelligence, due to statements on social media that were against the Taliban government, and that ‘spread bigotry’. The spokesperson also accused Jalal of having connections with groups and bands disrupting security.\textsuperscript{295} The series of social media statements in question turned out not to be Jalal’s,\textsuperscript{296} his family claimed that the account was fake, and Jalal was released on 11 January 2022.\textsuperscript{297} According the RFE/RL, reporting in March 2022, Jalal had stayed silent since his release\textsuperscript{298} but, according to Khaama Press, he gave an early interview to Radio Free Afghanistan in which he said that he had been ‘well treated’, ‘did not feel as being in prison during his detention’ and that most Taliban members at the detention facility were ‘educated’ and ‘behaved with him very well’, and that he ‘felt like being a guest’ [neither this information nor these statements’ validity could be corroborated].\textsuperscript{299} Another university professor, Sayed Baqir Mohseni, disappeared on 4 March 2022, days after accusing the Taliban of ‘stifling free speech’ on television. Mohseni was released two days later and told media that he had been kept at an unknown location by intelligence officials but had been ‘treated well’\textsuperscript{300} in June
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2022, the Taliban Minister of Higher Education ordered a professor from Kunar University to apologise after posting content on social media seemingly critical of the Taliban.301

Four activists were detained on 18 January 2022 after trying to organise a protest against the Pakistani national security adviser’s visit to Kabul.302 One activist, Azeem Azeemi, announced the intention to protest on social media, and an anonymous source interviewed by Amnesty International claimed that he was arrested right before the protest’s start. The three other activists were detained when trying to get Azeemi released according to the same source.303 One local media report stated that the Taliban GDI arrested Azeemi, and a spokesperson said that Azeemi had confessed that he wanted to stage an illegal demonstration for the purpose of fleeing to the West, and to disrupt national security under the dictate of the former administration.304 As of 15 June 2022, Azeemi’s whereabouts remained unknown.305

An Afghan human rights activist from southern Afghanistan told EUAA on 2 December 2021 that her relative had recently been murdered after questioning the Taliban’s ability to feed the people on social media.306 Arrests following criticism on social media included Nadima Noor, a female comedian and aid worker. Noor was arrested in February 2022 for unclear reasons, but she had uploaded satirical videos on social media, sometimes critical of the Taliban.307 A few days before, Noor uploaded a video in which she ‘admonished’ heavily armed young Taliban fighters.308 Noor was released on 9 March 2022 without charges.309 In May 2022, journalist Khalid Qaderi was reportedly sentenced to imprisonment by the Taliban military court after criticising the Taliban on social media.310 This was denied by Taliban spokesperson Zabihullah Mujahid, who stated that the case had been processed by a de facto civil court in Herat and that Qader had been sentenced for criminal misconduct. Mujahid further stated that the case was unrelated to Qader’s journalistic work.311 According to UNAMA two civil society activists were also involved and were sentenced to two years imprisonment.312

1.2.2. Demonstrations and protests

Peaceful protests took place across Afghanistan after the Taliban takeover, and focused on issues such as women’s rights, economic sanctions, unpaid salaries, and the distribution of humanitarian assistance.313 On 8 September 2021, the Taliban issued an instruction prohibiting unauthorised assemblies.314 Taliban forces used force to disperse some crowds, including by
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using live ammunition, electroshock weapons, tear gas, whips, and beatings. Some protesters were subjected to arbitrary detention, house-raids, ill-treatment and torture. According to OHCHR, protests coordinated with the de facto authorities on endorsed issues ‘did not face restrictions’. After raised concerns over women activists disappearing in January 2022, Taliban spokesperson Zabihullah Mujahid told AFP that the de facto authorities had the right to arrest and detain dissidents and did not allow illegal activities. He also stated that no one should ‘cause turmoil’ since it ‘disrupts peace and order’, and that other countries would arrest ‘such people’ in similar situations.

Especially protests on women’s rights were met with violence or intimidation by the Taliban. Despite the prohibition of unsanctioned rallies, women protested almost daily in the first weeks after the takeover, but as women protesters were met with violence from the Taliban on several occasions such protests waned. Many resorted to organising smaller protests in private homes, sharing videos on social media and writing messages on walls around Kabul City during night-time. According to ACLED data, reported by SIGAR, women protests made up the majority of protests in the first quarter of 2022. After peaking in January 2022, they declined in the two following months. SIGAR connected this decline to the Taliban’s use of pepper spray during a protest and arrests of protesters at home. Demonstrations continued, but additional women activists were arrested, the ‘ringleaders’ according to RFE/RL. They were kept in custody while the Taliban denied their detentions. On 21 February 2022, the Taliban Ministry of Interior released a video of several detained women ‘confessing’ that they had been encouraged by women abroad to protest against the Taliban. A Taliban spokesperson repeated this message and stated that the protesters regretted their actions, and that there was ‘no threat to their lives’ at the moment. In an interview with CNN, the Taliban Minister of Interior repeated that women protests were provoked ‘from outside’. For more information on these arrests, see section 8. Human rights defenders and activists.

Throughout the reference period, protests occurred in Kabul City with women protesters demonstrating for women’s right to education, work, and political representation. For more information on such demonstrations, see section 5.2.4. Freedom of expression and assembly.
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Women activists and university teachers were able to gather on international women’s day (8 March 2022) in Kabul to call on the Taliban not to ignore basic women’s rights. On 31 March 2022, dozens of civil society activists gathered for a two-day event in Kabul to discuss women’s right to employment and education. According to TOLOnews, more than 283 representatives of civil society, Islamic scholars, tribal elders, and war victim families participated. The Taliban Ministry of Information and Culture said they welcomed the gathering and asked the participants to cooperate with the de facto government. On 21 April 2022, civil society groups, political parties and ethnic councils held a press conference in Kabul, calling for secondary education for girls and demanding an explanation of the decision to not reopen the schools. On 15 June 2022, the Taliban deputy Prime Minister, Abdul Kabir, reportedly received civil society members from all of Afghanistan’s provinces.

Other demonstrations included employees of the former government staging protests in Kabul City over unpaid salaries, including employees of Sardar Mohammad Dawood Khan Hospital, the former ministries of urban development and land and public works, and the former Supreme Court as well as employees of the organisation Women for Afghan Women. Retired government employees and veterans protested over unpaid pensions, as well as former judicial workers who also called on the Taliban to let them resume work. On 2 March 2022, such a demonstration was reportedly ‘disturbed’ by Taliban forces. On 20 March 2022, former judges held a press conference during which they repeated their demands and claimed that around 2,000 former magistrates were part of a suit against the de facto government. RFE/RL cited the German news agency DPA stating that the Taliban allowed the news conference on the condition that they did not ‘complain directly about the Taliban’.

There were also reports on occasional demonstrations on other issues, including residents protesting in Panjshir Province on 26 December 2021, over the killing of a resident by Taliban fighters. The Taliban head of the provincial security department confirmed the death and stated that it was due to misinformation. According to him, the protest ended after local Taliban officials talked to the protesters. Another demonstration occurred after the arrest of an Uzbek Taliban commander in Maymana City, Faryab Province, on 13 January 2022.
e Subh reported on ‘hundreds’ participating\textsuperscript{343} but a local reporter told the National that the protests had been quelled the same evening.\textsuperscript{344} On 22 April 2022, the Taliban violently dispersed a crowd calling for increased security for Shia Hazaras following an ISKP attack against education centres in West Kabul.\textsuperscript{345}

In April 2022, social media footage of Afghans being ill-treated in Iran caused several protests.\textsuperscript{346} Protests in Herat were dispersed by the \textit{de facto} security forces firing warning shots, after the Iranian consulate in Herat had been attacked by protesters.\textsuperscript{347} UNAMA reported that 26 persons were detained in Herat before staging a protest in support of Iran.\textsuperscript{348}

1.3.  

1.3.1. Implemented \textit{sharia} and cultural norms in everyday life

1.3.1.1. General implementation and the nature of restrictions

The Taliban MPVPV is mandated to enforce the Taliban’s interpretation of \textit{sharia}.\textsuperscript{349} According to UNAMA the mandate consists of ‘a mix of policy setting, advice, monitoring, complaints management, and enforcement authority on a range of issues’.\textsuperscript{350} An international organisation told Landinfo in March and April 2022 that there was little concrete information about how the ministry operated.\textsuperscript{351} Ministry inspectors wear gown-like white uniforms\textsuperscript{352} and, according to Sabawoon Samim, political analyst and guest author of the Afghanistan Analysts Network (AAN), it consists of three directorates. The first directorate has staff in each police district and provides advice to individuals at checkpoints, as well as at ceremonies, shops and other public places. The second directorate provides ‘amnesty’ or ‘pardon’ cards to former government officials and is tasked with ensuring their safety. The third directorate is a military unit that monitors the Taliban’s own ranks and addresses complaints against members.\textsuperscript{353} An international analyst told EUAA that the ministry has formal roles in education, mentoring and training of the military.\textsuperscript{354}

According to Samim, the ministry is not fully operational, and its staffing is incomplete. In June 2022, some provinces lacked directors and other provinces lacked staff. In many areas Taliban commanders and other officials still intervened ‘in matters of behaviour and dress’. Moreover, the ministry was stronger and more organised in the cities stated Samim.\textsuperscript{355}
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international analyst also mentioned staffing issues, and said that the ministry is authorised to recruit 15,000 persons, but could not reach this number since they could not afford it.\(^{356}\)

The Taliban stated that decrees issued by the Taliban MPVPV were only recommendations, but they were enforced in many areas, sometimes violently.\(^{357}\) In an interview to CNN, the Taliban Minister of Interior said that hijab is not compulsory, and that the Taliban do not force women to wear it, but solely advise and preach. But he also said that wearing it is ‘an Islamic order that everyone should implement’.\(^{358}\)

There were guidelines for ministry staff to make recommendations and not to use force.\(^{359}\) These guidelines, however, set different stages for how to respond to prohibited acts, which included the use of force.\(^{360}\) According to Samim, the Taliban acting minister, Sheikh Muhammad Khalid Hanafi, is ‘less conservative’ and ministry staff members suggested that he aims to recruit individuals well-trained in sharia and enforcing it by advising or ‘gentle cajoling’. This is a ‘softer’ approach than in the ministry’s previous versions, but Samim also emphasised different views within the ministry and the Taliban in general on how some restrictions shall be implemented. Regional norms continued to impact attitudes ‘significantly’, according to Samim, who mentioned southern Afghanistan as an area where social norms have changed less in the past 20 years, in contrast to parts of eastern, south-eastern, central and northern Afghanistan.\(^{361}\)

The UNSG reported in June 2022 that the Taliban MPVPV had increased the enforcement of a wide range of directives related to extramarital relationships, dress code, attendance at prayers and music. As of 15 June 2022, UNAMA had recorded at least 30 instances of ‘cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment and punishments’ including public flogging, beatings and verbal abuse of persons failing to comply with issued rules and directives since the takeover.\(^{362}\) For information on corporal and capital punishments, see section 1.1.4(g) Corporal and capital punishments.

USDOS reported that apostasy is a crime defined by sharia and includes conversion and proselytising to convince individuals to convert from Islam. According to USDOS, ‘appropriate’ punishments for apostates in Sunni Hanafi jurisprudence are beheading for men and life imprisonment for women, ‘unless the individual repents’. Property may also be confiscated and apostates can be prevented from inheriting property. Blasphemy was reportedly also a capital crime according to Sunni Hanafi jurisprudence and could include ‘anti-Islamic writings or speech’.\(^{363}\) According to the US Commission on International Religious Freedom (USCIRF), apostasy is punishable by death according to the Taliban’s interpretation of sharia. The same source stated that Afghans converting to Christianity were considered apostates and faced
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'ostracization and the threat of honour killings by family and village members’. On 7 June 2022, social media influencer Ajmal Haqiqi and three colleagues were arrested by the Taliban GDI for ‘insulting Islam’ in a recent video on the video-sharing site YouTube in which Haqiqi laughs while his colleague recites Koranic verses in a comical voice. They later appeared in a confession video, released by the Taliban, wearing handcuffs, prison uniforms and with bruises. Haqiqi apologised for ‘insulting’ the Koran and said that his channel promoted ‘moral corruption’ and was supported by the former government. The video had been criticised by religious scholars and other YouTubers, and two days before the arrest Haqiqi apologised in another video. On 29 June 2022, one of the four was reportedly released.

### 1.3.2. Restrictions issued at national level

At national level the following restrictions were reportedly issued:

In September 2021, gender segregation was imposed at private universities. A decree by the Taliban Ministry of Education instructed classes to be divided at least by a curtain, and women to be taught by female teachers, or in the lack thereof, elderly men with ‘good character’.

In November 2021, the Taliban issued media restrictions, which barred women from appearing in television dramas, soap operas and entertainment shows. Women news presenters “must” wear headscarves when appearing on screen, and men “must” wear proper clothes according to the guidelines. The guidelines did not define “proper clothes”.

On 26 December 2021, the Taliban issued instructions saying that women travelling more than 72 km should not be offered transport unless accompanied by a close male relative. Vehicle drivers were also instructed to refrain from playing music in their cars, and not to pick up female passengers without a hijab covering their hair. According to RFE/RL, the ministry erected checkpoints in Kabul to inspect taxi drivers’ compliance with the orders not to pick up unaccompanied women, and buses were also controlled according to RFE/RL’s Radio Azadi.
In March 2022, the Taliban Health Ministry was ordered to gender-segregate employees by separating male and female offices. The instruction also read that female patients without hijab should be denied healthcare, according to RFE/RL.374

In March 2022, foreign drama series were prohibited.375

On 27 March 2022, the Taliban MPVPV reportedly issued an instruction to airlines not to let women board without a male chaperone. Women were reportedly denied boarding.376 According to AFP, the instruction was directed to the two Afghan airlines Ariana and Kam Air and concerned both domestic and international flights.377 UNAMA reported that travel agencies had been instructed ‘not to sell plane tickets to women without a guardian’.378 On 8 May 2022, AP reported that women arrived unaccompanied at Kabul International Airport, and boarded small buses alone.379

On 3 April 2022, the de facto government issued a decree banning poppy cultivation, a plant which is, inter alia, used to produce opium. The decree reads that crops should be burned, and farmers punished under sharia. It further banned the production, use or transportation of other illicit drugs.380 According to TOLOnews, this included alcoholic beverages, heroin, ‘Tablet L’, and hashish.381 On 6 June 2022, Bakhtar News Agency reported that several hectares of poppy fields had been destroyed in Kajaki District, Helmand Province.382 On 27 June 2022, Ariana News cited Taliban officials claiming that around 2 000 hectares of poppy fields had been destroyed in Herat Province during the past months.383

On 15 April 2022, the Taliban Ministry of Education recommended female teachers to wear hijab and called on male students and teachers not to wear ties.384

On 21 April 2022, the de facto government instructed the Taliban Ministry of Communications and Information Technology to restrict access to the social media platform TikTok and the online game PlayerUnknown’s Battleground, and to close channels with ‘immoral programs’.385

On 7 May 2022, the Taliban’s supreme leader, Hibatullah Akhundzada, issued a decree instructing women to cover their faces. The decree read that failure to comply would result in the woman’s father or closest male relative facing reprimands, imprisonment or being fired from his employment386, and that women should not leave their homes unless ‘necessary’.387 According to UNAMA, the instruction specified that women government employees could be
dismissed if failing to comply.\textsuperscript{388} Bakhtar News Agency reported that the decree indicated that any garment covering a woman’s body was considered a \textit{hijab}, as long as it was not too tight or too thin to reveal body parts.\textsuperscript{389}

On 19 May 2022, the Taliban ordered all female television presenters to cover their faces while presenting.\textsuperscript{390} According to TOLOnews, the verdict was issued to all media outlets, and when sharing the information with MOBY group (the largest media company in Afghanistan that also runs TOLOnews\textsuperscript{399}), the Taliban MPVPV stated that the decision was ‘final’ and ‘not up for discussion’.\textsuperscript{392} Many female television presenters initially defied the order, but on 22 May 2022 they all wore veils disclosing nothing but their eyes.\textsuperscript{393} For more information on women’s dress codes, see sections \textbf{5.1.2. Dress codes and behavioural norms} and \textbf{5.2.5. Implemented dress codes and behavioural norms}.

According to RFE/RL, reporting on 17 June 2022, the Taliban allowed body building but ordered athletes to cover ‘abdominal muscles and limbs with loose-fitting garments’.\textsuperscript{394}

\textbf{1.3.3. Provincial and local variations}

The enforcement of issued restrictions varied across Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{395} Local Taliban officials enforced decrees on gender segregation, dress codes, men’s beards, unaccompanied women, music\textsuperscript{396} and attendance at prayers.\textsuperscript{397} According to UNAMA the interpretation of the ministry’s broad mandate varied ‘greatly’ between different provinces and noted an increase in issued instructions. Furthermore, the instructions seemed to be ‘purposefully vague’ according to UNAMA.\textsuperscript{398} An international analyst told EUAA in March 2022, that some local branches of the Taliban MPVPV had enforced regulations more extensively than envisaged by the ministry in Kabul.\textsuperscript{399} An anonymous international NGO, consulted by the Swedish Migration Agency’s Unit for Migration Analysis in March and April 2022, described Takhar Province and Badakhshan Province as examples of areas in which the ministry had enforced their rules in a particularly violent way. The same source stated that the requirement for women to be accompanied by a male chaperone had been strictly implemented in Mazar-e Sharif, and that women were beaten if they did not abide to this rule.\textsuperscript{400} In Mazar-e Sharif, public bathhouses
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were also shut for women.\textsuperscript{401} The international NGO stated that women in cities such as Mazar-e Sharif and Herat, as well as in some Hazara dominated areas, experienced greater differences in their lives in comparison to their situation before the takeover. In more conservative cities and rural areas there were fewer notable changes as wearing \textit{burqa} and being accompanied by a \textit{mahram} (a close male relative) were required already before the takeover.\textsuperscript{402} An Afghan human rights activist, interviewed by the EUAA on 2 December 2021, stated that the dress code in southern Afghanistan and Kandahar was ‘the least of the problems’ after the Taliban takeover, as many had already worn black \textit{hijab} covering ‘from head to toe’ before. Instead, the source stressed the Taliban’s closure of girls’ schools, barring women from work and not accepting Afghan women in public spaces.\textsuperscript{403} Samim also stated that society in southern Afghanistan saw ‘much less change’ during the past two decades as regards social norms, in contrast to eastern, south-eastern, central and northern Afghanistan. According to Samim, Taliban members from the eastern, south-eastern, and northern areas showed greater acceptance for changes in local norms.\textsuperscript{404}

In Kabul City, the demand for traditional clothing for men and women increased after the takeover\textsuperscript{405} and many women initially did not dare to go outside.\textsuperscript{406} In later reports from 2022, women had reportedly returned to the streets although they were fewer in numbers, and more of them dressed conservatively.\textsuperscript{407} Some men reportedly still trimmed their beards\textsuperscript{408} and wore Western-style clothes, although the Taliban advised men not to wear such attire.\textsuperscript{409} Men with such appearance were also fewer in numbers than before the takeover.\textsuperscript{410} According to an anonymous Afghan analyst and an anonymous international organisation, consulted in February and March 2022 by Landinfo, there were women both with and without \textit{burqa} in Kabul City. The sources were not aware of any crackdowns on women’s clothing by the Taliban MPVPV, but noted that the situation could be different in rural areas.\textsuperscript{411} According to freelance journalists Hizbullah Khan, the Taliban stopped women with coloured scarves from entering a university in Kabul on 18 May 2022, saying it was ‘not allowed’.\textsuperscript{412} Women residing in Kabul told Rukhshana Media in May 2022 that the Taliban MPVPV interrogated, mistreated and harassed women on the streets. One woman claimed to have been lashed twice on her back for sitting in the front seat of a taxi, another woman claimed that the Taliban had cut her 12-year-old cousin’s hair as it was not fully covered. A third woman claimed to have been
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threatened with flogging for wearing short and bright coloured clothing. These cases could not be corroborated.

Citizens celebrated Valentine’s Day on 14 February 2022 in Kabul City. Taliban fighters reportedly marched through the streets but did not stop Valentine's sales, although shopkeepers were asked to keep a low profile. Nonetheless, there were instances of Taliban fighters popping balloons, ransacking flower shops and closing celebration venues. According to AP, the Taliban also detained young men selling heart-shaped flowers.

In Kabul, all venues with rides and games were instructed to gender-segregate men and women by separate opening days. There were no exceptions for families. According to TOLOnews, who referred to a spokesman of Kabul municipality, a government decision called on the municipality to remove all photos of women from signboards in shops and business centres. In parts of Kabul, the Taliban reportedly fined residents not attending congregational prayers at mosques. A Kabul resident told RFE/RL that clerics had been ordered to take roll calls and report persons who failed to show up at the mosques. According to one media report there were also restrictions on men’s shaving in Kabul City.

In Herat City, shop owners were ordered to remove the heads of mannequins in December 2021, as they were considered ‘idols’ and thus ‘un-Islamic’. Some shopkeepers complied with the orders and sawed off the heads of their mannequins. The Taliban order on women to cover their faces on 7 May 2022 did not impact the way women dressed in Herat City significantly, according to women interviewed by the AAN. The same sources stated that the Taliban MPVPV was not active around the city.

In Helmand Province, Taliban officials reportedly banned barbers from shaving or cutting beards in late September 2021, and warned that those violating the rule would be punished. According to Wall Street Journal (WSJ), the Taliban authorities in Kabul ‘overruled’ decisions in Helmand on cutting hair and shaving beards. UNAMA recorded cases of physical punishment of individuals not attending prayers, including the beating of shopkeepers in Lashkar Gah City, Helmand Province. According to UNAMA officials of the Taliban MPVPV verbally abused a group of unaccompanied women shopping at a bazar in Lashkar Gah City, Helmand Province, in April 2022. Male shopkeepers were beaten for allowing the women to
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enter their stores without a mahram, and the de facto police arrested 12 male shopkeepers. The shopkeepers were later released.\textsuperscript{426}

In Badakhshan Province, UNAMA recorded the beating of a group of university students not attending prayers in Faizabad in April 2022.\textsuperscript{427} UNAMA also reported on restrictions on trimming beards in the province.\textsuperscript{428}

In Takhar Province, the Taliban reportedly fined residents for not attending congregational prayers. RFE/RL reported that locals had witnessed arrests or beatings of repeat offenders.\textsuperscript{429} According to one media report there were also restrictions on shaving.\textsuperscript{430} According to UNAMA, officials of the Taliban MPVPV verbally abused three women at a bazaar in Taloqan City for leaving their homes without a mahram.\textsuperscript{431}

In Uruzgan Province, the Taliban banned shaving beards and trimming hair in late September 2021, and barbers were ordered to halt their work.\textsuperscript{432} In January 2022, male employees of Taliban officials in the province were reportedly ordered to stop trimming and wear a turban at work.\textsuperscript{433} There were also reports on similar restrictions in the provinces Ghor\textsuperscript{434} and Kapisa\textsuperscript{435}.

In Jawzjan, small bank loans were reportedly regulated. Private banks using usury and interest by giving small loans were stopped from lending, according to Bakhtar News Agency.\textsuperscript{436}

In Bamyan Province, the local Taliban in Khamard District, issued a directive in March 2022 that women could not visit health centres without a mahram, according to the Fuller Project. The source claimed that similar restrictions emerged ‘all over’ Afghanistan. In Ghazni, a midwife stated that the Taliban had prevented doctors from examining women without a mahram since November 2021. In one instance two unaccompanied women coming to the clinic with a sick child had been forced outside and beaten with rifle butts by the Taliban.\textsuperscript{437}

(a) Music and musicians

The Taliban did not officially ban music after the takeover but disapproved of it at weddings and other public events.\textsuperscript{438} On 26 December 2021, the Taliban MPVPV instructed vehicle drivers to refrain from playing music in their cars.\textsuperscript{439} According to OHCHR, reporting in March 2022, the Taliban showed ‘intolerance’ for music and art, which spread an ‘atmosphere of fear’. The same source reported on intimidations, violence and threats forcing musicians and
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According to Samim, most forms of music had been banned in Andar District, Ghazni Province, but the traditional drum duhol was permitted again after the Taliban district governor and Taliban police chief were replaced. In Khost Province, a local radio station continued to play music.441

A representative of an anonymous international organisation, interviewed by DIS on 29 March 2022, stated that some musicians had been physically attacked, publicly humiliated, arrested and got their instruments destroyed. Sporadic instances occurred across all of Afghanistan, both in conservative and more liberal communities.442 Cases reported in media included the humiliation of local musicians in Zazai Aryub District, Paktia Province, in January 2022.443 Taliban fighters burned the musicians' instruments and members of the Taliban MPVPV had reportedly shaved their heads. According to RFE/RL, the musicians appeared to have been beaten.444 Hasht-e Subh reported on house searches and 'crackdowns' on artists in Kapisa Province by the Taliban in March 2022. Representatives of the local department of the Taliban MPVPV was cited as saying that playing music was 'strongly forbidden' and considered a crime. The ministry's local director, Jamaluddin Mazhari, was quoted saying that artists singing in the province would be 'dealt with harshly'. Local artists stated that both their financial and security concerns had 'multiplied' since the Taliban takeover. One of them told Hasht-e Subh that he fled to Iran amid the takeover, fearing to be killed. In March 2022, he had recently returned and was worried about the 'artistic productions' in Afghanistan, as artists were told to change career. The same source reported on 'soldiers' opening fire on a convoy of wedding cars playing music in Shigal District, Kunar Province, killing the groom's brother, and of a young man being killed for listening to music in Badakhshan Province.445

1.4. Crackdowns on ISKP and suspected affiliates

The Taliban launched operations to restrain ISKP446, and killings were mainly reported from Nangarhar Province in October and November 2021447. OHCHR reported on three additional extrajudicial killings of suspected Islamic State (IS) affiliates in the second week of February 2022. According to the same source, many cases involved enforced disappearances, torture, and ill-treatment by the Taliban.448 In the reporting period 15 August 2021–15 June 2022 UNAMA recorded 59 extrajudicial killings, 22 arbitrary arrests and detentions, 7 incidents of torture and ill-treatment of accused ISKP affiliates. All incidents were carried out by the Taliban, and most took place in Chaparhar District and Jalalabad City, Nangarhar Province. Records of such abuses in October and November 2021 followed a similar pattern: the victims’ bodies were found one or two days after the were arrested by the Taliban, often beheaded and dismembered, and ‘sometimes hanging from trees’. The incidents provided as examples by UNAMA included a tribal elder who was arrested by the Taliban at a mosque, allegedly for...
ISKP affiliation. His body was found one day after, severely mutilated.\textsuperscript{449} According to Ariana News, reporting on 6 February 2022, at least 50 ISKP fighters in Nangarhar had surrendered to the Taliban after mediation with tribal elders. The same source reported that over 500 ISKP members had surrendered to the Taliban since the takeover.\textsuperscript{450} According to Human Rights Watch’s Patricia Gossman, whole Salafist communities in the provinces Kunar and Nangarhar were subjected to night raids, and detentions of men and sometimes boys, even if they had nothing to do with ISKP. Although not having precise numbers, many ended up as victims of summary executions or were forcibly disappeared.\textsuperscript{451} An anonymous organisation, interviewed by the Finnish and Swedish migration services for this report on 31 May 2022, human rights violations against individuals accused of ISKP affiliation still occurred in Nangarhar, although the frequency was less than the previous year. The organisation still received reports, as of 31 May 2022, about persons being detained for a few days, and then being killed, because they were accused of links to the ISKP.\textsuperscript{452} For information on Salafists, see section 6.6.6.\textsuperscript{Salafists}

1.5. Leaving and returning to Afghanistan

1.5.1. Taliban attitudes and public statements

Sources interviewed in November 2021 described a negative narrative among Taliban members, and in parts of Afghan society, regarding Afghans who leave Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{453} According to an Afghan human rights expert, people leaving were seen as lacking Islamic values or being on the run from things they had done. On the other hand, the source noted, the Taliban prioritised passports for labourers working abroad, indicating that they might understand the economic aspect, although they are also aware of the fact that many abroad disagree with them.\textsuperscript{454} An Afghan law professor described two narratives of the Taliban on persons leaving Afghanistan to live in Western countries. In one narrative people fled due to poverty and it had nothing to do with fearing the Taliban, but they were attracted by the economically better life in the West. The other narrative was about the elites that left, they were not seen as ‘Afghans’, but as corrupt ‘puppets’ of the ‘occupation’, and as opposed to the population. They were considered to lack ‘roots’ in Afghanistan, so as soon as ‘the foreigners’ left, they took this group with them. This narrative could also include, for example, activists, media workers and intellectuals, and not only former government officials. According to the source, these narratives also existed among the general population, as there was an anger towards the previous government and elites due to corruption and failures.\textsuperscript{455} The Afghan law professor further stated that the Taliban often said that a ‘good Muslim’ would not leave and that many who left for the West were not ‘good enough Muslims’. They could
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further state that people might leave out of poverty, but if anyone is unhappy with the situation it is due to a weakness of those people's faith and so they do not want to live under Islamic rule.\textsuperscript{456} Dr. Andrea Chiovenda and Dr. Melissa Kerr Chiovenda, anthropologists at Zayed University, described a similar narrative of people wanting to leave not being ‘the right kind of person’ and not perceived as ‘good Muslims’. However, they separated the tradition of Pashtun men going abroad for periods to work, which is an old tradition, from people who go abroad and stay in non-Muslim countries – which is not ‘the right way to do it’. They further stated that in rural Pashtun areas a person wanting to leave for Europe or the US would in general be perceived with suspicion, and also persons having Western contacts.\textsuperscript{457} An independent analyst stated that he had seen a social media post from a prominent Taliban social media influencer that people who left for the West, did so because they were Western-minded and did not like an Islamic system. The analyst had, however, not seen anything in the Taliban statements that a person seeking asylum in the West should be prosecuted, but added that the Taliban were sceptical of the West.\textsuperscript{458} In a report based on interviews with Afghans returning to Afghanistan from Sweden before the Taliban takeover in 2021, the researchers noted several accounts of a stigma of being returned, and a common perception that a person must have committed a crime to be deported, or that people returning from Europe were ‘loaded with money’. Out of fear of being harassed or robbed, some did not disclose that they were returnees. Another perception was that ‘returnees could be contaminated with Western ideas and values’, undermining the Islamic faith and generating mistrust.\textsuperscript{459}

Taliban officials repeatedly called on Afghans to return to Afghanistan\textsuperscript{460}, including former politicians\textsuperscript{461}, military and civil leaders\textsuperscript{462}, university lecturers\textsuperscript{463}, businessmen and investors.\textsuperscript{464} Taliban senior officials further called on the thousands of Afghans who fled after the takeover to return\textsuperscript{465}, as well as all Afghans living abroad\textsuperscript{466} and former opponents to the Taliban.\textsuperscript{467}
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In March 2022, \(^{468}\) The Taliban established a ‘Commission for the Return and Communications with Former Afghan Officials and Political Figures’ which started operating in May 2022.\(^ {469}\) In a list of 15 articles\(^ {470}\), it ensured that those returning would ‘have their legitimate demands met’, and presented a procedure which, \textit{inter alia}, provided short-term accommodation for political figures and former military personnel.\(^ {471}\) Article 2 on the list reportedly stated that the Taliban commission could collect information about those who left Afghanistan before or after the Taliban takeover, or remained in the country but opposed the Taliban government.\(^ {472}\) The head of the Taliban commission stated in May 2022 that the Taliban government would provide safety to returning government officials.\(^ {473}\) This was repeated by the Taliban commission in June 2022\(^ {474}\) as well as by the Taliban Foreign Minister.\(^ {475}\)

On 8 December 2021, the Taliban supreme leader issued a statement in which he addressed the difficulties facing persons who left Afghanistan. According to TOLOnews, he stated that these persons’ ‘beliefs ethics, and ways of thinking’, were jeopardized ‘based on some biased programs’ and that they were obliged ‘to create scandals against Islam and the Islamic System’ to receive asylum.\(^ {476}\) On 27 February 2022, Taliban spokesperson Zabihullah Mujahid stated that persons leaving Afghanistan had ‘no excuse’ and that the Taliban were preventing them from leaving. On 1 March 2022, Mujahid clarified on social media that he had meant that persons with legal documents and invitations could travel from and return to Afghanistan. On the same day, the Taliban deputy Minister for Refugees and Repatriations, however, stated that it was not ‘appropriate’ for Western nations to facilitate Afghans’ departure by inviting them and promising asylum. The Taliban deputy minister called this an ‘interference’ with international law and stated that the Taliban condemned it.\(^ {477}\)

During an interview with AP in December 2021, the Taliban Minister of Foreign Affairs insisted that poverty and the dream of a better life, not fear, drove thousands of Afghans to try to get evacuated in August 2021.\(^ {478}\) In late May 2022, a number of Afghan asylum seekers protested outside UNHCR’s office in Islamabad, Pakistan. According to Bakhtar News Agency, the Taliban Ministry of Foreign Affairs released a statement calling the protesters ‘economic asylum seekers’\(^ {479}\) According to Ariana News, the ministry stated that many of the protesters had lived in Pakistan for years and ‘used the opportunity to try to get asylum in Western
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countries. On 30 December 2021, Akhundzada released a decree instructing Taliban members to encourage Afghans not to flee the country.

### 1.5.2. Treatment of persons trying to leave and returnees

Between 1 December 2021–30 April 2022, IOM documented an average monthly outflow of approximately 424,000 individuals from Afghanistan to Pakistan and Iran. In the same period the average monthly inflow to Afghanistan from the same countries was approximately 357,000 individuals. In May 2022, the flows were lower, with around 255,000 individuals leaving for Pakistan or Iran, and 292,000 returning from these countries. According to accounts of human smugglers, reported by Der Spiegel, more than 3,000 persons arrived daily in Nimruz Province, bordering Iran and Pakistan, “on their way to the West.” The Taliban Ministry of Refugees and Repatriations claimed that 700,000 had returned since the takeover by 20 June 2022. In April 2022, the ministry told media that they had received thousands of Afghans forcibly deported from Iran during the past months. There were also reports of forced deportations from Turkey. According to media reports, Turkey repatriated over 18,000 Afghans to Afghanistan between 27 January and early June 2022.

According to SIGAR, who refers to information obtained from USDOS, the Taliban did not systematically restrict migration at overland crossings, although vehicles were regularly checked and at times stopped at checkpoints. After announcing that Afghans would not be permitted to leave Afghanistan unless their destinations were known, the Taliban appeared to stop Afghans trying to flee abroad by road, according to SIGAR. On the main highway from Kabul to Pakistan the Taliban reportedly stopped all cars at numerous checkpoints, and “sometimes pulled aside families with suitcases.” According to the Pakistani newspaper Dawn, some national and international NGOs still made evacuation efforts in January 2022, but the Taliban increasingly interfered. On 24 January 2022, Taliban spokesperson Zabihullah Mujahid posted on social media that 40 individuals had been arrested when trying to leave Afghanistan ‘illegally’ by air from Mazar-e-Sharif. Most had been released, but some women awaited male relatives to collect them. In February 2022, Hash-t-e Subh claimed that the Taliban had ordered border forces to prevent American and NATO collaborators from leaving the country.
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On 18 January 2022, Azeem Azeemi and three other activists were detained after trying to organise a protest against the Pakistani national security adviser’s visit to Kabul. One local media report cited a spokesperson of the Taliban GDI saying that Azeemi had confessed the intention to stage an illegal demonstration for the purpose of fleeing to the West, and to disrupt national security under the dictate of the former government.

Several officials linked to the former government returned, but all did not leave Afghanistan amid the Taliban takeover but several years ago. The returned persons included a former ambassador, who told AP that he had encountered ‘no rancour’ from the Taliban, and the former Minister of Education who returned from Turkey. He has previously been accused of corruption and embezzling international aid. Other returned figures were the former Minister of State for Peace and later Special Representative for Peace under Ashraf Ghani, the former deputy Minister of Transport, the former police chief of Qaisar District (Faryab Province), five Afghan air force pilots, the former mayor of Wardak Province, the former Minister of Religious Affairs, the former police cooperative head and the former Senate’s second deputy and a former president’s adviser. On 6 March 2022, TOLOnews reported on Afghan experts returning to Kabul from ‘overseas’ to participate in a conference to discuss ways of countering the crises in Afghanistan. The participating women experts called on the Taliban to reopen the former MoWA and other women’s institutions.

The de facto authorities in Uruzgan Province claimed that as of May 2022, among the Islamic Republic personalities who had returned to Afghanistan, were several ANDSF officials (‘heads of police stations, districts’ police chiefs and head of the intelligence’). According to the Taliban’s return commission, 150 former government officials and political figures had returned as of 26 June 2022. It has not been possible to corroborate this figure.

In April 2022, the speaker of the former government’s senate returned after a visit to the UAE and explained to TOLOnews that he had met with political figures and former government officials. Upon his return the former speaker called on the Taliban to engage in dialogue with their opponents. In June 2022, Abdullah Abdullah, the former chairman of the High Council
for National Reconciliation, returned to Kabul after a month’s visit to India.\textsuperscript{509} Former president Hamid Karzai was, however, stopped from travelling to the UAE in May 2022.\textsuperscript{510}

Ariana News reported on the first Afghan evacuee deported back to Afghanistan on 13 February 2022 from the US. This person reportedly had a criminal record.\textsuperscript{511} The Middle East Eye reported on commercial flights going from Istanbul to Kabul in June 2022, carrying ‘a mix of families from nearby European nations visiting family, businesspeople, NGO workers returning from quick R&R trips abroad’ and deportees. One of the travellers had lived in the UK for the past 10 years and returned to visit his birth family.\textsuperscript{512}

An anonymous organisation with presence in Afghanistan stated that sometimes people were targeted when they returned to Afghanistan, but the source did not see any clear connections simply to the fact that these individuals had left the country. Rather it seemed to be connected to their ‘original status’, such as leaving because they were affiliated with the former government, particular fears related to their ethnic background or some other reasons. If a person belonged to one of these categories, their risk was independent of the fact that they had left the country, as they would be targeted by the Taliban anyway.\textsuperscript{513} Similarly, a representative of DACAAR noted, during an interview with DIS on 18 March 2022, that ‘it was not his impression that Afghans returning from the West would be subject to targeting by the Taliban, unless it was a result of a personal dispute or vendetta.’\textsuperscript{514}
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2. Persons affiliated with security institutions of the former government

2.1. General situation under Taliban rule

On 17 August 2021, the Taliban announced a general amnesty for all government workers, asking them ‘to restart [their] routine life with full confidence’.\(^{515}\) Thereafter, several Taliban officials – up to the Taliban supreme leader and the Taliban Minister of Interior – publicly called on fighters to abide by the amnesty. The latter added that he had met with former officials of the Islamic Republic and assured them that they would not be harmed, ‘unless they commit a crime’.\(^{516}\) The Taliban Minister of Defence, Mohammad Yaqoob, also reminded Taliban fighters that they were ‘not allowed to take revenge or settle personal scores’.\(^{517}\) In May 2022, the head of the Taliban’s return commission\(^{518}\) reiterated that the general amnesty was granted to those ‘involved in the war for 20 years’.\(^{519}\) Taliban authorities in Uruzgan Province claimed that, as of May 2022, among the Islamic Republic figures who had returned to Afghanistan, were several ANDSF officials (‘heads of police stations, districts’ police chiefs and head of the intelligence’).\(^{520}\) For more information on returning individuals, see section 1.5.2. Treatment of persons trying to leave and returnees.

According to Iranian Radio Zamaneh, in early 2022, the Taliban consulted religious scholars on the treatment to be reserved for former Islamic Republic officials guilty of corruption. The clerics reportedly answered that the general amnesty could not apply to them and that they would have to be prosecuted and punished. Since the term ‘corruption’ was not precisely defined, Hasht-e Subh read it as a way to ‘harass, persecute and physically eliminate’ civilian and military servants of the former government.\(^{521}\)

Nevertheless, several substantial reports claimed that, on the ground, this amnesty was not systematically enforced nor fully respected by the Taliban. First, in terms of timeline, Human Rights Watch and USIP’s senior expert Andrew H. Watkins underlined that a rise in targeted killings of military and civilian former government personnel had been observed as early as mid-2020. During summer 2021, the Taliban committed killings of ANDSF members who had surrendered or were detained – notably in Malistan, Ghazni Province, and Spin Boldak, Kandahar Province.\(^{522}\) Nine members of the ANDSF of Hazara ethnicity were killed while...
fleeing or surrendering to the Taliban, ‘execution-style’, in Daykundi province, on 30 August 2021.\textsuperscript{523} Human Rights Watch separated the immediate aftermath of the Taliban takeover in August 2021 – characterised by ‘more opportunistic killings’ – from the following period, when such killings [‘appeared] to have become more deliberate’. In the later period, the de facto authorities had gained access to more informants and information regarding their targets.\textsuperscript{524} In December 2021, journalist Bilal Sarwary noted a ‘growing’ countrywide trend of former ANDSF members being abducted from their homes and later found dead.\textsuperscript{525} Human Rights Watch’s Patricia Gossman analysed the arrests and killings as ‘a combination of revenge-seeking in the aftermath of war, Taliban intolerance of any dissent or criticism, and the group’s control of more territory, leaving those under threat fewer places to hide’.\textsuperscript{526}

Research conducted by Human Rights Watch indicated that, in the period 15 August–30 October 2021, more than 100 former security forces members (encompassing military, police, intelligence units and militias) had been summarily executed or forcibly disappeared across four provinces (Ghazni, Helmand, Kandahar and Kunduz), after surrendering or being apprehended by Taliban forces. Relatives of former ANDSF personnel were also reportedly targeted.\textsuperscript{527} The Taliban’s elite forces, or ‘Red units’, were thought to be tasked with searching for former ANDSF personnel during night raids.\textsuperscript{528} In an interview with EUAA, Gossman reckoned that former ANDSF members were the primary target of Taliban violence.\textsuperscript{529} UNAMA indicated a ‘clear pattern’ with regards to targeting taking place 15 August 2021–15 June 2022 and identified former ANDSF members as one of the groups having been ‘particularly at risk of experiencing human rights violations’. UNAMA recorded human rights violations against former ANDSF and government officials throughout their reporting period, which included 160 extrajudicial killings (including 10 women), 178 arbitrary arrests and detentions, 23 incommunicado detentions, and 56 instances of torture and ill-treatment. All these instances were carried out by the de facto authorities and occurred in almost all parts of Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{530} In an earlier report from March 2022, OHCHR and UNAMA demonstrated figures of the killing of more than 130 former ANDSF members, government personnel and their family members. More than 100 of these events were attributed to the Taliban and their affiliates, and OHCHR expressed concern about a continuing practice of ‘arrest, incommunicado detention and alleged torture and ill-treatment’ of former ANDSF members, government personnel and suspected affiliates.\textsuperscript{531} An international organisation, interviewed by DIS in April 2022, pointed out that the time for these killings was unclear as well as if the trend was increasing or decreasing.\textsuperscript{532} Lastly, in a documentary released in April 2022, the New York Times stated that
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during the first semester of Taliban rule, it had documented the killing or enforced disappearance of 490 former government officials and members of the ANDSF across the country. Many other killings likely occurred but remained unverified, due to the victims’ relatives often being too afraid of retribution to speak out. The New York Times concluded that despite their denials, the Taliban were ‘on a campaign of revenge killings’.\textsuperscript{533} Afghanistan expert Michael Semple and Hasht-e Subh echoed this conclusion, the latter deeming the Taliban’s general amnesty as ‘a cover for the violations of human rights that the group has been committing so far’ and ‘a lie and trap for the security forces and former government affiliates’.\textsuperscript{534}

Watkins noted that the extent of this wave of extrajudicial searches, detentions and killings was ‘impossible to measure’ and varied ‘widely from one area to the next’.\textsuperscript{535} Anonymous sources interviewed by EUAA, the Swedish Migration Agency’s Unit for Migration Analysis and Landinfo respectively, concurred that it was difficult to see a general pattern, an Afghan law professor described it as ‘scattered’.\textsuperscript{536} A human rights expert claimed in November 2021 that the targeting and killing of former ANDSF members seemed more prevalent in southern, south-eastern and eastern Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{537} The representative of an international organisation in Afghanistan, cited by DIS, listed the same regions and added Kabul.\textsuperscript{538} Most of the killings compiled by the New York Times in an April 2022 documentary took place in north-eastern province Baghlan (86 – due to the presence of many members of the former special forces there), and the provinces Farah (27), Nangarhar (17), Helmand (14), Badakhshan (13), Daykundi (12) and Balkh (11). Provinces most affected by enforced disappearances included Kandahar (114), Uruzgan (28), Badakhshan (14) and Kabul (14).\textsuperscript{539} From October 2021 and onwards, UNAMA noted that the targeting of former ANDSF members generally focused on individuals rather than groups and that killings often were carried out like quick executions. Furthermore, arbitrary arrests and detentions appeared to be ‘widespread’, according to UNAMA’s assessment.\textsuperscript{540}

Anonymous sources consulted by the Swedish Migration Agency’s Unit for Migration Analysis in March-April 2022 remarked that it was difficult to determine whether extrajudicial executions and abductions were driven by local revenge motives or approved by the Taliban government. One of them thought that attacks against former government affiliates were primarily the result of local Taliban initiatives, since they were ‘sporadic’ and not a systematic ‘hunt’.\textsuperscript{541} US Defence Intelligence Agency pointed to ‘localized small-scale reprisal killings,\textsuperscript{533} New York Times (The), The Taliban Promised Them Amnesty. Then They Executed Them [Online video], 12 April 2022, \textsuperscript{url}.
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violence, and intimidation’ as well. This view was seemingly shared by other analysts such as journalist Franz J. Marty and Quincy Institute of Responsible Statecraft’s Anatol Lieven, who ‘expected far more revenge killings’. An Afghan law professor interviewed by EUAA also reasoned that, if the Taliban were to go after and punish anyone who worked against them, the number of targeted attacks would be significantly higher than the records in November 2021. In November 2021, Watkins deemed the pattern of targeting specific individuals ‘as-yet undiscernible’, but he added that based on anecdotal evidence, ‘efforts were made to track former special forces, commando, and intelligence personnel’. In contrast, Habib Khan, founder of Afghan Peace Watch, an NGO collaborating with ACLED to monitor political violence, affirmed that ‘the Taliban [were] systemically targeting’ ANDSF personnel. In April 2022, journalist Lynne O’Donnell, in an interview conducted by DIS, observed that ‘people who had worked in any capacity for the former government [were] targeted, detained, kept in secret prisons, beaten, tortured and in some cases killed’. Last, Human Rights Watch expressed similar concerns over revenge killings ‘becoming the basis for a deliberate policy to seek out and execute targeted former government’s security officials and others’. Based on ‘increasing evidence’, Human Rights Watch wrote, these killings were ‘carried out by senior Taliban leadership at the district or provincial level’ and the Taliban’s intelligence. While acknowledging that some of the former ANDSF members’ executions may be the consequence of private conflicts, the New York Times denounced ‘the Taliban’s revenge campaign’ as ‘deliberate’, ‘widespread’ and ‘ongoing’, forcing many former security personnel to remain in hiding.

According to an anonymous international source, interviewed by Landinfo in February 2022, ethnicity, local communities, as well as economic and social position played an important role in an individual’s vulnerability. An Afghan law professor told EUAA that there was a pattern of local and tribal rivalry, as some tribes aligned with either the Taliban or the former government. After the takeover, previous dynamics have changed, which has aggravated some ethnic tensions as a predominantly Pashtun group is in power. Such local conflicts played a part in the revenge killings, because the local Taliban could take advantage of their power to carry out revenge. An international humanitarian organisation, interviewed by DIS, concurred that the targeting depended ‘on the individual’s employer, their position as well as on other types of background affiliation’. Watkins too remarked that some of the documented summary executions had taken place ‘in areas where intra-tribal animosities,'
land/water disputes, ethnic tensions, and track records of violence and vengeance have spanned four decades of war. Consulted by the Swedish Migration Agency’s Unit for Migration Analysis, an anonymous international NGO and an Afghan human rights activist pointed out that the Taliban had more systematically targeted former government members affiliated with a certain tribe considered to be pro-Islamic Republic. Such communities included the Tani tribe in Khost Province and the Achakzai tribe in Kandahar Province, whose members were respectively recruited to the Khost Protection Force (KPF) and the former police forces. Another source interviewed by Landinfo, also singled out Khost Province as an area where targeted attacks against former security personnel were somewhat more systematic, but did not mention a tribal dimension. A human rights activist interviewed by EUAA in December 2021 suggested regional variations, reckoning that in the southern provinces Kandahar, Zabul, Nimroz, Uruzgan, and Helmand, most acts were ‘structural’ as they had the provincial leaders’ blessing. The activist further stated that individual fighters would not act on their own as they risked their life for the jihad and obeying the supreme leader. Thus, a fighter would not act alone, but ‘it has come from a leader’. Retaliation could often be traced back to private disputes linked to the unfolding of the armed conflict at a local level. In such situations, the trigger was not the formal position, rank or profile of the individuals involved, but their relationships. Sources consulted by DIS also stressed the importance of ‘personal grudges and previous disputes’ in targeting incidents. In such cases, ‘one’s previous occupation could be used against the person in question if they have a dispute with a Taliban-member’. A journalist added that an ANDSF member could be targeted because of his ‘deeds rather than his rank’. In a September 2021 report, AAN’s Martine van Bijlert noted that ‘as in previous regime changes, there will be room for relationships and expediency to trump revenge and accountability. This outsized influence of relationships and personal grudges makes it difficult to determine or understand who is in real danger and who might be all right’. In that regard, among the ANDSF members subjected to summary executions by the Taliban, Human Rights Watch identified ‘lower-level[] security force members who were less well-known or lacked the protection of tribal leaders, especially in the south’. Referring specifically to Kandahar province, Patricia Gossman further explained to EUAA that, right after the takeover, the Taliban had executed many lower-ranked ANP figures, while occasionally releasing senior officials (probably, she added, after warning them not to carry on with any other resistance activities). She assessed that these killings were the result of Taliban calculations, based upon local context: they may have thought that in some cases going after prominent figures would have excessive consequences in terms of local political dynamics and generate instability.
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A well-informed journalist cited by DIS also singled out ‘mid- and low-level officers’ among the most targeted ANDSF elements. He shared the same reasoning as Gossman and noted that, in addition, these lower-ranked officers were prone to accept bribes. A representative for an anonymous international organisation, consulted by Landinfo in February and March 2022, stated that higher-ranking ANDSF members were most vulnerable, while foot soldiers ‘probably’ could be forgiven more easily. According to UNAMA individuals on ‘differing level of affiliation to the former government’ fell victim to targeting acts, ‘from senior officials to drivers, bodyguards and relatives’. UNAMA further stated that it was ‘evident’ that individuals that did not hold senior roles within the ANDSF were also targeted, such as former pro-government militia members and relatives.

The Taliban have denied any systematic screening policy and attributed the killings and disappearances to ‘rogue commanders’ or to some ‘miscreants and notorious former soldiers’ within Taliban units. Reacting to findings of Human Rights Watch in their November 2021 report ‘No Forgiveness for People like you’, the de facto authorities assured that they had arrested individuals not for ‘past deeds, but [because] they [were] engaged in new criminal activities... [and] create problems and plots against the de facto administration, [and] keep contacts with notorious individuals who fled the country’.

In November 2021, the de facto government set up a Taliban commission to purge ‘people of bad character’ who had joined their ranks and were detrimental to the group’s reputation. A similar announcement was made in September 2021. On 21 February 2022, Taliban officials stated that the Taliban commission had expelled around 4 500 Taliban members from the de facto security forces. However, in May 2022, Gossman told EUAA that she thought that the cases handled by the Taliban commission were related to theft and corruption, and not to the reported killings of persons affiliated with the former security forces. In addition, Dr. Andrea Chiovenda, adjunct assistant professor of anthropology at Zayed University, reckoned that the Taliban could not enforce the amnesty, which Watkins echoed by remarking that ‘there is really nothing to check [the fighters’] behaviour’, fuelled by protracted grievances towards the former administration, perceived as abusive and corrupt. Watkins noted that the Taliban were reluctant to acknowledge the extent of these incidents and unwilling or unable to reform the militant mind-set of their fighters who, by default, ‘hunt down, seek out and eliminate the
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enemy’. This view was shared by an Afghan law professor who told EUAA that he ‘absolutely believed’ that the Taliban systematically targeted people perceived as potential threats. Among them, he singled out intelligence officials or elite forces of the previous administration who could potentially join anti-Taliban movements. In December 2021, Bilal Sarwary attributed a ‘growing trend’ of destroying the graves of former ANDSF members to the ‘younger generation of Taliban [fighters].’

The Christian Science Monitor (CSM) conjectured that the de facto authorities may condone these acts to appease fighters eager to get revenge and booty, in the midst of an economic crisis and a volatile situation where other militant groups could recruit frustrated Taliban fighters. The article noted that ‘going after senior district and provincial personalities [stymied] the chances of organized resistance’.

The New York Times wrote that ‘[Taliban] lower-rank commanders and foot soldiers’ were thought to be responsible for the majority of the executions and disappearances. In that regard, a senior security official told AAN that he was wary of the rank-and-file fighters, not of the leadership. According to an Afghan human rights expert interviewed by EUAA, the Taliban fighters, now victorious, felt like they were ‘entitled’ to commit such killings.

Michael Kugelman, Deputy Director and Senior Associate for South Asia at the Wilson Center, stressed that the Taliban were ‘probably’ not responsible for all the documented killings and harassment of former personnel of the Islamic Republic. Afghans interviewed in late 2021 by AAN remarked that ‘ordinary people, former government officials, old rivals – often used the chaos or the cover of the Taliban to settle scores or grab what they could’.

Anecdot al evidence collected by AAN suggest that in Jaghori District, Ghazni Province, the local religious authorities were able to convince the Taliban to stop searching houses looking for former government officials in the midst of the takeover, as it would prompt resistance among the population. The Washington Post yet noted that the involvement of local informal de facto authorities was not always enough to obtain the release of prisoners – in the example given, the Taliban refused to free a former senior police commander as he was ‘accused of arresting and torturing Taliban fighters’. Moreover, in Helmand Province, a
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former ANDSF commander surrendered to the Taliban on 15 August 2021, and was later taken away by the Taliban’s intelligence service, even though his nephew was a Taliban fighter.587

In January 2022, based on unspecified Afghan media sources, Rukhshana Media warned that Pakistani security forces had been ‘hunting down’ former security agents of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan, in Pakistan. Several of them were said to have disappeared after they entered the country, while others were reportedly detained incommunicado. Some of their relatives have seemingly been arrested too.588

Last, as regards ANDSF members’ relatives, sources consulted by DIS stated that they were ‘generally not a target’ but that it depended on the specific occupation of their relative and on the existence of anterior, unresolved conflict with the Taliban. Journalist Lynne O’Donnell affirmed that some Taliban fighters shot relatives or neighbours of the individual whom they were tracking down.589 On the other hand, UNAMA stated that it was ‘evident’ that individuals that did not hold senior roles within the ANDSF were also targeted, including relatives.590

2.2. Taliban capabilities in identifying their targets

Human Rights Watch stressed that it was easier for the Taliban to track down former Islamic Republic agents in smaller villages and towns, where ‘residents tend to know each other within communities and established neighbourhoods’. In their report from November 2021 they pointed out that many killings had been ordered by lower-ranked commanders, who often were aware of local political dynamics.591 As soon as August 2021, the de facto authorities took action to expand their informants’ network, prompting district officials, moneychangers, students and heads of mosques to provide them with names of ANDSF members and former government employees.592 A journalist interviewed by DIS stressed the ‘systematic effort’ made by the Taliban to obtain information, more particularly on Kabul residents (professional occupation, affiliations, etc.).593

Furthermore, after they had taken over certain provinces, the Taliban demanded former security personnel to register with them to obtain an ‘amnesty letter’ and hand over their weapons.594 According to AAN analyst Sabawoon Samim, one of the three directorates of the MPVPV was tasked with providing these amnesty cards to officials of the former government
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and ensuring their safety. Yet, some reports suggest that these registrations were used as a lure to identify officials of the previous government – and potentially detain and summarily execute them, sometimes weeks after they collected the protection letter. Moreover, the Taliban resorted to threats and abuses against relatives of former security forces members who had gone into hiding, to learn about their whereabouts. While the Washington Post cited examples where former soldiers had applied for amnesty and not been harmed or threatened, one of them (in Kunduz Province) said that the Taliban occasionally showed up at his house ‘to check again for weapons or government cars’, describing these visits as a form of harassment and as ‘unnerving’. Conversely, the Taliban reportedly detained people who had not registered with them out of fear of reprisal or ignorance of the process.

In March 2022, Human Rights Watch expressed concern over databases that the de facto authorities could access, as some contained ‘sensitive biometric data’ such as iris scans, fingerprints, photographs, addresses, names of relatives. Human Rights Watch notably listed the e-tazkera database, which has been compiling private information on Afghan citizens since 2010, the payroll system of the National Directorate of Security (NDS) and databases funded and/or built by Western donors and international institutions. Human Rights Watch’s Patricia Gossman told EUAA that there were no evidence that the Taliban actually use these databases. However, a former NDS collaborator and engineer told French newspaper Le Figaro that the Taliban had ordered him to fix a tracking and listening system which he had sabotaged to prevent them from using it. He was detained for refusing to comply.

From February 2022 onwards, the de facto authorities launched a wide-ranging search operation throughout several areas of Kabul and other provinces, officially to improve security. Anecdotal information from residents suggested that some homes were searched to find persons affiliated with the former government. According to SIGAR and Hasht-e Subh, such individuals had been arrested as well as former government officials. Hasht-e Subh reported on such search operations taking place in Daykundi Province. Sources interviewed
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by DIS noted the ‘varying treatment’ received by individuals affiliated with the former government during this campaign: some were released after being detained for a couple of days or being questioned, while others were held incommunicado. In May-June 2022, according to information only reported by Hasht-e Subh, the Taliban were still conducting house searches in Herat Province, to identify former soldiers and extort them money, while in Panjshir Province, they set up checkpoints and used biometric devices to the same end.

2.3. Recruitment of former ANDSF members by Taliban forces or other armed groups

In March 2022, USDOS affirmed that ‘most former ANDSF personnel [had] returned to civilian life and many others [had] departed the country’. In December 2021, the de facto authorities set up a special committee to create a new regular army. The Taliban Minister of Foreign Affairs said it would include ‘faithful and patriotic people’, and thus not retain ‘all ANDSF personnel’, who were trained by ‘foreign occupiers’.

Although the Taliban Minister of Defence stated in February 2022 that ‘90 percent of the employees of the ministry [were] former officers’, a UNSG report from June 2022 noted that ‘the security personnel of the former government [had] been largely dismissed, except for technical staff and specialized military personnel’. AP observed that the Taliban had had little success in convincing former military personnel to join their army, due to fears of retribution.

The US Defence Intelligence Agency added that ‘some ANDSF and civilians [had] joined the de facto security forces at lower levels, likely for personal gain’. According to anecdotal evidence, some former ANDSF members were prepared to join the de facto security forces to ease the economic hardships that they faced since losing their job.

As listed by a Taliban official, rehired professionals included ‘pilots and engineers, service persons, logistical and administrative staff’. As of March 2022, according to a Taliban source, 4 300 former Air Force members (including 33 pilots) had joined the military aviation of the de facto authorities. One of them told the New York Times that he had enrolled to
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support his family. At this time, though, pilots from the elite ‘Special Mission Wing’ were still moving from house to house because they placed no trust in the Taliban’s reassurances, who had killed several pilots before they took over Kabul. In June 2022, the Taliban also announced that Afghan cadets sent to India by the previous administration to complete their military training were to be hired to the Taliban armed forces. For more information on recruitment to the Taliban, see section 13.1. Recruitment to the Taliban.

While USDOS stated that rehired individuals were not allowed to serve in the leadership of the de facto security forces, Al Jazeera reported on the nomination of two senior Afghanistan National Army (ANA) officers (specialist surgeons) to ‘top posts in the Defence ministry’.

In November 2021, Professor Barnett Rubin, an expert on Afghanistan, expressed concern over former ANDSF personnel – especially Tajik individuals and members of the former military and intelligence services – joining ISKP and providing the group with their expertise. Their motivations did not appear to be ideological. Instead, they saw the group as powerful enough to protect them from the Taliban. ISKP was also said to offer them ‘significant amounts of cash’. In a report of May 2022, the UN Analytical Support and Monitoring Team assessed the number of ANDSF employees joining ISKP ‘for protection from or revenge against the Taliban’ as low. In an earlier assessment, the US Defence Intelligence Agency stated that ANDSF former agents ‘almost certainly [had] not joined violent extremist organizations within Afghanistan’. Nevertheless, a former prominent general quoted by SIGAR noted that commandos and intelligence officers unable to be evacuated were ‘especially vulnerable’ to ISKP recruitment and USIP’s Andrew H. Watkins warned that the Taliban ‘war on terror’ may become a smokescreen for retribution against former government forces.

Lastly, many of the NRF fighters were thought to be ‘low-ranking officers’ of the Islamic Republic. An NRF official told local Afghan media outlet Etilaat-e Roz that former ANDSF personnel – especially former special forces officers – were the ‘backbone’ of the movement. According to online magazine Guernica, some former soldiers (namely in Andarab District, Baghlan Province) had first taken the initiative to get together to ‘build rudimentary fortifications and weapons caches’ before coming under the NRF. Among the other resistance groups, the Afghanistan Islamic National & Liberation Movement was reportedly headed by a former special forces commander, while the Afghanistan Freedom
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Front certified that it had rallied ‘the majority of generals and other officers of the former republican security forces’. 629 VOA noted that General Yasin Zia, previously serving as Chief of General Staff of the armed forces and former deputy Minister of Defence630, was thought to be one of the Afghanistan Freedom Front’s leaders.631 In April 2022, another prominent general, Sami Sadat, announced that he was preparing for war against the Taliban, along other former soldiers. BBC pointed out that Sadat had been previously accused of violence against civilians in Helmand Province, where he commanded Afghan forces in 2021.632

For more information on recruitment to the Taliban and armed groups, see section 13. Recruitment to armed groups.

2.4. Persons who served in former military units

In December 2021, in Kabul City, the Taliban took the former deputy commander of the 2017 Pamir Corps in Kunduz Province to an undisclosed location. A relative told TOLOnews that the Taliban came to the commander’s house and took vehicles and weapons, but did not provide any clear reason for the arrest.633 In May 2022, according to uncorroborated information on social media, the Taliban intelligence directorate arrested a retired general at the Kabul International Airport, while he was trying to seek medical treatment abroad.634

Hasht-e Subh also reported on detentions and killings of rank-and-file ANA members. For instance, in December 2021, in Kabul, the Taliban arrested a former 205th ANA Corps member along with his brother-in-law. He was accused of not handing over weapons that he claimed had already been seized. Hasht-e Subh added that his family was not allowed to visit him in detention and that the officer had been identified through information provided by a friend of his, after the Taliban had detained him.635 In June 2022, the Taliban allegedly arrested ‘dozens’ of former soldiers in Kapisa Province on the charges of affiliation to the NRF.636

As regards the treatment of former ANA members while in detention, in December 2021, journalist Bilal Sarwary shared a video on social media of Taliban fighters beating a detainee identified as a former ANA battalion commander.637 Two days later, the de facto authorities announced that the individuals torturing the man had been arrested and were under investigation. Yet they did not release the commander.638 In January 2022, Bilal Sarwary reported on social media about an arrest of two brothers who had served in the ANDSF, during a night raid in Khiva/Kuzkunar District, Nangarhar Province. One of them reportedly died ‘under severe torture’.639 Other sources on the social media and microblogging service
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Twitter noted that the Taliban had then arrested eight individuals linked to the case, including the former district governor.\(^{640}\) In March 2022, the Taliban arrested, allegedly tortured and then murdered a former soldier in Taloqan City, Takhar Province.\(^{641}\) In April 2022, Etilaat-e Roz also reported that at least two former security forces member, a former soldier from Daykundi Province and a former policeman from Helmand Province respectively, had been tortured – the latter to death.\(^{642}\)

There were also cases of non-fighting army personnel being detained and killed. For instance, a finance officer of an ANA brigade was killed in Kunduz Province in December 2021. His relatives accused the Taliban for the attack, who had asked him to resume his job for weeks.\(^{643}\) In May 2022, the Taliban arrested the protocol manager of the former Ministry of Defence during a house search in Kabul.\(^{644}\)

Other killings remained unclaimed. In Khanabad District, Kunduz Province, two brothers (one was a former soldier) were allegedly killed by gunmen ‘in military uniforms’ in January 2022.\(^{645}\) Hasht-e Subh documented similar events in Firozkoh City, Ghor Province, where a former ANA member was killed under unclear circumstances in March 2022\(^{646}\), and in Parwan Province where a former soldier was shot on his doorstep in May 2022.\(^{647}\) The same source reported on unidentified men killing five relatives (two were military personnel) of a former commander in Kapisa Province in February 2022.\(^{648}\) In May 2022, in Dehrawud District, Uruzgan Province, the former commander of a military base and his son were killed. The Taliban claimed that this event was due to ‘personal enmity’ and that they had arrested three suspects.\(^{649}\) Last, in February 2022, Bilal Sarwary reported on Twitter that hand grenades had been thrown at a former ANA officer’s house in Sarkani District, Kunar Province, but did not cause casualties.\(^{650}\)

In June 2022, Hasht-e Subh and RFEL/RL’s Radio Azadi reported that in provinces such as Herat, Farah and Zabul, the Taliban had evicted former soldiers (including high-ranking members) and their families from their homes, claiming that their houses were ‘government properties’. The properties were reportedly distributed to Taliban fighters. Some residents stressed that they had built the houses on land allocated to them by the former government and that they had nowhere to go. In Herat, some tenants said that they had received death threats and sent two delegations to Kabul to find a solution, to no avail.\(^{651}\) In Uruzgan Province,
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the Taliban reportedly turned houses of former soldiers into military bases, checkpoints or residences for their own fighters.652

2.5. Persons who served in former police units

As of June 2022, the new de facto police force was said to have retained ‘some’ former personnel ‘but had largely inducted Taliban fighters’.653 A couple of months earlier, Amina Khan, Director of Centre for Afghanistan, Middle East & Africa (CAMEA) at the Islamabad-based Institute of Strategic Studies (ISSI), told DIS that ‘many former Afghan National Police (ANP) and Afghan Local Police (ALP) officers [were] still working’ but not receiving salaries.654 In that regard, about 30 agents in Balkh Province reportedly quit their jobs in February 2022 because they had not been paid in seven months.655 According to the Guardian, before the Taliban takeover, about 4 000 women were serving in the former police. As of April 2022, ‘most of them [had] lost their jobs. A fraction was retained to manage women’s prisons’.656 A former female police officer claimed she was the target of several threats because she had been in charge of recruiting other women and had worked alongside men.657

In May 2022, the Taliban were deemed responsible for the murder of a former police officer in Takhar Province.658 In June 2022, they reportedly killed a former border police agent in Kabul City, even though he had been provided with an amnesty letter.659 The perpetrators of other killings remained unknown. In January 2022, in Herat City, unidentified gunmen shot dead the former police chief of Taywara District, Ghor Province.660 In April 2022, a former officer of the Afghan National Civil Order Police (ANCOP) was killed in Dara-i Nur District, Nangarhar Province. The local de facto authorities described the incident as an honour killing, and linked it to an intrafamilial conflict.661

Sources also reported on arrests and disappearances of former police members. Human Rights Watch and Amnesty International expressed concerns over the disappearance of the former head of the women’s prison in Herat, in October 2021. ANP’s Alia Azizi – also a member of the Hazara community – was given a protection letter and, at the request of the de facto authorities, resumed working after the Taliban takeover. On 2 October 2021, she never returned home after work. As of April 2022, her whereabouts were still unknown, and the Taliban were yet to launch a ‘credible’ investigation of the case.662 As of March 2022, a former police officer in Kabul City had been detained for a month without the Taliban providing any
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reason to his family.\textsuperscript{663} Hasht-e Subh reported on arrests of high-ranked former police officers in the provinces Takhar and Kandahar.\textsuperscript{664} In late June 2022, the Taliban arrested a retired former police commander of Bagram District, Parwan Province and two of his male relatives.\textsuperscript{665}

In early 2022, the mother of a former policeman was taken by Taliban fighters and later killed in Mazar-e Sharif. The family had been harassed for some time, the Taliban demanding them to vacate their property and to hand over weapons they did not own.\textsuperscript{666} In Khost Province, the brother of a former police special forces unit commander claimed that he had been detained and tortured for four days by the Taliban, who demanded him to bring them his brother. They released him after he found somebody to vouch for him.\textsuperscript{667}

2.6. Persons who served in the former NDS

In a December 2021 article, the New York Times quoted a Taliban commander stating that the general amnesty extended to the NDS special units, or ‘Zero Units’, described as the Taliban ‘mortal enemies’.\textsuperscript{668} However, the Taliban have targeted people linked to the NDS.\textsuperscript{669} Anecdotal evidence gathered by USIP’s Andrew H. Watkins suggested that ‘efforts were made to track former special forces, commando, and intelligence personnel’.\textsuperscript{670} The Washington Post echoed this view, noting in November 2021 that former ‘members of Afghanistan’s special forces and many prominent commanders [feared] they [were] at greater risk of revenge killings because they were more likely to have killed, imprisoned, or interrogated Taliban members than the Afghan military’s rank-and-file’. In the first weeks following the Taliban takeover, most of the killings of former intelligence officers reportedly took place in the south and the east of Afghanistan, where the Taliban have their ‘strongest source networks and where the Afghan intelligence was most active in the public, most exposed’.\textsuperscript{671} ISSI’s Amina Khan stated that while the extent of the targeting of former NDS agents is unknown, the de facto authorities focused on mid- and high-ranked officer. Many were ‘outspoken critics’ of the Taliban.\textsuperscript{672} Moreover, an anonymous Afghan source told journalist Lynne O’Donnell that former special forces and commando members were ‘easy to identify from their physiques’.\textsuperscript{673}

In March 2022, Le Figaro quoted a Taliban dignitary saying that the former NDS agents who refused to cooperate with the de facto government were to be executed.\textsuperscript{675} As of October
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2021, most of the ‘fraction’ of former ANDSF personnel who had resumed work under the Taliban, were reportedly NDS agents. An anonymous international source, interviewed by Landinfo in February 2022, stated that former NDS instructors actively participated in trainings of Taliban members. Hasht-e Subh nevertheless reported on such an NDS agent who had started working for the Taliban as a trainer: they seemingly remained suspicious of him and ended up killing him. According to unverified information published on Twitter, in Ghazni Province, the Taliban intelligence directorate reportedly instructed its members to identify in their ranks and report, among others, ‘mercenaries’ belonging to the former government.

During the reporting period, journalist Bilal Sarwary documented the killing of several former NDS officers, some of them carried out by unidentified gunmen: the former NDS district chief of Orgun, Kunar Province, a former intelligence officer in Kandahar Province, and a former employee of the directorate 64 (D64) in Gardez, Paktya Province. Later on, in May 2022, Sarwary reported on Twitter about the son of the former NDS chief of the Bahark District, Takhar Province, being tortured to death by the Taliban. In mid-June 2022, the Taliban reportedly tortured and then shot a former senior executive of the NDS in Zabul Province. Hasht-e Subh claimed that several of his relatives were tortured as well.

Hasht-e Subh reported on other former NDS members being arrested by the Taliban (or individuals presenting themselves as such) and taken to unknown locations: for instance, in February 2022, in Kabul City, in April 2022 in the provinces Bamyany and Ghor, and in May 2022, a former member of the NDS special forces in Kunduz Province. According to the same media source, in May 2022, Taliban forces visited several former NDS agents’ houses during a search operation in Kandahar Province and took them away.

Journalist Bilal Sarwary reported on social media, in March 2022, on unknown gunmen shooting the brother of a former NDS commander in Kunar Province. The following month, Hasht-e Subh reported on the Taliban arresting and torturing the brother of another former intelligence officer in Kabul City. An anonymous international humanitarian organisation told DIS that family members of former NDS employees ‘would be interrogated’ about their relative’s whereabouts. UNAMA also reported on a case of a former NDS officer who was
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detained on 27 December 2021 in Faryab Province by the Taliban GDI. He had reportedly been beaten and subjected to electric shocks in detention.692

2.7. Persons who served in former local defence forces and pro-government militias

Human Rights Watch listed former ALP and pro-government militias (also known as arbaki or ‘uprising forces/groups’693) among the Taliban’s targets, mainly because many Taliban and former militiamen knew each other on local level, which left room for personal enmities and settling of scores. Killings of local defence forces members were documented in the provinces Helmand, Kunduz and Ghazni, between August and October 2021.694

In December 2021, a former commander reportedly died in Kabul ‘under severe torture’, after several weeks’ detention.695 During a night operation the following month, the Taliban killed the head of a former uprising group in Rostaq District, Takhar Province. Hashst-e Subh claimed that he had renounced armed struggle after the Taliban announced their general amnesty.696

In May 2022, again in Takhar Province (Khwajagar District), three former members of an uprising group were shot dead by the Taliban.697 In another instance, the Taliban arrested the young sons of a former uprising group commander in Badakhshan Province.698 In December 2021, a former ALP commander in Eastern Afghanistan was reportedly killed in front of his house – although the reporting journalist, Bilal Sarwary, did not specify the perpetrators.699

According to Hashst-e Subh, other former commanders and their relatives were arrested in April–June 2022, accused of affiliation with NRF in Badakhshan, Ghor and Takhar provinces.700

On 25 June 2022, in Lal Wa Sarjangal District, Ghor Province, the Taliban reportedly killed the former chief of an uprising group. He was said to have joined the Hazara Taliban commander Mehdi Mujahid701 who had recently broken off from the movement, prompting clashes.702
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 Meanwhile, in June 2022, Ariana News announced the return of a former commander of an uprising group in Faryab, through the Taliban’s return commission.\textsuperscript{703} For more information, see sections 1.5.1,\textsuperscript{704} Taliban attitudes and public statements\textsuperscript{705} and 4.3.\textsuperscript{706} High-ranking former officials and diplomats.

2.8. Women who served in ANDSF

In December 2021, the Taliban Ministry of Interior announced working on ‘a mechanism for hiring or retaining female [former] police officers’ who, at this time, had been assigned to administrative services.\textsuperscript{707} In June 2022, the UNSG reported that the Taliban had only retained ANDSF female employees of detention facilities and helping with body searches.\textsuperscript{708}

In December 2021, the Wall Street Journal (WSJ) interviewed several former female ANDSF workers (representing about 2 \% of the security personnel, or 6 300 women). They stated that they had ‘become the target of a witch hunt’, led by the Taliban or their own relatives. According to one source, these women had angered the ‘deeply conservative’ society surrounding them by enlisting, and they could be given away to the Taliban by their own communities.\textsuperscript{709} Rukhsana Media made similar findings in January 2022, noting that ‘women in uniform who joined the [former] security forces were often seen as “prostitutes” rejected and sidelined by society’. Human Rights Watch’s Associate Director of the Women’s Rights Division, Heather Barr, was also quoted as saying that high-profile women were at ‘particular risk’.\textsuperscript{710} In May 2022, Human Rights Watch’s Patricia Gossman also mentioned a confluence of the perception that women should not have been in such roles and their involvement in the former security forces operating against the Taliban, and added that Human Rights Watch had heard about a few cases of female ANDSF members being targeted.\textsuperscript{711}

In May 2022, Hasht-e Subh collected consistent testimonies of former ANDSF women employees in hiding in Samangan Province. Some claimed that the Taliban had harassed them by subjecting them to ‘harsh’ interrogations and detaining their relatives to make them hand over weapons from their previous employment. Other noted that they had not received their salaries in months, although they were working for the \textit{de facto} authorities.\textsuperscript{712}

For more information on women’s access to employment, see section 5.2.2,\textsuperscript{713} Access to employment
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3. Persons affiliated with foreign forces

3.1. General situation under Taliban rule

According to the American news publication Foreign Policy (FP), by September 2021, the US intelligence agency CIA had managed to evacuate most of its Afghan spies and informants – amounting to several thousand people when including relatives. CIA reportedly conducted evacuation operations throughout Afghanistan. Nonetheless, in December 2021, the USDOS said that over 60,000 Afghan interpreters and other US forces collaborators remained in Afghanistan. According to earlier estimates by the Association of Wartime Allies (AWA), a non-profit advocacy group quoted by the New York Times, Afghans with ‘a direct connection with official America’ remaining in Afghanistan were twice as many. The NGO International Rescue Committee assessed that they were 263,000 Afghans of this profiles. AWA too wrote that ‘it [was] reasonable that nearly 1 percent of the Afghan population [est. 40 million] has in some way worked for, or are family members of those who worked for, the United States’. According to AWA’s most recent survey on their conditions of life (about 2,000 respondents), published in June 2022, 94 % of the Special Immigrant Visas (SIV) programme applicants were men, with an average age of 35 years old and 4 years of service. Over 70 % of the respondents were then located in Kabul, with significant groups in other major urban areas (Herat, Kandahar, Mazar-e Sharif). AWA noted that SIV applicants in more remote areas were harder to reach.

As of April 2022, according to the British Ministry of Armed Forces, more than 1,000 Afghans who had supported the UK military effort (‘former interpreters and other local staff’) and eligible to relocation remained in Afghanistan. The total number amounted to 4,000 when including family members.

Right after their return to power, the Taliban announced that they would ‘[assure] the safety of all those who have worked with the United States and allied forces’ and that they would ‘not pose any risk to them, to their property and to their life’. Among the approximate 500 cases of killings and enforced disappearance of former soldiers and government officials collected by the New York Times, one case concerned a former police chief who had collaborated with the US. He had been tortured for 49 days and then hanged by the Taliban. For more information on the amnesty and its enforcement, see section 2.1. General situation under Taliban rule.

An international humanitarian organisation interviewed by DIS conjectured that individuals who had worked for the US military were ‘more vulnerable compared to Afghans who worked
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for other government forces’. Other anonymous DIS sources assessed that non-fighting, low-ranked personnel of foreign military facilities were not likely to be targeted ‘solely based on their previous jobs’—although another anonymous interlocutor thought that the foreign troops’ collaborators were ‘a risk profile’.

DIS mentioned, among risk factors, the actual involvement of a former foreign forces’ collaborator in fighting with the Taliban, the public’s knowledge of his previous occupation (with cases of villagers reporting on former interpreters of foreign units who ‘had behaved poorly towards the local community’), or personal circumstances, such as the family background, which could make them more prone to be targeted. Besides, in personal vendettas, past collaboration with foreign troops could be used against a person.

According to an international humanitarian organisation interviewed by DIS, the targeting was more prevalent in urban areas as high profile and senior figures tend to live there.

As early as August 2021, French news website Mediapart alleged that, in Ghazni Province, local Taliban were drawing up lists of foreign forces’ former collaborators. Journalist Lynne O’Donnell later reported on foreigners held hostage by the Taliban (including an American engineer and Navy veteran held since 2020, and a previous war cameraman) and claimed that the Taliban were using them to ‘track down Afghan people who associate with them’. Moreover, the Taliban could potentially use the HIIDE (Handheld Interagency Identity Detection Equipment) system—a biometric device designed by US forces in order to, inter alia, identify Afghans working for the coalition— that was seized during the last week of the Taliban’s 2021 offensive. For more information on the Taliban capabilities in identifying their targets, see section 2.2, Taliban capabilities in identifying their targets.

In October 2021, Dutch public television Nederlandse Omroep Stichting (NOS) reported that the Taliban had summoned Afghan interpreters previously working for the Netherlands to appear in court. Their families were informed that they might be held responsible if the interpreters, then in hiding, failed to comply. That same month, news magazine the Diplomat wrote that the Taliban had detained, questioned and violently beaten at least four interpreters that had worked for the Turkish army. In December 2021, the Taliban allowed about 30 former collaborators with Turkey (‘interpreters or technical staff at Kabul’s military airport’) hold a protest in front of the Turkish embassy. In October 2021, Taliban fighters killed an former army officer previously working as an interpreter for the Australian Defence Forces. His wife and children were reportedly in hiding. In regard with Australia’s Afghan collaborators, an official report stated in January 2022 that ‘a significant number’ of them had not been able to
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evacuate in August and that, since then, some of them had ‘been injured or killed by the Taliban, with others currently in hiding’.\textsuperscript{727}

In late February 2022, Taliban spokesperson Zabihullah Mujahid announced travel restrictions on all Afghans ‘unless they had a clear destination’. He confirmed that these restrictions would extend to former NATO and US collaborators, which prompted fears that they would not be allowed on evacuation flights.\textsuperscript{728} Days later, he made clear that Afghan citizens ‘with legal documents and invitation’ were allowed to travel abroad.\textsuperscript{729} Earlier, according to Hasht-e Subh, the Taliban had nevertheless ordered their border forces to prevent American and NATO collaborators from leaving the country.\textsuperscript{730} More information on persons leaving Afghanistan is available in section 1.5.2, Treatment of persons trying to leave and returnees.

According to AWA’s June 2022 survey conducted among Afghan interpreters and other US forces collaborators remaining in Afghanistan, half of the respondents declared that the Taliban had questioned or detained them at some point. Almost all of them said they were afraid of leaving their house (97\%), even to seek medical treatment (86\%).\textsuperscript{731}

In March 2022, RFE/RL reported on a former security guard who had worked for US and NATO special forces for almost 10 years. While waiting for the processing of his SIV application, he lived in hiding and relocated several times. He said that he had left Kabul to hide among his relatives, in a remote area.\textsuperscript{732}

In April 2022, a former worker for the British military told the British newspaper the Independent that, although he had been accepted under the UK relocation program, he could not obtain travel documents: not only were they expensive, but visiting the passport office could put him at risk. He added that three of his colleagues had been assassinated earlier, before they could be relocated to the UK.\textsuperscript{733}

3.2. Interpreters

In a November 2021 article for Rolling Stone magazine, photojournalist Andrew Quilty listed ‘former interpreters for international militaries’ among the professionals who lived in hiding, ‘sheltering in small groups of trusted friends and colleagues’, because they were wary of the general amnesty.\textsuperscript{734}

In March 2022, the British Forces Broadcasting Service released a short report on two former interpreters for the UK army. They were able to flee to Pakistan after enduring Taliban death
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threats and staying in hiding with their families for a while. One of them reportedly jumped from a three-stories building to escape a Taliban search operation.\textsuperscript{735}

In April 2022, a group of former Afghan interpreters for the Canadian army explained that their relatives remaining in Afghanistan were ‘running from safe house to safe house to escape Taliban reprisals’.\textsuperscript{736} A former translator for US, UK and Australian forces, now living in Australia, stressed that his family’s situation had grown increasingly precarious, because the people that he used to pay to hide his family were now scared of Taliban’s reprisals.\textsuperscript{737}

A representative of an international organisation in Afghanistan quoted by DIS in March 2022, deemed ‘unclear’ the reasons behind the targeting of some interpreters who had been arrested or killed ‘without an apparent motivation or legal ground’.\textsuperscript{738}
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4. Public officials and servants of the former government

4.1. General situation under Taliban rule

On 17 August 2021, the Taliban announced a general amnesty for all government workers, asking them ‘to restart [their] routine life with full confidence’.

According to the Afghanistan experts Gilles Dorronsoro and Adam Baczko, the Taliban needed to grant amnesty for public servants of the former republic to get the administration up and running again. The latter added that the Taliban were likely to integrate the ‘least politicised’ categories of the Afghan middle classes into their administration – as they had done with some public servants of the communist regime in the 1990s.

A New York Times article indicated that, as soon as the Taliban took over Kunduz during their 2021 offensive, they asked the local public staff to resume work and restore basic services. They reportedly resorted to ‘terror’, going from house to house to locate municipal servants in hiding. At the general hospital, they put up posters warning absentees that they would be punished.

Human Rights Watch noted that former high-ranked civilian agents of the previous government were required to obtain an ‘amnesty letter’ from the Taliban, just as former military personnel. Unaware of this, some of them – such as civil servants in the judiciary – did not do so and, as a result, were beaten and detained.

According to Taliban sources cited in 2022 by International Crisis Group analyst Graeme Smith, the de facto authorities claimed to have retained all former public servants willing to keep working and appointed only 4 000 new staff. Smith, on the other hand, assessed that the actual number of new appointees was higher. DIS sources reckoned that 80 % of civil servants of the former administration had returned to work, including those ‘below a certain rank’ in local administrations.

Journalist Stefanie Glinski stressed that some employees of the former government had chosen to stay in Afghanistan, as many did not have the contacts to flee the country and, while wary of the Taliban, needed to make a living.

As of February 2022, however, salaries had seemingly not been paid in months within some offices.
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Returning from a trip to Afghanistan in spring 2022, Smith and another International Crisis Group analyst, Ibraheem Bahiss, described Afghan institutions as ‘hybrids of old and new’. While the cooperation between former and new officials was ‘not always easy’, they seemingly managed to work side by side. Smith noted that, although some former civil servants lived in fear, revenge killings had mostly targeted former military personnel, and stated that life under the Taliban for most civil servants was ‘more about adapting to the new bosses and worrying about keeping their salaries’. In June 2022, assistant law professor Haroun Rahimi made similar findings: ‘in terms of staffing, on the national level, the Taliban seems to have kept most of the staff in technical ministries who remained in the country but put Taliban members in leadership roles’. The Washington Post, however, reported on the former deputy finance minister who was allowed to retain his position. Rahimi also noted that the staff in ministries dealing with security affairs or issues seen as ‘sensitive’ (such as the Taliban Ministry of Education) had been largely replaced. Many Taliban were also appointed in local administrations but the de facto authorities seemingly retained most of the teachers.

The New York Times observed that the Taliban were filling civilian positions at all levels with ‘soldiers and theologians’. Some former public servants reportedly fled the country or did not resume work, causing ‘widespread vacancies’ in the administration. In interviews with the New York Times, some stated that they did not resume work because they were not being paid, or did not ‘want to taint their pending asylum cases’ in the US or Europe. In a June 2022 report, the UNSG stated that the Taliban were continuing to replace former administrative personnel with their affiliates. According to Hasht-e Subh, in early June 2022, the de facto authorities restricted government jobs to individuals with ‘a fighting background in the ranks of the Taliban’. Throughout the reporting period, Hasht-e Subh also reported on the Taliban laying off hundreds of public agents in various administrations and provinces (or asking them to stay at home), often for unclear reasons: municipal employees in Herat; provincial agents in Takhar and Farah provinces; executives of the Ministry of Labour. In some cases, the Taliban commented that they had only fired absentees or corrupt individuals.

In a September 2021 report, AAN analyst Martine van Bijlert noted that among the people hiding because of ‘specific, targeted, personalised threats’ were former government and security officials, judges, local politicians and community leaders. Human Rights Watch’s Patricia Gossman concurred that some former civil servants had been targeted, but to a lesser extent than former ANDSF personnel. Gossman underlined that the Taliban had a narrower
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definition of ‘civilian’ than humanitarian law. For instance, they were prone to see individuals who used to hold positions of power (government and ministries officials, for instance) and non-combatant persons working for the former security institutions as non-civilians.757

During the reference period, sources mentioned violent abuses of former civil servants – sometimes by unidentified perpetrators: in December 2021, CSM reported on former employees of the Ministry of Finance in Nangarhar Province and a former district governor from Helmand Province (also described as a close collaborator of the US Army) being either hunted down, beaten or accused of being ‘infidels’ and ‘puppets of America’. The Taliban seemingly seized their properties and violently went after some of their relatives to learn of their whereabouts.758 In January 2022, a former employee of the Ministry of Agriculture was shot in Takhar Province. In March 2022, after a wave of killings or abductions of Taliban members in Helmand Province, the local de facto authorities threatened to take retaliatory measures against former government officials.759 In April 2022, the de facto security forces arrested a former human resources manager at the Ministry of Interior, who had resumed work after the Taliban takeover. His body – with visible signs of torture – was returned to his family four days later.760

As mentioned UNAMA’s monitoring indicated a ‘clear pattern’ regarding targeting taking place in the period 15 August 2021–15 June 2022 and identified former government officials as one of the groups having been ‘particularly at risk of experiencing human rights violations’. Figures concerning former government officials was demonstrated together with former ANDSF members, which included 160 extrajudicial killings (including 10 women), 178 arbitrary arrests and detentions, 23 incommunicado detentions, and 56 instances of torture and ill-treatment. All these instances were carried out by the de facto authorities and occurred in almost all parts of Afghanistan. According to UNAMA individuals on ‘differing level of affiliation to the former government’ fell victim to such acts, ‘from senior officials to drivers, bodyguards and relatives.’761 From October 2021, UNAMA noted that the targeting of former government officials generally focused on individuals rather than groups. Killings were often carried out like quick executions and arbitrary arrests and detentions appeared to be ‘widespread’.762

In February 2022, SkyNews reported on living conditions in a prison in Herat. Many detainees were presented as former government workers, imprisoned without trial or evidence.763

Regarding female civil servants, Taliban spokesperson Zabihullah Mujahid stated in January 2022 that they were working ‘in the health and education sector and at Kabul International airport in customs and passport control’.764 According to the New York Times, only a ‘handful’ of education and health public workers had actually been allowed to resume work. The Taliban were then preventing the majority of female government workers from returning to
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work. The New York Times reported on one woman who was required to sign in at work once a month, which the newspaper called ‘a fiction that allows the Taliban to deny that they have fired female government workers’.\textsuperscript{765} In May 2022, a Taliban official told VOA that ‘the majority of female civil servants, 120 000 persons, were back at work’. According to the breakdown figures that he provided, 108 000 of them were hired by the Taliban ministries of education and public health.\textsuperscript{766} The Guardian collected testimonies of two former female employees of the Ministry of Women Affairs. As of January 2022, they were regularly changing residence to escape the Taliban. One of them stated that the Taliban were hunting down the former heads of the provincial offices of the Ministry, such as herself.\textsuperscript{767} For more information on women’s access to employment, see section \textbf{5.2.2. Access to employment}.

Last, as regards relatives of former government personnel, one anonymous journalist, interviewed by DIS, stated that they were ‘generally not a target’ but that it depended on the specific occupation of their relative and on pre-existing, unresolved conflict with the Taliban.\textsuperscript{768} UNAMA, on the other hand, stated that it was ‘evident’ that individuals that did not hold senior roles within the former government were also targeted, and gave relatives as an example.\textsuperscript{769}

\textbf{4.2. Former judicial workers}

In March 2022, although a Taliban spokesperson quoted by TOLOnews assured that ‘a number’ of judiciary personnel ‘not involved in corruption’ had retained their positions\textsuperscript{770}, OHCHR stated that ‘former judges, prosecutors and defence lawyers have remained mostly excluded from the \textit{de facto} justice system and remain in limbo regarding their return to work’.\textsuperscript{771} Also in March 2022, Taliban forces had reportedly ‘disturbed’ a protest of dozens of former judges complaining of their ‘uncertain fate’.\textsuperscript{772} Assistant law professor Haroun Rahimi stated that they had been replaced with clerics versed in Hanafi school of Islamic jurisprudence.\textsuperscript{773}

In September 2021, the Los Angeles Times reported on a former judge who had been voluntarily rehired by the Taliban to work for them in the same capacity.\textsuperscript{774} However, in November 2021, according to Bilal Sarwary, the Taliban Ministry of Justice released a directive restricting provincial positions to individuals who had a religious background and had not worked for the previous administration.\textsuperscript{775} In late 2021, the \textit{de facto} authorities announced that only Taliban-approved lawyers could work in their courts, which in practice could be interpreted as the about 2 500 existing lawyers were stripped from their licenses. Moreover,
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they placed the Afghanistan’s Independent Bar Association under the supervision of the Taliban Ministry of Justice. The bar association was previously the competent authority to grant lawyers with licenses, in order to ‘prevent bribery and corruption’.

In October 2021, a Taliban official assured that the general amnesty announced in August 2021 extended to former judges and lawyers. Nevertheless, in September 2021, in a joint statement, two professional organisations of Afghan judges warned that revenge killings might occur, and that former judges had been subjected to house-searches, threatening messages and physical harassment, and had had their bank accounts suspended. Their family, friends and neighbours were said to have been under pressure to reveal their whereabouts.

Later on, former judges and prosecutors gave similar accounts. Some noted that along recently released ISKP members and criminals, some Taliban fighters were pursuing ‘personal vendettas’ against former judges, and could not be controlled by the Taliban leadership. According to another judge, as of October 2021, five of his colleagues had been killed since the takeover. The New York Times also documented the killing of a former prosecutor and his brother in October 2021, while they were driving in Kabul.

In December 2021, OHCHR deemed ‘the safety of Afghan [former] judges, prosecutors, and lawyers – particularly women legal professionals – a matter for particular alarm’. OHCHR later expressed concern over former law and court personnel who were still living in hiding as of March 2022, or were subjected to threats and intimidation. The Taliban had reportedly gained access to the payroll system of the former Supreme Court and used it to identify former judges – in Bamyan Province, one former judge was arrested in December 2021 while he was trying to renew his passport. In February 2022, Afghan news media Reporterly and Etilaat-e Roz wrote about the killing of a former prosecutor by unidentified gunmen in Gardez, Paktya Province.

In particular female former judges and prosecutors and their families reportedly lived in hiding and feared for their lives, as some had ruled in favour of women in divorce and/or domestic violence cases, and against Taliban members as well as released prisoners. As stated by a
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source of the New York Times, ‘women judging men is anathema to the Taliban’. As of October 2021, 200 female former judges remained in Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{788}

4.3. High-ranking former officials and diplomats

AAN analyst Martine van Bijlert noted that, in the immediate weeks after the Taliban takeover, some high or middle ranked public officials, who had been detained following their surrender, had been released\textsuperscript{789} – such as the former governor of Laghman Province, as reported by Pajhwok Afghan News.\textsuperscript{790} As of February 2022, among the former civil servants who resumed working for the \textit{de facto} authorities, were ‘at least two deputies at the Ministry of Finance, two at the Ministry of Transport and Aviation, and one in Kabul’s municipal government’.\textsuperscript{791}

In April 2022, the Taliban Minister of Interior was quoted saying that former high-ranking officials could live in Afghanistan ‘with dignity’ and that the \textit{de facto} government would fully defend their ‘honour, dignity and property’.\textsuperscript{792} To that end, the Taliban set up a return commission in March 2022 and officially launched it in May 2022. It was tasked with contacting exiled political and military personalities and addressing their concerns.\textsuperscript{793} The head of the Taliban commission stressed that returning former politicians would be provided with documents assuring their safety, but did not specify whether they would be allowed to resume their political activities.\textsuperscript{794} Another member of the Taliban commission said that they would be able to do so ‘under the structure of the current Afghan government’\textsuperscript{795}, while Reuters wrote that the Taliban commission would ‘ensure work in the private sector’.\textsuperscript{796} Several political figures expressed scepticism, criticised the Taliban commission’s lack of transparency and for overlooking politicians who remained in Afghanistan. Others said that the Taliban had not offered them sufficient guarantees of safety.\textsuperscript{797} By June 2022, several former ministers and deputy ministers had returned, along with a former presidential advisor, a former Member of Parliament, the former head of the national electricity supplier, a former ambassador and a member of the former National Security Council.\textsuperscript{798} For more information, see section \underline{1.5. Leaving and returning to Afghanistan}.
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In January 2022, the Taliban arrested the former deputy head of the former Electoral Complaints Commission in Kabul (also a former member of parliament and deputy governor of Ghor Province). Sources also reported attacks on prominent officials by unknown assailants, such as a former member of parliament shot to death in Kabul City in January 2022. In February 2022, five relatives of another former member of parliament and ‘former jihadi commander’ were killed by unknown armed men in Kapisa Province, identified as Taliban by his family. Also in February 2022, unidentified gunmen raided the home of the former deputy of the former Chief Executive of Afghanistan, killing one of his sons and a bodyguard. The Taliban ascribed the event to a private conflict.

As for the highest dignitaries of the former government, former President Hamid Karzai and former Chairman of the High Council for National Reconciliation, Abdullah Abdullah, are still in Afghanistan but were ‘essentially’ put under house arrest soon after the takeover. In that regard, President Karzai was reportedly prevented from flying to the UAE in May 2022, while Abdullah Abdullah could visit his family in India for six weeks in May/June 2022.

According to journalist Franz J. Marty, ‘several former members of Parliament and cabinet ministers’ of the former government have joined the Afghanistan Freedom Front. The NRF too claimed that some former civil servants were fighting in its ranks.

After the Taliban takeover, most incumbent diplomatic personnel continued to represent the former government and kept on working independently. However, due to a lack of funds, the 45 embassies and 20 consulates had to close or scale down their activities. For instance, in March 2022, following the closure of Afghan diplomatic missions in the US, the 100 Afghan diplomats were given 30 days ‘to apply for residency or temporary humanitarian parole’. They were reportedly not at risk of being deported to Afghanistan. Some countries accepted Taliban accredited diplomats [see section 1.1.3, Recognition and international relations]. According to a former diplomat, the Taliban pushed ‘disgruntled, fired and laid off’ diplomats to join them. AFP and FP reported on a former diplomat attacking the Afghan ambassador in Italy in January 2022, claiming that he had been appointed ambassador by the Taliban. Other diplomats expressed concern about being targeted by Taliban supporters in Europe.
5. Gender-based targeting

5.1. General societal situation of women and girls

5.1.1. Position of women and girls in society

As described in EASO COI Report Afghanistan – Individuals targeted under societal and legal norms from 2017, women and girls generally have a lower societal status than men in Afghanistan, oftentimes leading to restrictions of their basic rights and to gender-based violence. The extent of the societal restriction of women’s rights varies significantly across the country as a woman’s position in society is defined by her direct social environment (family and village or neighbourhood), their socio-economic situation, and in some cases by ethnic or tribal customs.

An example for the different factors defining women’s position in society is the role of the customary code Pashtunwali in women’s daily life: Lutz Rzehak, a linguist and expert on Afghanistan, portrays Pashtunwali as a description of ‘the way of the Pashtuns’, ‘an ethnic self-portrait’, and a ‘code of honour’. According to the Austrian Bundesamt für Fremdwesen und Asyl (BFA) respect for women is a central element of Pashtunwali, since the code holds women as symbols of honour. Men should protect women’s honour by keeping them within the private sphere and not mentioning their names in public. Violations, or perceived violations, of women’s dignity can lead to deadly conflicts. At the same time, Pashtunwali legitimises forced marriage to resolve a conflict and levirate marriages within the patrilineal family to ensure the protection and livelihood of women. However, the norms formulated by Pashtunwali should not be understood as all-encompassing and static. In her book on Afghan women, Elaheh Rostami-Povey points out that the relevance of Pashtunwali differs for Pashtuns in eastern and western provinces of Afghanistan. Also, changes have taken place during the past decades: according to Pashtunwali, women used not to be allowed to attend jirgas (a specific form of council defined by Pashtunwali) but during the time of the Islamic Republic (2004–2021), women participated in Loya Jirgas [grand assemblies] and special jirgas for women were established. One of the most famous examples of Afghan women taking public positions during the Islamic Republic, Zarifa Ghafari, the former mayor of Maidan Wardak, was Pashtun. Girls in southern and eastern provinces were less likely to attend
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schools than girls in other provinces. These provinces are mainly inhabited by Pashtuns. For example, in 2015 less than 10 % of girls attended secondary school in Kandahar and Paktika Provinces, whereas more than 30 % of girls attended secondary school in northern provinces such as Jawzjan, Faryab and Badakhshan. However, United Nations Children’s Emergency Fund (UNICEF) found that the school attendance rates were closely related to security and the economic situation in the respective provinces as well as to a rural-urban divide. Other ethnicities, especially Hazara, were seen as more liberal with regards to women’s position in society than Pashtuns.

During the time of the Islamic Republic, the possibilities for some girls to obtain education and for women to pursue a career increased significantly in comparison to the 1990s. With the Taliban takeover in August 2021, the position of women and girls in society has changed. Restrictions in education, work, movement and freedom of speech have strongly limited women’s and girls’ possibilities to participate in social life. Human Rights Watch’s Heather Barr described women in Afghanistan as ‘virtual prisoners in their homes’. The arbitrariness in the implementation of Taliban rules, the Human Rights Watch report continues, has frequently led to self-restriction or restrictions by the social environment. A former university teacher and women’s rights activist interviewed for this report highlighted that with the restrictions imposed by the Taliban and the resulting disappearance of women from public positions, the general respect for women has decreased. As a consequence, the source said, women felt less secure and were less likely to stand up for their rights, which made them more vulnerable to public harassment and domestic violence. Correspondingly, the author of an article in the Conversation estimated that violence against women was increasing. Research conducted by Human Rights Watch has shown that many women were facing mental health issues since the Taliban takeover, ‘including fear, anxiety, hopelessness, insomnia, and a deep sense of loss and helplessness’. According to Hasht-e Subh, the number of suicides among women has increased since the takeover.

Women have been disproportionately affected by the humanitarian crisis according to World Food Programme’s (WFP) Afghanistan Director Mary-Ellen McGroarty. As many women were barred from work, widows and other women heading a household as well as women who had been sole breadwinners were struggling to feed their families and to pay rent. Additionally, the media initiative Alive in Afghanistan reported that when men lost their jobs, women were
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forced to do informal work such as cleaning, washing and cooking for other families on top of their own household chores. In some areas it is common for women to eat after the male household members have finished their meal. The Guardian quoted a representative of UNOCHA explaining that, in times of food shortage, this practice leaves women without food. Similarly, the article continues, baby girls are more likely to suffer of malnutrition because in some families (especially in southern provinces) breast feeding and food is reserved for boys.

5.1.2. Dress codes and behavioural norms

According to two women’s rights activists interviewed by the German Federal Office for Migration and Refugees (Bundesamt für Migration und Flüchtlinge – BAMF) for this report, the dress codes of women have changed slightly after the Taliban takeover but still depended on the province, city, or even the neighbourhood a woman lived in. A report published by the AAN explains that women’s dress codes also reflected the sense of safety and the socio-economic background, in areas where women felt safer and/or were wealthier they tended to use more colourful and tighter-fitting clothing and revealed more of their face and hair. The women’s rights activists explained the general dress code of women according to the different regions of the country: in many areas, women would cover the hair with a headscarf and wear a long-sleeved dress or coat reaching at least the knees and long trousers. Headscarf and dresses used to be of different colours and covered hair and the shape of the body to a varying degree. Since the takeover, most women chose to wear dark colours and longer and wider dresses to avoid harassment by the Taliban. In Herat City and the surrounding areas most women would wear the chador or chador namaz, a fabric wrapped around the entire body showing the face only (usually black or brown, sometimes white). The chadri or burqa, the mostly blue cloth covering the entire body including the face, was most frequently used in the southern and eastern provinces. Especially since the takeover, the women’s rights activists agreed, the use of the burqa had increased in all parts of the country. Protests by both men and women, against the Taliban’s order for women to cover their faces have been covered by international media. There were no general rules for when girls should begin wearing a hijab but most girls would start covering their hair between the age of seven and twelve.

In the southern and mainly Pashtun dominated provinces, many women live in purdah, the complete segregation of women from all men except their direct relatives. In many families...
it is unacceptable for women to go to a restaurant.\textsuperscript{843} According to a report by Rukhshana Media, the fear of harassment of women in public had increased since the takeover as reports of Taliban fighters verbally and physically abusing women spread.\textsuperscript{844} Other women highlighted that verbal harassment by non-Taliban individuals has decreased. Under the previous government, it was common for women to be verbally harassed in public, but because of the brutal punishments by the Taliban, men were less bold.\textsuperscript{845} An article by Hash-e Subh reported that a man was arrested by the Taliban’s secret service and then lashed 29 times for harassing a girl. According to the article, no information regarding details of the harassment was available.\textsuperscript{846}

According to RFE/RL’s Radio Azadi, some women reported that following the Taliban’s order for women to cover their faces, their relatives did not allow them to leave the house. The article interpreted this as a consequence of the Taliban’s announcement that men would be punished for their female relatives not following the Taliban’s rules for hijab.\textsuperscript{847} Even in Kabul, where women used to move around relatively freely before the takeover, fewer women could be seen on the streets.\textsuperscript{848}

### 5.1.3. Women in public roles

As discussed in the 2017 \textit{EASO COI Report Afghanistan on individuals targeted under societal and legal norms}, women in public roles have frequently been harassed, both on the streets and at their workplaces.\textsuperscript{849} There were no women in the Taliban’s cabinet or in other key de facto government positions.\textsuperscript{850} According to a women’s rights activist interviewed by BAMF for this report, the combination of limitations for women imposed by the Taliban, growing power given to conservative members of society, restrictions imposed by worried family members, and self-restrictions by women, banned women from society and forced them to exclusively take care of children and the household.\textsuperscript{851}

Many of those women who had held public positions before the takeover were in hiding.\textsuperscript{852} Some of them not only received threats by the Taliban but also by other members of society. One report showed that a woman, who had previously worked in a government position, changed her place of residence frequently and did not share her address with friends, as she received threatening calls by the Taliban as well as non-Taliban individuals.\textsuperscript{853}
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information on women in certain positions, see sections 2.8. Women who served in ANDSF, 4.2. Former judicial workers, and 7. Journalists and media workers.

5.1.4. Harmful traditional practices

As discussed in the 2017 EASO COI Report Afghanistan on individuals targeted under societal and legal norms, forced marriages is a widespread phenomenon in Afghanistan. Legally, the report points out, women above the age of 16 were allowed to marry and Islamic law requires the consent of women in marriage decisions. Nevertheless, girls and women were given to other families as brides in return for goods or money, were exchanged between families, or were victims of arranged marriage in the context of conflict resolutions. Forced marriages and marriages with a bride under the age of 16 was forbidden under the previous government but were widely practiced. As child marriages were not officially registered and forced marriages not reported, no official data on the development of these practices is available.

A decree issued by the Taliban on 3 December 2021 bans forced marriages. However, in the decree, no legal mechanisms to enforce this rule or to protect victims of forced marriage are defined. The decree does not mention a minimum age for marriage. Most shelters for women have been closed.

Although no data is available, reports indicated that the bad security situation and the collapse of the economy after the takeover have contributed to an increase in forced marriages, especially child marriages. Several sources refer to cases in which families forced their daughters into marriage out of fear that otherwise they would be taken by a Taliban fighter. This fear is rooted in experiences from the 1990s and has not been confirmed since August 2021. In other instances, women were forced to marry due to the fact that living without a mahram, a male family member serving as chaperone, has become impossible under Taliban rule. The local news outlet Etilaat-e Roz reported a case in which a 32 years old woman hanged herself in a village in Takhar Province on 23 May 2022. She divorced her first husband and her family had engaged her with another man without her consent. Widows and divorced women usually remarry (forced or voluntarily, oftentimes within the family) because living alone bares a social stigma. A women’s rights activist interviewed by BAMF for this report attributed a resurge of forced remarriages within the family to insecurity and the restrictions of women’s rights.
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earlier in a village in Bamyan Province a young woman died the night before her engagement to which she had not consented. The circumstances of her death remained unclear. UNAMA reported on cases where the de facto authorities upheld forced marriages or denied women the freedom of choosing their partners.

In a statement from November 2021, UNICEF estimated that 28% of women aged 15–49 years got married before reaching 18 years of age. The age at which girls were sold into marriage has decreased since the Taliban takeover, due to the humanitarian crisis. According to the Washington Post parents were not only forced to marry their daughters in exchange for money because of the economic crisis, but also the habit of leaving the child brides with their own families until their teens was broken frequently. The Guardian published a similar report, indicating that daughters were given away at an early age as their families were not able to feed them. Internally displaced families were most vulnerable to such practices.

As discussed in EASO COI Report Afghanistan – Individuals targeted under societal and legal norms, divorces were legally possible by 2017, but almost impossible to obtain. Additionally, divorced women were looked upon negatively by society and sometimes their own family, leaving them without a home to return to. No explicit rules for divorces issued by the Taliban could be found. The women’s rights activist from Herat interviewed by BAMF for this report pointed out that women used to have the right to take care of their children at least until they reached seven years of age. With nobody protecting women’s rights, she observed that, since the Taliban takeover, in the case of a conflict between the parents, children were taken away from their mothers by their fathers or their father’s family at an early age. The fear of losing the children restrained women from considering a divorce.

5.1.5. Sexual and gender-based violence

Since 2009 until the Taliban takeover, women were legally protected by the Law on Elimination of Violence against Women (EVAW): it defined 22 forms of violence against women, including sexual harassment and abuse, forced prostitution, forced marriage, child marriage, as well as the exclusion of women from work, education, and healthcare. The law defined institutions responsible for implementing women’s rights and punishments for the violation of these rights. The law slightly increased the reporting and prosecution of violence against women. However, due to societal pressure on the victims, police officers of that time refused to file cases or to arrest the perpetrators and, due to the lack of knowledge about or ignorance of the law by prosecutors, it was only partially enforced. The Taliban closed the
former MoWa\textsuperscript{873} and Afghanistan Independent Human Rights Commission (AIHRC)\textsuperscript{874}, both of which had provincial branches responsible for supporting victims of SGBV together with shelters and police stations.\textsuperscript{875} Additionally, under the \textit{de facto} administration there are no laws in place protecting women from SGBV.\textsuperscript{876} The Taliban thus ended institutional and legal support for women facing SGBV.\textsuperscript{877}

SGBV is reported to be a widespread problem in Afghanistan: a 2008 Global Rights report states that 87.2 \% of women in Afghanistan were victims of ‘physical, sexual or psychological violence or forced marriage’ at least once in their lives.\textsuperscript{878} No data and statistics on SGBV since the Taliban takeover could be found. A report published by DIS indicated that monitoring of SGBV has stopped since the takeover. However, the report pointed out that SGBV has increased for reasons such as unemployment and drug abuse by returnees from Iran.\textsuperscript{879} Likewise, Amnesty International estimated that violence against women has increased since the takeover.\textsuperscript{880}

Under the previous government, SGBV was underreported because women did not trust the authorities and feared to be stigmatised and/or accused of moral offences themselves.\textsuperscript{881} Human Rights Watch reported before the takeover that family pressure often resulted in women not bringing incidents of domestic violence before a court.\textsuperscript{882} An article published by TOLONews in May 2022 suggested that rising numbers in suicides committed by women in Badakhshan Province were related to increasing levels of domestic violence.\textsuperscript{883} A women’s rights activists interviewed by BAMF for this report explained that, additionally to the absence of a legal framework for the protection of women, women lacked legal support. Prior to the Taliban takeover, women addressing SGBV should have been provided with a (female) lawyer free of charge, she explained. Under the Taliban, female lawyers are not allowed, and most women could not afford to pay a lawyer.\textsuperscript{884}

Some cases of domestic violence leading to death have been reported mostly by the newspaper Hasht-e Subh:

- On 19 February 2022 a woman was killed in Zaranj, Nimruz Province. Her husband was accused of being the perpetrator but the husband accused the son.\textsuperscript{885}
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• On 28 February 2022 a woman was killed by her husband in the capital of Badghis Province.886
• On 14 May 2022 a woman died in hospital in Sar-e Pol Province after she was beaten by her husband.887
• On 19 May 2022 two women were killed in Tarinkot, the capital of Uruzgan Province. In one case the perpetrator was the woman’s husband. The other case is referred to as a case of domestic violence but no information on the perpetrator was available.888
• On 20 May 2022 a woman was stabbed by her husband in Aybak, the capital of Samangan Province.889
• The newspaper Rukhshana Media reported a case in which a nine-year-old girl was beaten to death by her fiancé in Kandahar Province on 20 May 2022.890
• In late May 2022, two young women hanged themselves in Sheberghan, Jawzjan Province. They are reported to have committed suicide because of domestic violence.891
• According to a Taliban press release referred to by Rukhshana Media, on 6 June 2022 a man strangled his wife in Ghor Province. He confessed and explained that his wife ‘did not listen to his words’.892
• On 12 June 2022, a woman and her three-months-old child were beheaded by the husband and father in a village in Helmand Province.893
• On the same day, a man shot his two wives, four children and three sisters-in-law in Zaranj, Nimruz Province.894
• On 13 June 2022, a 19-year-old pregnant woman was stabbed by her husband in Maymana, Faryab Province.895
• On 28 June 2022, a woman was suffocated by her husband after a verbal argument in Maymana, Faryab Province.896
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In most of these cases, the respective articles mentioned that the Taliban have arrested the (assumed) perpetrators or claimed to be looking for them. No further information on consequences were available.

In an unverified video of an interview, which was shared in social media in April 2022, a woman who had just reported a case of domestic violence to a Taliban police station, claimed that she was treated with respect and the case was immediately taken care of. In another case discussed on social media a woman was turned away by the security guard of a de facto court who told her to return to her abusive husband as otherwise she should be imprisoned.

An article by Hasht-e Subh based on anonymous local sources stated that women in Herat Province who approached the local de facto court to file a case of domestic violence against their husbands were generally turned away by the Taliban.

No information on the Taliban’s treatment of rape could be found. According to sharia, extramarital rape is considered an act of zina, sexual relations outside of marriage. No differentiation is made between perpetrator and victim. A brief report by Hasht-e Subh stated that on 7 December 2021 four men were arrested and stoned to death by local Taliban fighters in Gizab District, Urozgan Province, after being accused of raping two women. The case was not decided before a de facto court and Taliban central authorities did not comment on it.

News outlets including the Guardian and the Conversation reported on a group of Taliban fighters in Mazar-e Sharif gang-raping eight women they had previously arrested.

No information on the Taliban’s treatment of marital rape could be found. Even before the takeover, marital rape was legally not a crime. One of the women’s rights activists interviewed by BAMF for this report gave the view that the exclusion of women from education and public life increases the risk that women themselves do not consider marital rape to be a crime.
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Before the Taliban takeover, about 30 shelters for women existed, spread unevenly throughout the country. According to Torunn Wimplemann, author of a thorough study of SGBV in Afghanistan from May 2017, these shelters had a negative connotation in large parts of society because they were mostly financed by Western donors. The New York Times wrote that the shelters were frequently labelled as ‘brothels’ as they allowed women to stay away from home over night. With the Taliban’s closure of the Ministry of Women, which ran many of the shelters, most of them were shut down. During the advance of the Taliban, shelters were looted and their staff harassed. According to a report by Human Rights Watch, some of the women who lived in the shelters were moved to prisons in 2021. Amnesty International reported in December 2021, that many women were returned to their families, ‘forcibly removed by family members’ or had to ‘live with shelter staff, on the street, or in other unsustainable situations’. Former staff was in hiding with one of them telling Amnesty International that she was frequently threatened by ‘Taliban, ISIS, perpetrators and the [victims’] family members. Few private shelters continued to operate in Kabul and some provincial capitals but did not take in any newly arriving women. Staff of these shelters reported visits by the Taliban and the resulting uncertainty of how long they would be allowed to operate.

5.1.6. Moral offences and adultery

*Sharia* does not differentiate between consensual sexual relations outside marriage and rape. Both is defined as *zina*. According to *sharia*, *zina* is punished with stoning or lashing, depending on whether or not the perpetrators are married. The crime should be witnessed by four men or be confessed by the perpetrator. The November 2017 penal code of the Islamic Republic drew a line between rape and consensual *zina*, with a maximum punishment for *zina* of five years of imprisonment and for rape of 16 years of imprisonment.

No information on the Taliban’s legal treatment of rape and adultery could be found. Some media reports on incidents of Taliban prosecuting adultery or other moral offences included the following:
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On 11 December 2021, Afghan newspaper Hasht-e Subh reported on the arrest of 18 people, including nine women, who were accused of immoral behaviour, namely prostitution.916

On 20 January 2022, a de facto court in Badakhshan Province sentenced a man and a woman to 39 and 40 lashes for alleged sexual relations outside of marriage. Observers report that the de facto court wanted to stone them, but another de facto judge decided on lashing.917

In early February 2022, an unmarried woman delivered a baby in a health clinic in Ghazni Province. Fearing punishment for sexual relations outside of marriage, she fled after giving birth. Three days later the Taliban arrested the midwife and her husband.918

On 14 February 2022, a woman and a man were stoned publicly for alleged sexual relations outside of marriage in Badakhshan Province. The order came from a local Taliban commander.919

On 22 February 2022, a man was accused of having committed adultery in Uruzgan Province. He was whipped publicly but it remained unclear if and how the woman involved was punished.920

On 24 February 2022, Rukhshana Media reported the case of a man and a woman being accused of zina in Ghor Province. They were lashed 39 times each.921

On 6 June 2022, a woman was shot by the Taliban in Samangan Province as they accused her of sexual relations outside of marriage. Inhabitants of her village reportedly said that her husband was living in Iran and the man she was accused of having sexual relations with accompanied her as she lacked another mahram, a male relative serving as chaperone.922

According to a report published by DIS, most cases of sexual relations outside of marriage are resolved within the families with no authorities being involved.923 In the first half of 2022 only one newspaper report could be found, in which relatives punished a couple accused of sexual relations outside of marriage: on 13 May 2022, a boy and a girl were shot by a relative of the girl for having sexual relations outside of marriage in Ghazni Province. The Taliban claimed that they were looking for the culprit to arrest him.924 In another case, a woman and a man were shot dead in Ghor Province on 12 March 2022. Local residents claimed that they were shot by de facto security forces, but the local Taliban commander stated that they were shot by the woman’s relatives.925
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Sources reported on strong social stigmatisation and shame around sexual activities outside of marriage.\textsuperscript{926} USDOS reported on mothers facing ‘severe’ social stigma for having children out of wedlock, ‘even if the pregnancy was a result of rape’. USDOS further reported on a ‘cultural stigmatisation’ of some women even spending just one night outside their home, which prevented them from seeking services, such as legal assistance for domestic or sexual abuse, available before the takeover.\textsuperscript{927} Research by the University of Melbourne, based on interviews with 10 women and a group discussion on the practice of \textit{bacha posh} (girls living like boys), one identified reason for the practice was the fear of men targeting girls for premarital relations, ‘tainting their “pure” status’ and dishonouring the family.\textsuperscript{928} An eyewitness of the previously mentioned lashing of a man being accused of adultery in Uruzgan Province was quoted saying that the man had been ‘humiliated’ and would not ‘be able to live a dignified life’.\textsuperscript{929}

### 5.1.7. Honour violence

Honour violence usually occurs when the action of a family member is perceived as shameful. In this perception, honour killings (usually by men against women) can restore the honour of the family.\textsuperscript{930} Prior to the Taliban takeover, honour had, for a long time, been a mitigating factor in the judiciary for murder cases. This changed with a new penal code in 2018. However, it was estimated that only one-third of the cases related to honour violence were prosecuted and in even less cases perpetrators were convicted.\textsuperscript{931}

No information could be found on the Taliban’s legal treatment of honour violence and on the punishment of assumed perpetrators they arrested.

Recently reported incidents of honour violence include the following:

- In January 2022, Taliban fighters reportedly gang-raped eight women they had previously arrested in Mazar-e Sharif. A journalist writing for the Guardian referred to ‘friends in Kabul’ who heard that some of the women were killed by their families after being released from custody, ‘in the name of “honour”’.\textsuperscript{932}
- On 16 June 2022, Rukhsasha reported that a man shot three members of a family: father, mother, and daughter, in Maywand District, Kandahar Province. Several months earlier he had killed his own daughter because she ‘ran away’ with a son of this family. The perpetrator fled to Pakistan after killing his daughter and had returned to Kandahar Province shortly before violently entering the house of this man’s family. He fled after killing the family members.\textsuperscript{933}
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5.2. Situation of women and girls under Taliban rule

Since their takeover, the de facto authorities have repeatedly expressed their commitment to respect women’s and girl’s rights within the framework of sharia. Women’s active participation in political and economic life and their contribution to Afghan society have, however, been largely curtailed in comparison to their situation under the previous government. Several practices, regulations and instructions have been issued by the Taliban since 15 August 2021, impacting women’s and girl’s freedom of movement, expression and behaviour, as well as their access to education, employment, healthcare and social protection.

On 3 December 2021, the Taliban issued a decree on women’s rights, setting out rules governing marriage and women’s ownership. The decree bans forced marriage (although it did not address the minimum age of marriage), stated that women should not be considered as ‘property’ and granted inheritance rights to widows. This decree did not, however, refer to wider women’s and girls’ rights, such as access to education and employment, freedom of movement and participation in public life.

Some sources suggested that restricting women’s rights and freedoms seemed to be not only an ideological matter but also a political Taliban tactic to demonstrate power, to show compromise in an effort to receive international aid, and to use the threat of violence against women as a ‘bargaining chip’ in their engagement with Western governments. According to Obaidullah Baheer, lecturer in transitional justice at the American University of Afghanistan the Taliban’s position and policy regarding women in Afghan society has been ‘elusive and confusing’, with decisions often made at provincial level. This caused confusion.
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among Taliban fighters on how orders should be enforced in practice, resulting in arbitrary implementation.⁹⁴¹

As stated by the UNSG, engagement of the de facto authorities with Afghan women remained limited, both on central level and on provincial and district level.⁹⁴² At the end of June 2022, a ‘grand assembly’ (loya jirga) was organised by the Taliban in Kabul to discuss various topics of national importance. The gathering was attended by over 3 000 religious scholars, tribal elders, intellectuals and influential figures. Women, however, were excluded from the meeting, with the Taliban Deputy Prime Minister, Abdul Salam Hanafi, declaring that ‘male delegates would speak on their behalf’.⁹⁴³ This caused widespread outcry, with national and international voices calling on the Taliban to make such decision-making gatherings inclusive.⁹⁴⁴

Violence against women reportedly increased under Taliban rule.⁹⁴⁵ As reported by OHCHR and Amnesty International, the Taliban takeover and change in national authority had an ‘adverse impact’ on Afghan women’s access to protection and support when faced with gender-based violence. The closure of specific institutions dealing with violence against women (such as the former MoWA and former specialised courts) and the fall out of qualified female personnel handling complaints (for example in the former police forces and former judicial departments) has hindered access to justice for women.⁹⁴⁶ Most women shelters have closed or are no longer operational⁹⁴⁷ out of fear of threats and repercussions or because of limited financial resources. This forced many women and girls to return to their abusers or remain in situations where they were at risk of experiencing gender-based violence.⁹⁴⁸ Two women protection centres have reportedly reopened in Kabul, although under a ‘redesigned model’, where women who were relocated from shelters across the country found refuge.⁹⁴⁹

For more information on gender-based violence, see section 5.1.5, Sexual and gender-based violence.
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5.2.1. Access to education

Shortly after the Taliban takeover, at the end of August 2021, primary schools for both boys and girls re-opened.\(^5^{95}\) In February 2022, the Taliban’s Ministry of Education announced a new primary education plan. Boys and girls in grades 1 up to 6 were instructed to follow classes separately, with male teachers for boys and female teachers for girls, and at different times.\(^5^{96}\)

In mid-September 2021, the Taliban authorities announced that secondary education (above grade 6) would resume for boys. Access to secondary education for girls was not mentioned in this announcement.\(^5^{97}\) Some sources called this a ‘de facto ban’ on secondary education for girls.\(^5^{98}\) However, it was not applied uniformly across the country.\(^5^{99}\) Exceptions have been reported in several provinces (such as Balkh\(^5^{65}\), Jawzjan,\(^5^{66}\) Kunduz\(^5^{67}\), Samangan and Uruzgan\(^5^{68}\), Zabul\(^5^{69}\), Herat\(^5^{70}\), Sar-e Pul\(^5^{71}\), Ghazni\(^5^{72}\) and Faryab\(^5^{73}\)). As reported by AAN, a number of secondary schools for girls in these provinces were allowed to remain open, often with the support of local Taliban leaders or because of strong pressure from parents and teachers in the community.\(^5^{74}\) In mid-November 2021, the Taliban’s Ministry of Education announced that girls above grade 6 would pass to the next grade without examinations and that female students in grade 12 would not have to pass exams to graduate.\(^5^{75}\) In mid-December 2021, the Taliban Foreign Minister declared to AP that girls were attending secondary school classes in 10 provinces, without specifying which provinces.\(^5^{76}\) Many private
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secondary schools and universities kept running, even in places where public secondary schools for girls remained closed. As indicated by USDOS, the Taliban's lack of a clear and uniform policy regarding education for girls, in combination with teachers not being paid their salaries, caused low enrolment rates even in areas where schools were open. A decline in the quality of education was also reported, with a ban on male teachers for female students causing the loss of specialists. Medical professionals, cited by the Guardian, indicated a rise in depression among teenage girls, confronted with an uncertain future as they were denied education and employment opportunities.

In an interview in mid-January 2022, Taliban spokesperson Zabihullah Mujahid, declared that the Taliban hoped to open all schools for girls across the country after the start of the Afghan New Year on 21 March 2022. Mujahid added that education for women and girls 'is a question of capacity', referring to the challenge to find enough buildings, dorms and hostels to assure a complete gender segregation. The Taliban authorities formulated a plan to segregate all schools by gender, with schools only for boys and schools only for girls. In areas where this would not be possible, boys and girls would go to the same school but at different timings.

In February and March 2022, in the weeks and days leading up to the start of the new school year, the Taliban Ministry of Education insisted several times that all schools would reopen, for boys as well as girls.

However, on 23 March 2022, the Taliban announced the abrupt decision to keep all secondary schools closed for girls, reportedly affecting an estimated 1.1 million Afghan girls across the country. This announcement caused widespread indignation among female students (with many of them already present at the school gates or in their classrooms when the decision was proclaimed), and it also provoked strong criticism from the international
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community.\textsuperscript{977} The Taliban, initially mentioned several reasons for this decision, such as a shortage of female teachers and a lack of consensus about an appropriate school uniform for girls.\textsuperscript{978} Eventually, the Taliban officially announced that secondary schools would remain provisionally closed for girls ‘until a comprehensive plan has been prepared according to Sharia and Afghan culture’.\textsuperscript{979} In the following weeks and months, the US\textsuperscript{980}, the EU\textsuperscript{981}, numerous other countries\textsuperscript{982}, UN agencies\textsuperscript{983} and international organisations\textsuperscript{984}, as well as former Afghan political leaders\textsuperscript{985}, school teachers\textsuperscript{986}, religious clerics\textsuperscript{987} and women’s rights activists\textsuperscript{988} expressed their deep concern on the Taliban’s decision and called on the de facto government to reopen schools for all girls.

As stated by the UNSG, there were reports (although unverified) of public high schools for girls that did reopen in some provinces, with a ‘tacit consent’ of the local Taliban authorities.\textsuperscript{989} In Herat Province, female students above grade 6 were reportedly allowed in class on the two first days of the new school year, however the schools closed from the third day onwards.\textsuperscript{990} In
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Balkh, a number of secondary schools for girls were reportedly still open at the end of April 2022 and in May 2022 and June 2022. However, some of these schools were threatened with closure if their female students did not comply with the strict dress code (hijab) rules, resulting in some girls dropping out of school, as reported by Human Rights Watch. As stated by Heather Barr, associate director of Human Rights Watch’s Women’s Rights Division, the Taliban adapted the curriculum in schools that remained open, with subjects such as science, literature and sports largely replaced by religious studies. In April and May 2022, several prominent figures of the de facto authorities declared that secondary education for girls would resume soon, with a committee of clerics and scholars formed to address the issue. In June 2022, a Taliban spokesman declared to VOA that public secondary schools for girls were open in ‘about a dozen provinces’ and private schools across the country from the first grade up to university level. In some areas, such as Pamir District in Badakhshan Province, girls’ schools remained closed due to a lack of female teachers. The Taliban Ministry of Education announced the recruitment of 7,000 teachers and administrative personnel, of which more than 2,000 vacancies reportedly were reserved for women.

According to researcher Ashley Jackson, who has written several books on the Taliban and on the conflict in Afghanistan, the Taliban’s abrupt decision to keep secondary schools for girls closed ‘may have had less to do with religion than the unpredictable nature of Taliban policy’, and indicated ‘the movement’s broader failure to create a clear mechanism for making national policy decisions’. Jackson also referred to the importance of a small circle of very conservative clerics in the process of shaping Taliban policy. She described leader Haibatullah Akhundzada as ‘unwilling to take controversial decisions’ and ‘personally opposing female education’. Instead of following a more moderate consensus within the movement, that was thought to be in favour of secondary schooling for girls, he acted in accordance with a minority of influential conservatives that were against. In line with Jackson referring to tensions between pragmatic political leaders and hard-line religious clerics, several sources suggested that the decision to keep secondary schools for girls
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closed is related to problems of internal division within the Taliban movement. On social media, some Taliban figures criticised the decision and voiced their support for all girls returning to school.

A Taliban external relations and donor representative declared that 'the leadership has not decided when or how they will allow girls to return to school', adding that people in urban centres were mostly supportive of secondary education for girls but much of rural Afghanistan, in particular tribal Pashtun regions, were opposed to it. In February 2022, AAN researcher Sabawoon Samim referred to a 'relatively new trend' in the view on girls' education within the Taliban movement. His research suggested that one part of the current generation of Taliban members, who had a certain degree of education themselves and had been familiar with city life and its modern services, 'appears to be changing its attitude towards schooling', searching for education opportunities for their own sons and daughters.

Several local and international initiatives providing alternative forms of education for girls after grade 6 have been reported. In October 2021, Reuters reported on hundreds of girls and women continuing to learn through secret online schooling or in hidden makeshift classrooms. For example in Herat, students of Code to Inspire, Afghanistan's first all-female coding academy, received laptops and internet packages to follow online courses in encrypted virtual classrooms. Also in Herat, an exiled teacher founded the Online Herat School, offering more than 170 online courses ranging from mathematics to music, cooking and painting to nearly 1,000 female students. The classes were delivered via the communication services Telegram or Skype by a group of nearly 400 volunteer teachers, mainly from Iran. Further, several sources have reported on initiatives of underground schooling in Kabul and in other parts of the country, where female teachers meet in private homes or at unknown clandestine locations to teach girls. Students reportedly take different routes to join their classes at different times during the day, to avoid being noticed by the Taliban authorities. Other initiatives reported were an underground book club in Kabul where girls read and wrote their stories.
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own stories\textsuperscript{1012}, literacy and vocational training courses (such as tailoring, hand-knitting, weaving and handicrafts) in Kabul City\textsuperscript{1013}, Herat Province\textsuperscript{1014}, and Badghis Province\textsuperscript{1015}, a makeshift cave school run by a female university graduate in Bamiyan Province\textsuperscript{1016}, lessons for girls offered by a charity foundation in Kabul City\textsuperscript{1017}, and in a free educational centre (facilitated by a foreign organisation and supported by the provincial department of education) in Balkh Province\textsuperscript{1018}.

In the beginning of September 2021, the Taliban Ministry of Education issued a decree stipulating rules for female university students. The order defined that classes had to be gender segregated, mixed classes were only allowed with less than 15 female students, and men and women were to be separated by a curtain. Furthermore, male and female students had to enter university through separate entrances or during different times, and female students could only be taught by female teachers or elderly men known for being ‘trustworthy’. Lastly, female students, teachers and educational staff had to comply with the Islamic dress code according to sharia, specified as a black abaya robe and niqab covering the hair, body and most of the face, as well as gloves covering the hands.\textsuperscript{1019} These regulations came into effect as private universities reopened their doors for male and female students on 6 September 2021. Public universities remained closed, with the Taliban authorities referring to financial constraints and a lack of separate classrooms and safe transportation systems for female students.\textsuperscript{1020}

In mid-January 2022, the Taliban Ministry of Higher Education announced that all 40 public universities would soon reopen for male and female students.\textsuperscript{1021} On 2 February 2022, public universities in warm climate provinces reopened, more specifically in Nimroz, Nangarhar, Khost, Paktya, Laghman, Paktika and the southern provinces Kandahar and Helmand.\textsuperscript{1022} Public universities in other southern provinces, such as Uruzgan and Zabul remained closed.\textsuperscript{1023} Public universities in cold climate provinces (except for Panjsher Province) reopened on 26 February 2022.\textsuperscript{1024} The Taliban authorities assured that the enrolment for women in higher education could continue, however female students had to respect the compulsory Islamic dress code and were only allowed to follow lessons in gender segregated
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classrooms. As reported by several media sources, only a limited number of female university students returned to their classrooms.\textsuperscript{1025} A shortage of female university lecturers has been reported, since many educated professionals left the country after the Taliban takeover.\textsuperscript{1026} Female students coming from the provinces to study in Kabul indicated a lack of appropriate accommodation.\textsuperscript{1027} In mid-June 2022, Hasht-e Subh reported on Taliban raids on girls’ hostels of Takhar University, with students being harassed and 30 female students being arrested for leaving the university without asking permission from the Taliban.\textsuperscript{1028}

As indicated by the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, concerns remained that a strict gender segregation at universities could severely constrain women’s access to higher education, as well as their teaching and learning quality.\textsuperscript{1029} At the end of April 2022, the Taliban Ministry of Higher Education announced the scheduling of a new gender segregated timetable for university students, with separate weekdays allocated for male (Sunday, Tuesday and Thursday) and female (Saturday, Monday and Wednesday) students.\textsuperscript{1030} And, as indicated by USAID in SIGAR’s January 2022 Quarterly Report, even if female students were allowed to enrol in higher education, their inability to access secondary education would mean they were effectively banned from reaching university level.\textsuperscript{1031} Furthermore, many female students have reportedly dropped out of higher education due to financial pressures, in the context of the ongoing economic crisis.\textsuperscript{1032}

During the reference period, several protests and demonstrations for access to education for girls and women have been reported in Kabul and other parts of the country.\textsuperscript{1033} For more information, see section 1.2.2. Demonstrations and protests.

### 5.2.2. Access to employment

Since 15 August 2021, Afghan women have been largely excluded from political life and the general workforce. No uniform policy related to women’s access to employment was
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announced by the Taliban and rights and working conditions for women have remained uncertain.\textsuperscript{1034} The \textit{de facto} authorities repeatedly claimed their commitment to maintain women’s right to access employment, within the framework of \textit{sharia}.\textsuperscript{1035} Since their takeover, they have announced several restrictions on women’s participation in the Afghan labour market.\textsuperscript{1036}

In mid-September 2021, the Taliban did not make any appointments to the former MoWA, which was founded in 2001 with a mandate to promote gender equality under the previous government. In practice, this led to the closure of the ministry’s functioning. The former MoWA’s offices in Kabul were allocated to the Taliban MPVPV.\textsuperscript{1037} This decision provoked protests from the former MoWA’s female employees, urging the Taliban to let them return to work.\textsuperscript{1038} Also in January 2022, women protests for the former MoWA’s reactivation were reported.\textsuperscript{1039} As stated by the UNSG, there has been no formal decision announced on the former MoWA or its provincial departments.\textsuperscript{1040}

Up to June 2022 reporting did not show any official political appointments for women in the \textit{de facto} cabinet and women have not been included in political decision-making.\textsuperscript{1041} In January and February 2022, the appointment of a few women in ‘symbolic government positions’ was reported, including Dr. Malalai Faizi as director of Malalai Maternity Hospital in Kabul\textsuperscript{1042} and Nisa Mobarez as women’s representative in Badakhshan.\textsuperscript{1043} In an interview with
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Ariana News in February 2022, Taliban spokesperson Shuhail Shaheen stated that ‘it is not necessary for any women to be in the cabinet of the caretaker government’.\textsuperscript{1044}

Shortly after the takeover, the Taliban leadership announced that female government employees could continue their work, but were not guaranteed senior positions.\textsuperscript{1045} In mid-September 2021, women former workers in the Kabul City government administration were advised to stay at home, and only women in positions that could not be replaced by men were invited back to work.\textsuperscript{1046} At the end of 2021, many female former government employees were still not working.\textsuperscript{1047} In December 2021, Taliban spokesperson Zabihullah Mujahid declared that ‘no women had been fired from public-sector jobs and that they continued to receive salaries at home’.\textsuperscript{1048} In some Taliban public administration offices, female employees reportedly had to show up once a month to register, although they were not receiving their salaries.\textsuperscript{1049} The attendance sheets gave a false impression of the number of women being back at work, which could be used by the Taliban to disclose the amount of, in practice, dismissed female government workers.\textsuperscript{1050} Some female government workers indicated they had received a reduced amount of their salaries.\textsuperscript{1051} In January 2022, dozens of women held a protest in Kabul, calling on the Taliban to not exclude women from the Taliban government’s structure.\textsuperscript{1052} According to Obaidullah Baheer, lecturer at the American University of Afghanistan, there were provincial differences, with women being discouraged to go to work by Taliban fighters on the roads in some provinces and women still active in de facto government jobs in other provinces (such as in the mayor’s office of Faryab’s provincial capital, Maymana\textsuperscript{1053}).\textsuperscript{1054} In March 2022, the Taliban MPVPV issued national guidelines instructing gender segregation in Taliban government ministry offices and prohibiting female employees from entering their office without wearing hijab.\textsuperscript{1055} According to a Pakistani analyst with good knowledge of Afghanistan, interviewed by Landinfo, this gender segregation at the workplace meant there must be separate entrances, working spaces, living and dining rooms for men and women.\textsuperscript{1056} Women who previously served in the former national security sector
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have been excluded from service, except for women serving in female detention facilities and assisting with body searches.

Although many Afghan women who used to be part of the country’s workforce have been at home since 15 August 2021, exceptions have been reported. Since the end of August 2021, female staff members within the public healthcare sector were allowed to resume work. However, many women were reportedly afraid to return and restrictions on their freedom of movement (such as midwives having to be accompanied by a male guardian during home visits) and working conditions (such as salaries not being paid) have hindered their professional activities. In May 2022, the Taliban Ministry of Health pledged to provide more employment opportunities for women in the health sector, mainly to prevent maternal mortality. As of mid-September 2021, Kabul airport employees, including female employees (such as women working at passport control and customs) reportedly resumed work. There were also reports of female primary school teachers, women working in the Taliban Ministry of Education, women employed as street cleaners, and women working in de facto passport offices, post offices, police stations and prisons that have resumed their professional activities. Late May 2022, a Taliban spokesman stated that the majority of female civil servants were back at work, referring to 120,000 women employees, including 94,000 working at the Taliban Ministry of Education, 14,000 at the Taliban Ministry of Health and 12,000 working in other departments such as the passports and immigration offices of the
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Taliban Ministry of Interior. However, these numbers could not be verified. As reported by Human Rights Watch and USDOS, Taliban rules and severe restrictions hindered female aid workers from doing their jobs effectively. The safety of female aid workers and interference in their activities providing key services for women and girls reportedly remained important concerns. In March 2022, AAN pointed at the lack of a clear and unified Taliban policy regarding women’s participation in humanitarian aid delivery. Provisional agreements (partial agreements in 16 provinces and full agreements in 18 provinces) were made across the country that allowed female participation in humanitarian response. However, AAN indicated that this could change in the future, in the light of recent Taliban policies concerning women. For more information on the situation of female healthcare professionals and humanitarian workers, see section 9. Healthcare professionals.

In November 2021, the Taliban MPVPV issued guidelines banning female actors from appearing in television dramas and soap operas. The work of female journalists and media workers has been severely hindered and restricted, with reportedly 84% of women in the media sector having lost their jobs or left their positions since the Taliban takeover. For more information on the situation of female journalists and media workers, see section 7. Journalists and media workers.

At the end of November 2021, the Taliban Ministry of Justice seized authority from the Afghanistan’s Independent Bar Association (AIBA) declaring that only Taliban-approved lawyers could work in the de facto courts. According to the Brussels-based Council of Bars and Law Societies of Europe (CCBE), this resulted in all Afghan women working in legal professions being excluded from their occupation. As reported by the UNSG in January 2022, the Taliban Ministry of Justice communicated to UNAMA that ‘women lawyers would be allowed to work in line with the necessary requirements’, but no further clarification on these ‘requirements’ was given. Female former judicial workers (such as judges, prosecutors and lawyers) have reportedly faced threats, intimidation and harassment, preventing them from
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continuing their professional activities. For more information on the situation of female former judicial workers, see section 4.2. Former judicial workers.

Sources indicated that women have not been officially barred from private sector jobs. As reported by USDOS, the Afghanistan Women Chamber of Commerce and Industry (AWCCI) could not get a formal meeting with the Taliban’s Ministry of Economy to obtain clarity on the fate of the private businesses led by women in the country, but was assured informally that women would be allowed to work ‘if that work conformed with Islamic law.’ In April 2022, the Taliban Deputy Minister of Commerce and Industry declared the Taliban’s support for female entrepreneurs. However, women’s economic participation as entrepreneurs remained limited. Several women-owned/led businesses (especially restaurants and cafes), reportedly closed their doors, out of fear of violating Taliban edicts, due to the ongoing economic crisis or because they were shut down by the Taliban. In some provinces, such as Herat, Kabul and Balkh, there were reports of women entrepreneurs (such as beauty salon owners, handicraft workers and market traders) that were able to resume their professional activities. However, some of them indicated restrictions imposed by the Taliban authorities have hindered their work.

As reported by the International Labour Organization (ILO), female employment was reduced by an estimated 16% in the third quarter of 2021 and this reduction is expected to reach 21% by mid-2022. Restrictions on their right to employment impacted women’s economic opportunities in Afghanistan, especially in provinces like Herat and Balkh. For more information on the situation of female judicial workers, including those who have been forced into hiding or forced to resign, see section 4.2. Former judicial workers.
security and financial independence.\textsuperscript{1093} Especially women-headed households could face an increased risk of poverty due to their limited ability to work.\textsuperscript{1094}

As indicated by the UNSG and the Centre for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS), the combination of a dire economic situation with a persistent countrywide unemployment and the majority of Afghan women confined to their homes, could contribute to a rise in domestic violence.\textsuperscript{1095} The precarious socio-economic and humanitarian situation has forced an increasing number of Afghan families to resort to negative coping strategies such as selling young girls into marriage, raising concerns for the protection of women from exploitation and abuse.\textsuperscript{1096}

5.2.3. Freedom of movement

After their takeover, the \textit{de facto} authorities have imposed several restrictions limiting women’s freedom of movement.\textsuperscript{1097}

At the end of August 2021, Taliban spokesperson Zabihullah Mujahid announced a ‘temporary policy’ instructing women to stay home until a new procedure to ensure their safety would be in place, referring to the leadership’s concern that some of their militants ‘who were new and had not been yet trained very well may mistreat women’.\textsuperscript{1098} Mujahid clarified that ‘longer-term women would be free to resume their daily routines’, calling concerns about women’s restrictions ‘baseless’ and noting that ‘the mahrām (close male relative: either a husband or a male relative whom a women cannot marry, such as a brother, father, son or uncle)\textsuperscript{1099} would only apply to journeys of three days or longer’. He stated that for going to school, to the office, to university or to the hospital, women did not need a mahrām.\textsuperscript{1100} Since the takeover, sources reported on a reduction in the number of women seen in public.\textsuperscript{1101} On the one hand, there were reports of women being stopped on the street, being intimidated and told to go home by...
Taliban guards when travelling alone in cities like Kabul and Herat.\textsuperscript{102} On the other hand, sources reported on women moving around in public spaces in both cities without a \textit{mahram}.\textsuperscript{103}

According to sources interviewed by DIS in November 2021 and in March and April 2022, women’s freedom of movement varied on provincial level and was context specific, depending on regional customs, with a married women in Herat still able to visit restaurants and walk around in public, but most women in provinces such as Kandahar and Helmand confined to their homes.\textsuperscript{104} The need for a woman to be accompanied by a \textit{mahram} has been part of local customs in more conservative regions in Afghanistan, but was not common practice for women in Kabul under the previous government. ISSI’s Amina Khan, interviewed by DIS in March 2022, pointed at ‘mixed signals’ for women in Kabul on how to behave and move around in the city. Although several beauty shops were reportedly still open, women were no longer able to visit cafes without being accompanied by a \textit{mahram}.\textsuperscript{105}

At the end of December 2021, the Taliban MPVPV issued a new guideline for transport operators across the country preventing women from travelling long distances (more than 72 kilometres or 45 miles), unless accompanied by a male relative. This guidance also instructed taxi drivers to only transport female passengers who were respecting the Islamic dress code (wearing a \textit{hijab} covering the hair).\textsuperscript{106} Checkpoints were reportedly established in Kabul to ensure these orders were properly followed,\textsuperscript{107} with women travelling alone being stopped and taxi drivers who transported them being punished.\textsuperscript{108}

Further restrictions on women’s freedom of movement applied at provincial level were reported, with women moving around in public spaces without a \textit{mahram} in some provinces being detained by the Taliban authorities.\textsuperscript{109} In the beginning of January 2022, women were banned from entering public bathhouses in Balkh and Herat provinces, limiting them to the use of private bathhouses.\textsuperscript{110} However, not all Taliban officials in both provinces supported this decision.\textsuperscript{111} In March 2022, the Taliban MPVPV announced the introduction of a gender segregation regulation for amusement parks in Kabul. Men and women had to visit Kabul’s recreational areas on different days, with Sundays, Mondays and Tuesdays reserved for women and Wednesdays, Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays reserved for men and Taliban forces. The statement added that women had access to other touristic areas in Kabul.
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Province, such as Paghman, Shakardara and Istalif, but they should avoid mixing with strangers and foreigners.\textsuperscript{112} As reported by the New York Times, women were banned from entering the capital’s amusement parks and city zoo on the day of the Muslim festival of Eid, celebrating the end of the month of Ramadan.\textsuperscript{113} In May 2022, driving instructors in Herat declared to have been verbally ordered to stop offering driving lessons and issuing driving licences to women. However, they added that they were not directed to prevent women from driving around the city.\textsuperscript{114} In mid-May 2022, also in Herat, a gender segregation plan was reportedly implemented by the local Taliban authorities in the province’s restaurants and public parks, with men not permitted to dine together with their female family members and women only allowed in the city’s parks on Thursday, Friday and Saturday.\textsuperscript{115} A few days later, however, these reports were rejected by Herat’s Taliban MPVPV.\textsuperscript{116} At the end of May 2022, the Provincial Directorate of the Taliban MPVPV in Kandahar issued an order prohibiting unaccompanied women from being transported by the city’s public transportation system.\textsuperscript{117}

As indicated by OHCHR and Human Rights Watch Director of Women’s Rights, Heather Barr, limitations on their freedom of movement can also negatively impact other aspects of women’s lives, such as accessing medical care and being able to flee their home when facing domestic violence.\textsuperscript{118} For example, in mid-December 2021, Afghan media outlet Etilaat-e Roz reported on women without a mahram being prevented from entering health centres in Ghazni Province.\textsuperscript{119} In March 2022, a midwife in Ghazni Province declared to FP that the Taliban had been preventing doctors from examining women who were not accompanied by a mahram, since November 2021.\textsuperscript{120} Moreover, not all women had a mahram available to accompany them.\textsuperscript{121} Unmarried women interviewed by Human Rights Watch in Ghazni indicated the potential need to have a mahram may increase the pressure to marry.\textsuperscript{122} Sources additionally reported on a sense of ‘self-censorship’ among urban Afghan women\textsuperscript{123} and families imposing restrictions on the mobility of women and girls as a protection measure.\textsuperscript{124}

At the end of February 2022, Taliban spokesperson Zabihullah Mujahid declared that women would not be able to leave the country unless accompanied by a male relative, adding that the
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situation for female students studying abroad would still need to be considered.\textsuperscript{125} According to an international organisation and a human rights activist interviewed by DIS in April 2022, some women without a \textit{mahram} were reportedly allowed to cross land borders to Iran and Pakistan in March 2022, others were returned with the instruction to be accompanied by a legitimate \textit{mahram}.\textsuperscript{126} At the end of March 2022, AP reported that dozens of women were prevented from boarding several (domestic and international) flights at Kabul Airport because they were travelling without a \textit{mahram}. According to an airport official, the order came from the Taliban leadership.\textsuperscript{127} A few days later, ABC News reported that some unaccompanied women had been allowed to board airplanes in Kabul. According to two Taliban officials, the order banning women from flying abroad alone was being ignored by some members of the movement.\textsuperscript{128} In May 2022, AP reported on women arriving unaccompanied at Kabul International Airport.\textsuperscript{129} Also in May 2022, a female student declared to BBC that she was stopped from boarding a plane to take up a study scholarship in Iran, because she was not accompanied by a male relative.\textsuperscript{130}

Since the Taliban takeover, dozens of female sports athletes (soccer, basketball and cricket players) went into hiding\textsuperscript{131} or left the country.\textsuperscript{132} In September 2021, the Taliban Cultural Commission announced that women would not be allowed to play sports exposing their bodies, or exposing them to media, adding that “sport is not seen as something important for women”.\textsuperscript{133} In an interview in October 2021, the newly appointed Afghanistan Cricket Board (ACB) chairman indicated to have clarified with the Taliban that there is no official ban on women’s sport, especially cricket, and that the Taliban have no problem with women taking part in sports as long as their cultural and religious norms and dress codes are respected.\textsuperscript{134} On 24 November 2021, the ACB chairman declared that female cricket players could continue playing and that the ACB will provide for their basic needs and facilities.\textsuperscript{135} The International Cricket Council (ICC) announced the setup of a working group to review the future of the Afghan cricket programme under Taliban rule and indicated its continued commitment to support the development of Afghanistan’s cricket for both men and women.\textsuperscript{136} In January 2022, a female member of the Afghan national boxing team declared to The Guardian that
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along with her sister and other boxing women she had faced threats and was ordered by the Taliban to stop practicing boxing.\textsuperscript{1137}

5.2.4. Freedom of expression and assembly

As indicated by the UNSG and Amnesty International, the rights to freedom of opinion, expression, peaceful assembly and association have been significantly constrained under Taliban rule, with increasing restrictions and any form of opposition or dissent met with violence, enforced disappearances, arbitrary arrests and unlawful detentions. The situation is described as ‘particularly grim’ for women protesting against the reversal of their rights.\textsuperscript{1138}

During the first weeks after the takeover, several women demonstrations were organised and hundreds of female protesters gathered in the streets of Kabul and other urban centres to demand their rights.\textsuperscript{1139} However, many of these demonstrations were violently dispersed and suppressed by Taliban foot soldiers,\textsuperscript{1140} threatening and beating protesters,\textsuperscript{1141} firing warning gunshots,\textsuperscript{1142} and using tear gas and pepper spray,\textsuperscript{1143} and whips and batons transmitting electric shocks.\textsuperscript{1144}

When the Taliban announced in September 2021 that unauthorised assemblies would be prohibited and protests without government approval would not be allowed, the frequency of these women street rallies reportedly lessened.\textsuperscript{1145} The combination of these restrictions and the sometimes heavy-handed reactions to demonstrations increased the protester’s fear of reprisals for expressing their dissent in public.\textsuperscript{1146} As stated by female activists to RFE/RL and Reuters, many women renounced the street marches in October 2021\textsuperscript{1147}, after the Taliban sent
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letters warning they had made a list of the protesters and would conduct house searches for them.\footnote{1148}

From November 2021, the number of female activists protesting on the streets reportedly decreased as Taliban forces were accelerating their crackdown on women rights defenders, infiltrating and intimidating women groups by appearing on private addresses and calling women activists on their phones, warning them to stay silent.\footnote{1149} An activist, cited by the Guardian, declared she used to organise protests in online groups of hundreds of women opposing Taliban rule in the first months after the takeover, but had to change her way of operating to a more clandestine and disguised tactic, limiting the demonstrations to a selected few participants. According to a university professor and women’s activist, the Taliban’s requirement that slogans used at protests should first be approved was used as a tactic to identify active members of women’s movements.\footnote{1150} Another female protester declared to the New York Times that when permission to demonstrate was asked to the Taliban authorities for prior approval, it was never allowed.\footnote{1151} The crackdown on women’s demonstrations has raised concerns among human rights organisations, with Human Rights Watch depicting it as ‘an alarming and unlawful escalation of efforts to suppress peaceful protest and free speech in Afghanistan’.\footnote{1152}

As reported by RFI in February 2022, small groups of female protesters have subsisted, but indicated to organise their activities more and more underground by communicating through encrypted phone applications and coordinating manifestations from a dedicated telephone number that was deactivated after to avoid tracking. Newcomers wanting to join the networks were subjected to a ‘meticulous’ selection process to make sure they can be trusted and are passionate enough for the cause. On protest days, the women gathered in small groups pretending to be ordinary shoppers in the street and then suddenly flocked together unfolding banners and chanting slogans. The group’s members indicated that they learned to adapt quickly to possible threats from Taliban fighters while demonstrating. If one of the protesters was hurt, two others took care of her, allowing the demonstration to proceed.\footnote{1153}
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From 1 December 2021 to 30 June 2022, women protests were reported in the capital Kabul, and in other provinces such as in Balkh, Badakhshan, Bamyan, Kapisa, and Parwan. These demonstrations were mostly directed against restrictions on women’s lives imposed by the Taliban, (such as limitations on dress codes and freedom of movement) and centred around the general demand for women’s rights (such as the right to access education and employment and the right to women’s political and social participation). However, sometimes the protests also related to specific events, such as a rally criticising the killing of former government soldiers in Kabul in December 2021, the violent death of two women in Kabul in January 2022, the claim that humanitarian aid was distributed based on ethnic and linguistic affiliation in Daykundi Province, also in January 2022, and the demand to release Afghanistan’s frozen funds and assets in Kabul, in January and February 2022.

There were numerous reports of these demonstrations being dispersed by Taliban fighters, using violence against women protesters and women being detained while or after protesting. In January 2022, the Taliban’s Deputy Minister of Culture and Information stated that the movement had ‘the right to suppress dissidents’ and ‘arrest protesters’, since they ‘trigger chaos’ and ‘intrude the tranquility of cities’. A Taliban spokesperson in Kabul declared to the New York Times
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that the de facto security forces were ordered to arrest ‘anyone who disrupts the public’ and ‘bring them to justice’.\textsuperscript{167} After a particularly harsh oppression by Taliban forces of a women’s demonstration in front of Kabul University on 16 January 2022\textsuperscript{168} and the disappearance of several female human rights activists (see section 8.2. Incidents targeting human rights defenders and activists), women’s street protests decreased in February and March 2022.\textsuperscript{169} There have also been reports of journalists and media workers being prevented from covering women’s protests and being beaten and detained.\textsuperscript{170}

As reported by several sources, alongside public demonstrations, women have increasingly developed alternative ways of protesting, such as activities organised in private homes, wearing face masks, painting slogans on walls at night and relying more on social media to spread their advocacy messages.\textsuperscript{171} In mid-September 2021, an online campaign was launched with Afghan women around the world sharing pictures of themselves on Twitter wearing traditional colourful dresses, using the hashtag #DoNotTouchMyClothes.\textsuperscript{172} In mid-December 2021, a group of women activists gathered in Kabul for a 16-day campaign to ‘end violence against women’.\textsuperscript{173} In December 2021 and February 2022, media sources reported on small groups of women gathering in private houses, holding signs and recording statements while speaking on camera, to share with journalists and on their social media accounts. They also wrote articles and attended debates on audio apps such as Clubhouse and Twitter, in the hope their stories would be picked up and spread by social media.\textsuperscript{174} In January 2022, members of the Afghan Powerful Women’s Movement held a brief clandestine news conference in a private home, attended by a small group of journalists.\textsuperscript{175} As an alternative to staging protest, women activists initiated a blood donation campaign to mark International Women’s Day in Kabul in March 2022. However, the initiative was halted by a Taliban-appointed hospital director.\textsuperscript{176} In April 2022, Amnesty International reported on a
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social media campaign ‘#StandAfghanWithWomen’ launched by Afghan women’s groups, asking the international community to support their engagement in restoring their rights and freedoms. In May and June 2022, female artists in Kabul and Herat held an exhibition and painting competition with artworks showing their opposition to the Taliban’s restrictions imposed on women.

During the reference period, one report was found of a women’s demonstration in support of Taliban rule. In mid-January 2022, a group of pro-Taliban women from an elite women’s foundation gathered in Kabul stating that the Taliban government ‘guarantees national and Islamic interest’ and ‘is in favour of all’ and that ‘Afghanistan will not surrender to any kind of pressure from the world’. At the same time, they asked the de facto authorities to reactivate the Women’s Ministry, hire female teachers and appoint female deputy ministers for the Taliban ministries of education and higher education. As reported by Khaama Press, this kind of pro-Taliban women demonstration was rare, as most protests organised by women have been criticising and opposing the Taliban.

According to a survey published by UN Women in December 2021, women’s civil society has notably changed in the aftermath of the Taliban takeover, with the activities of many organisations significantly reduced. Many women leaders who campaigned for women’s rights in recent years also left the country. 65% of the survey’s respondents stated that women’s civil society organisations were no longer active in their areas, mainly due to Taliban restrictions, a lack of financial resources and security concerns. Women’s organisations themselves indicated provincial differences in the enforcement of Taliban rules and restrictions, with some being forced to stop their work and others able to continue their activities in some areas. Most obstacles were faced in sectors directly challenging the Taliban’s view on women’s rights. A lack of clarity and ambiguous Taliban policies made it difficult for women’s civil society organisations to operate, with fear often leading to self-censorship, also due to the ‘vivid memories’ of the previous Taliban era in 1996-2001.

For more information on female human rights defenders and activists, see section B. Human rights defenders and activists.

5.2.5. Implemented dress codes and behavioural norms

A few days after their takeover in August 2021, the Taliban leadership announced that the all-covering burqa would not be compulsory for women in public, but different types of hijab would be possible to wear, without mentioning which specific types. As indicated by AAN, during their first months as the new de facto authorities, the Taliban gave mixed messages regarding their intention to regulate women’s clothing and appearance, leaving space for local
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As reported by several sources, an increased number of women in Kabul and other cities have been dressing more conservatively and started wearing the burqa since the Taliban takeover. However, many urban women in the capital reportedly continued to wear different hijab versions, often only covering their hair and leaving most of their faces visible. In November and December 2021, sources reported on women in Kabul, Mazar-e-Sharif and Herat walking out in public without wearing a burqa. Also in December 2021, the Taliban’s Kabul municipality ordered the removal of all images of women from signboards and advertisements of shops and other businesses in the capital.

In mid-January 2022, the Taliban MPVPV put up posters around Kabul ordering women to cover up and wear hijab. The posters showed an image of a woman wearing the face-covering burqa and a woman wearing a black chador (commonly worn in Iran), accompanied by the text ‘according to Sharia law, a Muslim woman must observe the hijab’. According to a spokesperson for the ministry, the posters were meant as ‘an incentive’ to ‘advice and encourage’ women to cover themselves up in public but would not be strictly enforced in practice. However, despite the lack of an official policy to punish women who do not comply with the advisory, Al Jazeera mentioned sporadic reports of local Taliban foot soldiers trying to enforce the rule. As indicated by Obaidullah Baheer, lecturer at the American University of Afghanistan, this ‘tends to become problematic in the absence of clear guidelines and training for fighters’. The poster campaign was protested against by several women in the streets of the capital.

At the end of February 2022, a statement from the Taliban MPVPV advised female de facto government employees to wear the hijab, otherwise they would be fired. As reported by RFE/RL in March 2022, the Taliban MPVPV ordered healthcare institutions to deny medical assistance to female patients without a hijab. According to an international humanitarian organisation interviewed by DIS in March 2022, the Taliban authorities were not applying a uniform reaction towards women not adhering to the dress code perceived by them as correct, but their response depended on ‘the situation and the personality of the Talib in charge at the given place and time’.
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On 7 May 2022, the Taliban MPVPV announced a new decree instructing women that they should not leave the house without ‘real need’ and if they do to respect a strict dress code regulation. The ministry stated that women must cover themselves from head to toe, suggesting the burqa as ‘the good and complete hijab’ preferred for covering a woman’s hair, face and body. However, the burqa was not prescribed as mandatory, as long as women would cover themselves with a hijab or garment (defined as ‘customary black clothing and shawl that is not too short, thin or tight’) obscuring the outlines of their body. Officials were instructed by the ministry to put up posters in public places with visual instructions of garments that would be approved for women. The ministry also encouraged ‘the importance and benefits of the hijab’ to be discussed in mosques and spread through the media. A Taliban morality police chief indicated to WSJ that the Taliban understand the word hijab as a reference to ‘female clothing that covers the body in accordance with Sharia’ and ‘a religious code that mandates women to cover their body in a loose fitting garment that ideally obscures the face as well’. As prescribed by the order, a woman’s male guardian was legally responsible for policing her clothing. He should ensure she adheres to the correct dress code and will be punished for any violations. With a first violation, the family would receive a visit from the Taliban MPVPV officials with a warning and advice. A second and third violation would lead to the male head of the family being summoned to the ministry and being imprisoned for three days. With a last and fourth violation, the woman’s male guardian would have to appear in front of a religious court for further punishment. Additionally, the decree mentioned that male de facto government employees whose female family members did not comply with the order would be suspended or dismissed from their work and that working women (such as medical staff and teachers) could be fired if they did not obey the new guideline. The Taliban’s new dress code rule provoked widespread international reactions and was protested against by dozens of women demonstrating in the streets of Kabul City.

As reported by the New York Times and BBC, women’s compliance with the new decree was mixed on the streets of Kabul City and women with their faces uncovered were still a common sight. In city areas like Dasht-e Barchi, predominantly inhabited by the Hazara minority, few women reportedly covered their faces, while in the Pashtun neighbourhood of Kart-e Naw
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most women covered their faces with a *hijab* or headscarf. Some Taliban members reportedly described the new regulation as a compromise, with variations of dresses other than the *burqa* allowed. In mid-May 2022, the Taliban Minister of Interior declared that ‘women are not forced but advised to wear the *hijab*’. However, enforcement of the new dress code rule was reported in Kabul, with large numbers of religious Taliban officers purportedly deployed to ensure obedience. Some women in Kabul declared to have been harassed and scolded by men when they were walking on the street with their faces uncovered. Some bus drivers declared they had been warned by officials from the Taliban MPVPV not to transport women with tight-fitting clothes, but women with their faces uncovered had not been prevented from travelling with them. Outside Kabul, most women reportedly followed the new regulation, with some declaring to have been ordered (sometimes violently) by Taliban guards to cover up. According to a spokesperson of the Taliban MPVPV, patrolling personnel ‘had not forced women to cover themselves but had merely explained the decree to encourage full compliance’.

In the weeks following the circulation of the new decree in the media, AAN conducted interviews with women in 10 provinces (Balkh, Badghis, Baghlan, Bamyan, Farah, Herat, Jawzjan, Kabul, Kandahar and Panjshir) to investigate to what extent the new order was enforced and how it was responded to by women and their families. The interviews indicated that the impact of the Taliban’s new regulation differed across the country. In provinces like Kandahar, Badghis and Farah, enforcement was not necessary since women’s local dress largely coincided with the new rules. In other provinces like Kabul and Herat, where women have been used to greater freedom and clothing variety, women declared to have felt forced to adjust their clothing to avoid potential problems for themselves and their male relatives, but indicated a reluctance to cover their faces completely when going outside. Taliban guards imposing the order at checkpoints were reported, mostly referring to the new guideline as an advice but sometimes shouting at women to obey it. In several provinces, the Taliban reportedly disseminated messages advising women to observe the *hijab*, such as notices placed at the entrance of apartment blocks in Kabul, cars with speakers driving through the streets of Daykundi’s provincial capital and notifications threatening legal action against violators in Bamyan. AAN did not receive reports of public punishments of women not complying with the order, nor of male relatives of women without a *hijab* being contacted or punished. As indicated by AAN, it was still further to be seen how the enforcement of this new order would be applied across the country, if there would be enough backing for it within the Taliban movement itself and how it would be received and complied with by the Afghan population in the long-run. AAN’s legal expert Ehsan Qaane pointed out that ‘it is a matter of
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how individual Taliban officials interpret the order and whether and indeed how they decide to execute it.\textsuperscript{121}

On 19 May 2022, the \textit{de facto} authorities ordered local media outlets to ensure that female TV presenters and other women working on screen in local stations would cover their faces while on air.\textsuperscript{122} After the order was announced, only a few outlets reportedly complied, but on 22 May 2022 most female presenters covered their faces on screen after the Taliban MPVPV began enforcing the decree.\textsuperscript{123} The order evoked strong reactions on national and international level, with the EU and human rights organisations asking for its reversal.\textsuperscript{124} A campaign called ‘\#FreeHerFace’ started on social media and male TOLOnews presenters appeared on air wearing face masks in solidarity with their female colleagues.\textsuperscript{125}

The \textit{de facto} authorities introduced several other restrictive measures concerning women’s dress codes on provincial level. At the end of March 2022, Hasht-e Subh reported on a new decree banning women without a \textit{burqa} from entering public institutions, government offices and schools in the provinces of Balkh and Bamyan.\textsuperscript{126} In April 2022, the news agency reported on the same rule ordered for female students at Ghazni University.\textsuperscript{127} Also in April 2022, Human Rights Watch reported on increasingly harsh dress code regulations imposed by the Taliban in secondary schools that remained open in Balkh Province, with informants recording and reporting female students and teachers who did not adhere to the rules. One school was reportedly closed for several days after some female students had their faces uncovered. In other schools female teachers were fired and female students expelled for not complying with the prescribed dress code.\textsuperscript{128} In May 2022, students at Badakhshan University declared to TOLOnews that the provincial Taliban MPVPV instructed them to wear black clothes and cover their faces with masks inside the university.\textsuperscript{129} In June 2022, Hasht-e Subh reported on a Taliban order instructing female teachers and students from the fourth to the sixth grade in Ghazni Province to wear black clothes and to cover their faces with a mask when attending school, adding they would be expelled if not respecting the order.\textsuperscript{120} Also in June 2022, the Taliban MPVPV Department of Kandahar Province reportedly disseminated posters containing the message that women who do not wear a \textit{hijab} ‘are likening themselves
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5.3. Incidents targeting women and girls


Taliban restrictions on women’s freedom of movement, possibilities to study and work, and gender segregation in health facilities had a strong impact on women’s mental and physical health. In the period 15 August 2021–15 June 2022, UNAMA recorded 87 cases of murder, rape, suicide, forced marriages, child marriages, assault and battery, and 2 cases of honour killings. None of the cases had reportedly undergone a formal judicial process.

Reported instances of violence and other targeting of women and girls by the Taliban included the following:

- On 13 January 2022, Taliban fighters shot at a car at a checkpoint in an area mainly inhabited by Hazaras. One woman, Zeinab Abdulahi, was killed. The Taliban later explained that she was ‘killed by mistake’ and that they arrested the perpetrator. Abdulahi’s death caused protests by women’s rights activists in Kabul who said they were afraid to leave the house because of Taliban checkpoints.
- On 27 January 2022, the Times reported that a woman was shot dead in Mazar-e-Sharif after following a Taliban fighter. He had approached her saying he could help her son, who had worked for the army prior to the Taliban takeover. The report refers to interviews with medical staff in the city and argues that Taliban fighters bring roughly 15 corpses monthly with the majority of them being female.
- On 15 February 2022, a woman along with her brother were summoned to a de facto court in Uruzgan Province regarding a marriage offer the woman repeatedly had refused. The de facto judges of the Taliban Primary Court reportedly tried to force her to accept, and beat the woman and her brother ‘severely’. These individuals were forced to flee their home, and another brother who stayed was detained by the Taliban to make the woman accept the proposal.
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• On 19 February 2022, Taliban fighters shot on a riksha in Kandahar. One woman was killed and two wounded. According to the fighters, the riksha had not stopped on their command.1227

• On 20 February 2022, an unverified video on social media showed a group of men marching with a corpse. The post claimed that a woman was shot by the Taliban in Kandahar the day before and that cases occurring outside of Kabul do not receive any attention.1228

• The female aid-worker and comedian Nadima, also known as Patingara Kakai, was arrested by the Taliban in February without any publicly known charges. She was released almost a month later on 9 March 2022.1229

• On 27 April 2022, a 15-year-old girl told UNAMA that she had been sold to an older man, but she had run away with another man whom she married. The father filed a complaint with the de facto authorities and the girl was arrested and told by the de facto police that she should divorce her husband and marry the old man. She was kept in prison awaiting an investigation.1230

• In early June 2022 a married woman in Ghazni Province was reportedly kidnapped by the Taliban. She reappeared in Urozgan Province roughly a week later.1231

• On 25 June 2022 the Taliban killed two young women and their father, a former military commander, in a village in Ghor Province. The Taliban accused the father of supporting Mawlawi Mehdi’s resistance.1232
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6. Targeting based on ethnicity and religion

6.1. Ethnic and religious composition of Afghanistan

The term ‘Afghan’ is sometimes used as synonymous with ‘Pashtun’, hence denoting one of the ethnic groups of Afghanistan. The word ‘Afghan’, however, is also commonly used to denote a citizen of Afghanistan. There has never been a reliable census in Afghanistan. Hence, reliable demographic data is scarce, and the exact ethnic composition unknown. Furthermore, statistics relating to ethnicity have been a contentious issue in Afghanistan.

The 2004 constitution of the former government explicitly recognises 14 ethnic groups: Pashtun, Tajik, Hazara, Uzbek, Turkman, Baluch, Pachaie, Nuristani, Aymaq, Arab, Qirghiz, Qizilbach, Gujur, Brahwui ‘and other tribes’. According to the Swedish Committee for Afghanistan, an aid organisation with long time experience in the country, ‘there are some 10 larger and more than 30 smaller ethnic groups’. There are various estimates of the relative sizes of the ethnic groups. Estimates of the share of Pashtuns ranged from 40 to 50% of the population, Tajiks 25–27%, Hazaras 9–18%, Uzbeks 6–15% and Turkmen 1.5–3%.

The predominant religion in Afghanistan is Islam. More than 99% of the population are estimated to be Muslims. A majority of the people are Sunni of the Hanafi School of jurisprudence. 10–15% of the population are Shia. The majority of Afghanistan’s Shia Muslims are Hazara, and vice versa, the majority of the Hazaras are Shia. There are, however, Hazaras who are not Shia and members of other ethnic groups who are Shia. Most Shites in the country adhere to the Jafari School of jurisprudence, but there is also a small community of Ismaili Shias.
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6.2. Representation in the *de facto* government

The *de facto* government announced the first appointments to what they designate to be a caretaker cabinet on 7 September 2021.\(^{1248}\) New rounds of appointments to the cabinet and of other senior officials were announced on 21 September 2021 and 4 October 2021, respectively.\(^{1249}\) Of the 33 cabinet members and senior officials appointed in the first round, all but 3 were Pashtuns, the exceptions being two Tajiks and one Uzbek.\(^{1250}\) The Taliban second deputy Prime Minister, Abdul Salam Hanafi, is an ethnic Uzbek.\(^{1251}\) The Taliban Minister of Economy Qari Din Muhammad Hanif and the Army Chief Qari Fasihuddin are both Tajiks.\(^{1252}\) Noorudin Azizi, an ethnic Tajik from Panjshir, was appointed Taliban Minister of Commerce in the second round of appointments.\(^{1253}\) When announcing the second round of appointments, Taliban spokesperson Zabihullah Mujahid stated that the cabinet included appointments of ethnic minorities, such as the Hazaras.\(^{1254}\) Furthermore, the appointments of Taliban deputy ministers included Tajiks and Uzbeks.\(^{1255}\) The only Shiite and Hazara appointed in the second round was the Taliban Deputy Minister of Public Health.\(^{1256}\) In December 2021, another member of the Hazara community was appointed as Taliban Deputy Minister of Economy.\(^{1257}\)

The Taliban have been criticised by the international community for a lack of diversity in government.\(^{1258}\) Commenting on the criticism, a spokesperson for the Taliban said that ethnicity ‘did not matter to the new government’ but pointed to the appointments of Tajiks and Uzbeks. Furthermore, he said that foreign governments had a responsibility to recognise the *de facto* government.\(^{1259}\) Also responding to such criticisms, Taliban Minister of Foreign Affairs said that the Taliban had formed an inclusive government that included representatives from all ethnic groups. However, he dismissed the idea of including opposition figures in the government, pointing to the fact that this was uncommon in other countries.\(^{1260}\)
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6.3. Religious freedom under Taliban rule

Shortly after the takeover, the Taliban stated, although not specifying religious freedom, that human rights in general would be respected in Afghanistan ‘within the framework of Islamic law’.

However, the Taliban did not elaborate on what such limits would look like in practice, and during the reporting period the situation remained unclear. USCIRF reported that ‘religious freedom conditions in Afghanistan worsened’ after the Taliban takeover and claimed that ‘Afghans who do not adhere to the Taliban’s harsh and strict interpretation of Sunni Islam and adherents of other faiths or beliefs are at risk of grave danger.’

Sharia allows for different interpretations and varies between different schools of thought. The Taliban’s view of sharia is based on the Sunni Hanafi school of jurisprudence and rooted in the late-19th-century Deobandi movement. It is also influenced by local traditions and tribal codes making it different from the interpretation and implementation of sharia in other countries with justice systems under Islamic law. During the peace negotiations held in 2020–2021 between the government of Afghanistan and the Taliban there was disagreement over which interpretation of sharia should be followed in cases of any potential disputes. The Taliban insisted Sunni Hanafi school to be used as a sole source of interpretation. This was contradictory to the 2004 constitution of Afghanistan that provided as reference points both Sunni Hanafi and Shia Jafari jurisprudence. Shia jurisprudence was applicable only in family law, however.

According to analyst Ali Yawar Adili, this dispute continued throughout the negotiations and the Taliban never accepted the use of Shia jurisprudence. They announced after the takeover that they will refer to some provisions of the 1964 constitution of Afghanistan that does not recognise Shia jurisprudence. However, they have not provided any written constitution during the reporting period, instead they have relied on rulings from Hanafi fiqh [fiqh refers to jurisprudence of Islamic scholars]. Likewise, a representative of an anonymous organisation interviewed by EUAA for this report was not aware of any specific Taliban policies targeting minority or religious communities as such. However, the presentative noted that the current situation, as of May 2022, might not stay the same as policies may change. The source further explained that because the decision making of the Taliban is ‘particularly transparent’, the situation could ‘be different in six months or one
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year, or even one month’. If there were new policies enacted in this regard, they will be found in action, according to the source, rather than being officially announced.1273

According to Javid Ahmad, a senior fellow with the Atlantic Council, in the Taliban’s view of Islam, the religion dictates every aspect of daily life, and saw a need of ‘re-Islamization’ of the Afghan society as it was ‘insufficiently Islamic’ under the rule of the republic.1274 Obaidullah Baheer, a Kabul-based academic and grandson of Afghan warlord Gulbuddin Hekmatyar,1275 described to RFE/RL that the Taliban have been seeing ‘any challenge to [its] policies as a challenge to the faith itself.’ Although many of the decrees issued by the Taliban, have been claimed to be only recommendations, its fighters have enforced them sometimes violently.1276 Furthermore, the religious clerics who serve as the movement’s source of interpretation were described to be originalists, seeing Islam as their vanguard and the Quran as their constitution, rather than pragmatists.1277 The Taliban also reinstated the Taliban MPVPV in September 2021, which has been enforcing policies based on their interpretation of Islamic law.1278

USCIRF reported in April 2022 that ‘the Taliban continue to persecute religious minorities and punish residents in areas under their control in accordance with their extreme interpretation of Islamic law.’ USCIRF also reported, although not providing details, that they had obtained credible reports on the Taliban harassing and desecrating houses of worship of religious minorities, including nonbelievers and Muslims that do not adhere to the Taliban’s interpretation of Islam.1279

According to an article by RFE/RL of 6 January 2022, the Taliban have required all men to attend congregational prayers at mosques in parts of Kabul and Takhar provinces. A Kabul resident told RFE/RL that the requirement to attend prayers was ‘recently’ announced by officials from the Taliban MPVPV at the Abu Hanifa Mosque located in central Kabul. In Kabul mosques, the Taliban have ordered clerics to hold a roll call and report those who did not show up. First absence reportedly could be sanctioned with a fine, and a repeat offender could be ‘punished’. Moreover, residents of Takhar’s Rustaq District reported that ‘those who do not attend prayers are fined and beaten’ and referred to a recent incident where two men who had failed to attend prayers were beaten by Taliban fighters.1280 These incidents could not be corroborated by other sources.

During Ramadan 2022, the Taliban interpretation of when the Ramadan should end was different than in other Sunni-majority countries, like Saudi Arabia, and as observed by Shias. According to an article by the New York Times of 10 May 2022, Shias in Kunduz Province held Eid al-Fitr prayers (following Ramadan) on the day the Taliban had declared, but ‘they
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continued their daylong Ramadan fast and refrained from celebrating in their homes’, out of fear of possible repercussions from the Taliban.\textsuperscript{1281} Asian News International (ANI), an Indian news agency covering South Asian affairs, reported, based on a social media statement by Afghan journalist Mossoud Houssaini, that the Taliban had ‘prohibited’ several Shia mosques from holding prayers in Herat and Kabul during Eid al-Fitr holiday in May 2022. The journalist also claimed that the Taliban had forced ‘some Shia followers’ to break their Ramadan fast prior to the Shia clerics’ announcement of its end.\textsuperscript{1282}

6.4. Hazaras and other Shia groups

6.4.1. Background on Hazaras

The Hazara people originate from a region in Central Afghanistan known as Hazarajat.\textsuperscript{1283} Hazarajat is not an official entity, and hence, has no official or exact borders.\textsuperscript{1284} Historically, the region encompassed the provinces of Bamyan, Ghor and Uruzgan, and parts of the Herat, Farah, Kandahar, Ghazni, Parwan, Baghlan, Balkh and Badghis provinces.\textsuperscript{1285} In 2004, the Daykundi Province was created from Hazara dominated parts of Uruzgan.\textsuperscript{1286} The Hazara constitutes the majority population in Bamyan and Daykundi\textsuperscript{1287}, as well as in several districts and parts of other provinces in Hazarajat.\textsuperscript{1288} There are also major Hazara populations in the cities of Kabul, Herat and Mazar-e-Sharif.\textsuperscript{1289} The Hazara population of major cities tend to be geographically concentrated.\textsuperscript{1290} In Kabul, for example, the Hazara population is concentrated to areas in western Kabul.\textsuperscript{1291}

Up until the late 19\textsuperscript{th} century, Hazarajat was largely autonomous.\textsuperscript{1292} Amir Abdur Rahman Khan violently incorporated Hazarajat in Afghan state structures. Among other things, he enabled the enslavement of Hazaras, engaged in mass killings and redistributed Hazara lands to Pashtuns.\textsuperscript{1293} It is estimated that more than half of the Hazara population were killed or left
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Afghanistan during these times. Among the beneficiaries of the Amir’s actions in Hazarajat were the Kuchis – Pashtun nomads. Kuchis were given grazing rights on Hazara land, which has led to recurrent violent conflicts between Hazara communities and Kuchis, even in recent times.

Up until the Saur revolution of 1978, the Hazara were systematically discriminated against in most spheres of public life. After the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in 1979, there was an uprising against the Soviet forces and the Soviet-backed People’s Democratic Party of Afghanistan (PDPA) regime, and Hazarajat regained de facto autonomy. Initially, local Hazara leaders organised themselves politically in Hazarajat, and, among other things, provided public services. Soon thereafter, however, disagreements within the political elite led to intra-fighting and the formation of competing political groups in the area. In 1989, most of these groups united in the Hazara-based mujahidin party Hezb-e Wahdat. While political leaders in the autonomous Hazarajat stood in opposition to the PDPA regime, other Hazaras, mainly in the cities, joined the regime and gained political influence, as well as representation within state structures.

After the exit of the Soviet military and the ensuing fall of the PDPA regime, a civil war broke out in Afghanistan in the early 1990’s. Hezb-e Wahdat were among the warring parties. Like Hezb-e Wahdat, most mujahidin groups were dominated by a single ethnic and/or religious group. Due to the ethnic profile of the various mujahidin factions, fighting took an ethnic character, resulting in ‘ethnic hatreds’. Civilians were heavily impacted by the conflict, collaterally as well as by direct targeting. Mujahidin groups engaged in collective punishment of communities based on a perceived affiliation with competing mujahidin groups. An example where this affected the Hazara community is the Afshar operation in Kabul 1993, resulting in, inter alia, the deaths of civilian Hazaras, looting and mass arrests. Hezb-e Wahdat, like other groups, also committed atrocities towards civilians.

While underway to negotiate with the Taliban in 1995, Hezb-e Wahdat leader, Abdul Ali Mazari, along with other senior Wahdat officials, were killed by the Taliban. After the murder of Mazari, relations between the Taliban and the Hazara community were generally
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There were divisions within the Hazara community during the first Taliban rule (1996-2001), and Hezb-e Wahdat was splintered. The main Wahdat group stood in opposition to the Taliban and engaged in armed confrontations. Collective punishment against civilians was a recurrent aspect of the conflict. During this time, the Taliban engaged in massacres of Hazara civilians. One of these instances was the massacre in Mazar-e Sharif in 1998. The massacre was partly a revenge for the killing of captured Taliban fighters by armed Hazara and Uzbek groups, but there was also a more blatant sectarian aspect. In conjunction with the massacre, a senior Taliban official referred to Hazaras as infidels and ‘threatened them with death if they did not convert to Sunni Islam or leave Afghanistan’.

Following the US led invasion of Afghanistan in 2001, the Bonn agreement(s) laid the foundation for the new state. Hazaras were represented in the process. Along with other ethnic groups, they gained political representation. According to Afghan scholar Niamatullah Ibrahimi, Hazaras were among the most passionate supporters of the post-2001 political process. A new constitution came into force in 2004. The constitution recognized the rights of minorities, including the Hazaras. The Hazaras made many gains during the period 2001-2021, they were represented politically and in the bureaucracy, and the education level among Hazaras rose sharply. Various forms of discrimination against the group still occurred, however, such as discrimination within education and public sector employment, and general ‘societal discrimination’. Ethnic discrimination was not limited to Hazaras. As stated by Freedom House: ‘Ethnic-based patronage practices affect different groups’ access to jobs depending on the local context.

Generally, Hazara dominated parts of the country were among those areas that were the least impacted by the internal conflict between the former Government and the Taliban in 2001-2021. Beginning in 2016, ISKP has been conducting attacks targeting Hazaras and other Shia Muslims.
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6.4.2. General situation under Taliban rule

For an overview of the situation of Hazaras after the Taliban takeover up until 1 December 2021, see the EASO COI report: Afghanistan – Country Focus (January 2022).

As was stated in the previous EASO report in January 2022, there seemed to be no policies in place against the Hazara. The same source cited then (an Afghan human rights expert) also described Taliban behaviour as contextual. An announced policy from the leadership does not translate into uniform implementation in the provinces; rather implementation depends on local dynamics and those in charge there. Another source, an anonymous organisation with presence in Afghanistan, reiterated in May 2022 that there was no evidence of Taliban policies specifically or directly targeting Hazaras.

Several sources believed that there was an anti-Shia and/or an anti-Hazara sentiment in at least some circles of the Taliban. Furthermore, there is a widespread belief within the Hazara community that the Taliban holds an anti-Hazara sentiment.

In its 2021 report about the human rights situation in Afghanistan, the USDOS repeated what had been reported in their previous annual reports. Societal discrimination against Hazaras continued in the form of extortion of money through illegal taxation, forced recruitment and forced labour, physical abuse, and detention. Without providing details, Freedom House stated in their annual report on political rights and civil liberties in 2021, that the Taliban have engaged in discrimination against members of ethnic minority groups, particularly Tajiks, Hazaras, and Uzbeks. An international humanitarian organisation consulted by the COI unit of DIS stated in March 2022 that it was hard to assess whether the level of societal discrimination against Hazaras had changed after the Taliban takeover. Only limited information on concrete examples of discrimination of Hazaras in the referencing period could be found. In an article by the Human Rights Watch from January 2022, a concrete example was provided. A female Hazara healthcare worker in Ghazni Province who was interviewed stated that Hazara staff members were ignored and threatened by the Taliban.
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but that there was a history of discrimination of Hazaras and that they could 'imagine' that it occurred to some extent, for example at checkpoints.\textsuperscript{1334}

In December 2021, the Taliban held a series of meetings with Shia Hazara leaders from various parts of the country. In the meetings, the Taliban promised to provide security for all citizens and expressed a desire to avoid sectarian divisions.\textsuperscript{1335} The Taliban have reportedly maintained communications with several political parties associated with the former republic after their takeover. Among them the predominantly Hazara party Hezb-e Wahdat, despite the senior leadership of the party having left Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{1336}

According to an anonymous source with presence in Afghanistan, the main perpetrators of atrocities against Shia Hazaras have been ISKP.\textsuperscript{1337} Human Rights Watch’s Patricia Gossman stated in an interview held in May 2022 that one of the main concerns for the Hazara community are violent attacks by ISKP, and the fact that the Taliban are unlikely to protect them.\textsuperscript{1338}

Ali Yawar Adili, a researcher associated with the AAN and the think tank New America, stated in an interview in May 2022 that people in the Hazara-dominated provinces of Bamyan and Daykundi were harassed and arrested due to baseless accusations of having worked for the former government. There were instances where the Taliban have accused local people of keeping weapons, and then forced them to hand over the (non-existent) weapons. This has led to people borrowing money to buy weapons that they could hand-over to the Taliban.\textsuperscript{1339}

While this information could not be corroborated further, Afghan news outlet Hasht-e Subh reported about similar occurrences in Samangan in May 2022.\textsuperscript{1340} In February 2022, the Taliban reinforced its military presence in Bamyan, a Hazara dominated province\textsuperscript{1341}, by sending 1 500 troops to the province. A spokesperson for the \textit{de facto} security forces claimed that the reinforcement was a response to ‘foreign gangs' trying to destabilize the province, without specifying further.\textsuperscript{1342} No more detailed information about the reinforcements could be found.

An international humanitarian organisation consulted by DIS stated in March 2022 that the Taliban sought to impose a culture of fear among the Hazaras, but that it was generally more about a threat of violence rather than acts of violence. The situation was reported to be worse in predominantly Hazara provinces such as Bamyan than elsewhere, according to the source consulted by the DIS.\textsuperscript{1343}

Experts within the international community have raised concerns about the situation of the Hazara community following the Taliban takeover. In a letter dated 26 May 2022 to the
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President of the UN Security Council, the chair of the Security Council Committee, established pursuant to resolution 19881344, expressed concerns with regard to the Shia Hazara community: ‘The Taliban might not expend effort preventing attacks that do not target them, particularly if they advance Taliban interests. Attacks on Shia Hazara do not offend the Taliban and may be exploited by them as proof they are needed for counter-terrorism and that they, in turn, need international assistance for this.’ In a statement in January 2022, a large group of experts appointed by the UN Human Rights Council criticised the Taliban for their treatment of women and minorities. The experts expressed concern over ‘the reports of extrajudicial killings and forced displacement of ethnic and religious minorities, such as the Hazara, which would suggest deliberate efforts to target, ban, and even eliminate them from the country’. Furthermore, they stated that the far-reaching discrimination of women was exacerbated in cases of women from ethnic minorities, such as the Hazara.1346

As mentioned in section 6.4, Hazaras and other Shia groups, Hazaras were reported to be meagrely represented at the national political level. According to Ali Yawar Adili, the Taliban were keen to showcase the existence of Hazara representation to appease the international community, but he called it symbolic acts that has not translated into any real representation of Shia’s or Hazaras, neither at the national level, nor the local level.1347 A source consulted for the EASO report in January 2022 expressed a similar viewpoint.1348 Under the years of the Republic (2001-2021), Hazara-dominated provinces such as Daykundi and Bamyan, had some level of political autonomy and Hazara representatives governed at both the provincial and district level. Since the Taliban takeover, the local administration in those provinces have been run by the Taliban, who installed mainly Pashtuns as office holders. There were some Hazaras on the local level working with the Taliban, however.1349 The Taliban governors of Bamyan and Daykundi were Pashtuns, as of May 2022.1350 According to an article from November 2021, however, there were several Hazaras holding posts at the provincial level. Those Hazara officeholders joined the Taliban a long time ago and were not widely recognized within the Hazara community.1351 According to an anonymous representative of an international organisation in Afghanistan consulted by DIS in March 2022, some of the Taliban foot soldiers in Bamyan and Daykundi are Shia Muslims.1352

Mawlawi Mehdi, one of the few Hazaras in the Taliban ranks, was ousted from his position as head of intelligence in Bamyan in May 2022.1353 Mehdi gained attention in 2020 when the Taliban appointed him shadow district governor for the Balkhab district in the Province of Sar-
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e Pul. He was the first known Hazara and Shia Muslim to be appointed to an official position within the Taliban.\textsuperscript{1354} Mehdi assumed the position of head of intelligence in Bamyan after the Taliban takeover.\textsuperscript{1355} According to media reports in June 2022, he has since taken up arms against the Taliban and captured the Balkh district (Sar-e Pul). The Taliban reportedly responded by sending troops from other parts of the country to combat him.\textsuperscript{1356} In June 2022, the Taliban were accused of carrying out extrajudicial executions and other human rights abuses in conjunction with military operations against Mehdi and his fighters in Balkh. The Taliban denied the accusations.\textsuperscript{1357} UNAMA and Amnesty International have expressed concerns about the allegations.\textsuperscript{1358} However, Richard Bennett, the UN special rapporteur on the situation on human rights in Afghanistan, commented on Twitter that verification of the allegations, regrettably, was ‘hampered by info blackout, internet cuts & denial of access to media & HR [human rights] monitors.’\textsuperscript{1359} According to news reports, AIHRC confirmed in June 2022, that the Taliban had killed civilians in an attack on the Balkh district.\textsuperscript{1360}

Sources consulted for the EASO COI report: Afghanistan – Country Focus (January 2022) did not report on any significant Hazara’ based resistance against the Taliban.\textsuperscript{1361} In a blog post about resistance groups in Afghanistan by the Swiss Institute for Global Affairs from April 2022, the institute mentions two Hazara-based resistance groups; ‘the Unknown Soldiers of Hazaristan’ and ‘the Freedom and Democracy Front’. The groups announced their existence in short videos on social media, but had since not made any news which, according to the institute, raised doubts whether the groups actually existed.\textsuperscript{1362} The Armed Conflict Location & Event Data Project (ACLED) had not recorded any violent incidents involving these groups since the Taliban takeover up until 17 June 2022.\textsuperscript{1363}

6.4.3. Incidents targeting Hazaras and Shia Muslims

(a) Land grabbing

Forced evictions of minority groups, including Hazaras, reportedly took place after the Taliban takeover in August 2021, and were apparently facilitated or tolerated by the de facto authorities.\textsuperscript{1364} The evictions took place in several locations in September and October 2021, affecting Hazara communities in Helmand, Balkh, Daykundi, and Uruzgan provinces.\textsuperscript{1365} For instance, according to UNAMA/OHCHR, reportedly at least 400 Hazara families were evicted and displaced in Daykundi Province. However, most of these families were reportedly allowed
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to return to their properties by February 2022.\textsuperscript{1366} According to analyst Ali Yawar Adili there were people who left Daykundi for Kabul or other big cities who had not returned, as of May 2022, only those who were displaced within Daykundi had returned.\textsuperscript{1367} According to a representative of an anonymous organisation interviewed for this report there were ‘some media reports’ about destruction of houses of those who had been evicted, but the organisation had not been able to confirm such reports.\textsuperscript{1368} Moreover, the legal dispute concerning the evictions between the local Hazaras and Pashtuns in Daykundi was still ongoing in May 2022.\textsuperscript{1369} For more detailed description of land grabbing in 2021, see EASO COI report: Afghanistan – Country Focus (January 2022).

Sources noted that there has been a long history of land and property conflicts in Afghanistan, and particularly provinces affected by the forced evictions in 2021.\textsuperscript{1370} For instance, according to an anonymous organisation interviewed for the report, the above mentioned dispute in Daykundi even dated back 40 years in time.\textsuperscript{1371} Gossman described that it is hard to single out that the land grabbing particularly targets Hazaras without an understanding of the larger land grabbing crisis in Afghanistan since at least 2001, and even predating that.\textsuperscript{1372} Ali Yawar Adili noted that the opposite party from the Hazaras in the land conflicts have mainly been Taliban supporters who have had connections that they can use anytime to evict Hazaras.\textsuperscript{1373} Dr. Andrea Chiovenda and Dr. Melissa Kerr Chiovenda also stated that people in support of the Taliban usually did not have a positive perception of the Hazaras. Thus, the Taliban’s strive to gain support could be at the expense of the Hazaras, for example taking sides in favour of non-Hazaras in land disputes. In the past, the Taliban usually took the side of Pashtun nomads in land disputes.\textsuperscript{1374}

Sources interviewed for the report said that they were not aware of other similar evictions specifically targeting Hazaras than those in 2021 happening during the reporting period [1 December 2021–30 June 2022].\textsuperscript{1375} Nevertheless, in Spring 2022 there were reports on conflicts between the Hazaras and Kuchi nomads, as the Kuchis brought their livestock to pastures in the Hazara-claimed lands.\textsuperscript{1376} For instance, Hasht-e Subh news agency reported on 30 April 2022 about disputes between local Hazara residents and Kuchis in the two Behsud districts of Wardak Province, after the Kuchis reportedly set their camp on Hazara-claimed lands. According to the same article similar incidents were reported in Malistan and Jaghori
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districts of Ghazni Province earlier in the Spring 2022. Pajhwok Afghan News reported on 25 June 2022 that the de facto authorities have stationed ‘security units’ in Wardak and Bamyan Provinces in order to prevent conflict escalating between the Hazaras and the Kuchis. Sources interviewed for the report acknowledged that this dynamic between the Hazaras and the Kuchis existed long before the Taliban takeover, but after the takeover there has been a possibility that the Taliban supports the Kuchis in their demands.

(b) Major attacks and incidents

After the Taliban takeover of Kabul on 15 August 2021, there was a month-long break from attacks targeting Hazaras in Dasht-e Barchi, a Hazara-dominated neighbourhood in west Kabul. After 18 September 2021 when an attack was committed in Dasht-e Barchi, several attacks have followed in Hazara-dominated areas of Kabul. According to Gossman, the violence against Shia Hazaras had already been rising for some time before the Taliban takeover, and ‘it has certainly not been quelled by the takeover.’

Analyst Ali Yawar Adili described in an article that there have been two patterns of attacks targeting Shia Hazaras after the Taliban takeover. The first pattern was attacks mainly targeting civilian passenger vehicles, particularly public transport minivans favoured by ‘young, educated and professional Hazaras’ such as government employees, journalists, and NGO staff. Furthermore, Adili mentioned that ‘Hazaras have been stopped and singled out when travelling on the highways’. The second pattern was large-scale complex attacks, which have targeted Shia mosques, and hospitals and schools in Hazara dominated areas. These large-scale attacks targeting Hazaras have mainly taken place in the cities of Kabul, Herat, Mazar-e Sharif, Kandahar, and Kunduz.

Representative of an anonymous organisation with presence in Afghanistan noted that the large-scale attacks took place in crowded places causing significant civilian harm and targeting minorities.

ISKP has performed several attacks that have targeted in particular Shia minorities in urban areas. However, there was also a tendency that mass casualty attacks targeting places such as hospitals and schools in Hazara neighbourhoods, were not claimed by anyone. Because of that, analyst Ali Yawar Adili explained that he had three assumptions on the perpetrators of attacks against Hazaras. Adili’s primary suggestions were ISKP or some circles within the Taliban who wanted to target the community to keep them under control, see them as apostates, or make them support the Taliban. On the other hand, there was also the
possibility that some anti-Taliban elements used the attacks as an opportunity to incite the Hazaras against the Taliban.\textsuperscript{1387}

Representative of an anonymous organisation with presence in Afghanistan stated that, while the mass casualty attacks against Hazaras were not, in their knowledge, committed by the Taliban but by ISKP, the Taliban’s ability to prevent these attacks happening could be questioned. The source did not believe that the Taliban would have an interest in facilitating or silently approving these attacks. Instead, the representative believed that the Taliban was probably quite distressed about the attacks, because they show that there is a certain lack of control when it comes to security.\textsuperscript{1388} Gossman stated that ‘one of the principal concerns of the Hazara community is violence from ISKP’, while mentioning that there may be some violence also conducted by the Taliban.\textsuperscript{1389} Gossman further described ISKP as ‘very decentralised’, and many of its cells as urban based and operating without knowing what other cells were doing. Therefore, it was ‘not surprising’ that sometimes unclaimed attacks followed the same pattern as attacks claimed by ISKP.\textsuperscript{1390}

Several attacks targeting Shia Hazaras took place during the reporting period.\textsuperscript{1391} On 10 December 2021, a series of explosions targeting passenger vehicles was reported in west Kabul. The first attack hit a minivan in front of a building for large religious and political gatherings in Dasht-e Barchi, called Shahid Mazari Musalla. The second explosion occurred later the same day in Mazari Square in Pul-e Sokhta area and a third one in Dehburi area. AAN reported that a representative of the de facto authorities told reporters that two civilians had been killed and three others wounded in the attack targeting a minivan in Dasht-e Barchi, and one other civilian was wounded in one of the explosions in the area. ISKP claimed responsibility for the attacks.\textsuperscript{1392} On 25 December 2021, an assailant attacked the Imam Ali Shia mosque in Kandahar City wounding the mullah of the mosque and three others with a knife. AAN stated that the de facto authorities reportedly arrested the assailant and investigations were underway.\textsuperscript{1393} Another attack targeting a minivan was reported in the city of Herat on 22 January 2022, in which at least six or seven people were killed and nine or ten others wounded.\textsuperscript{1394} It took place in Herat’s Haji Abbas, which is described as a Shia Hazara neighbourhood.\textsuperscript{1395} According to Reuters, the attack was later claimed by ISKP.\textsuperscript{1396}
Analyst Ali Yawar Adili explained that ‘a second wave’ of attacks after the Taliban takeover started in April 2022. On 2 April 2022, an explosion killed 5 and injured 23 others in the Hazara-dominated Jibrail Township in Anjil District, Herat Province. ISKP claimed responsibility for the explosion. On 19 April 2022, two bomb blasts at Abdul Rahim Shahid high school in Kabul’s Dasht-e Barchi neighbourhood killed at least six people and wounded more than 20 others. However, the reliability of these casualty figures has been questioned; Mohammad Mohaqiq, the leader of the Hezb-e Wahdat, said to Hasht-e Subh news agency that up to 126 were killed and 73 others were wounded in the blasts. There was no immediate claim of responsibility for the attack, although many articles commented that ISKP has previously claimed similar attacks in Dasht-e Barchi. On 21 April 2022, at least 31 people were killed and 87 wounded in an explosion carried out using ‘a remotely detonated booby-trapped bag’ targeting a Shia Mosque in Mazar-e Sharif during prayers. ISKP claimed responsibility for the attack. The mosque targeted reportedly belonged to the Hazara community. On 26 April 2022, five Hazara coal mine workers were robbed and killed by unidentified gunmen in Samangan Province while they were travelling to Balkh Province. According to Adili, another mine worker was killed later the same day, while the five others were shot on the site. On 28 April 2022, a series of two IEDs targeted civilian vehicles in Mazar-e Sharif. The estimates of causalities ranged from nine to 11 killed and 13 to 18 injured. The attack was claimed later by ISKP. According to a de facto police representative quoted by Khaama Press, the attacks were ‘apparently’ targeting Shias.

According to Hasht-e Subh news agency, the explosions took place in Hazara neighbourhoods, the first near the Imam Ali Shrine and the second in the Sajjadia area. On 30 April 2022 an attack targeting a minivan in Kabul killed three and wounded two others. The attack occurred in Police District 3 of Kabul, which is a Shia and Hazara-majority area. According to RFE/RL, the attack was claimed by ISKP. On 25 May 2022 another series of attacks targeting three minibuses in Mazar-e Sharif was claimed by ISKP. The blasts killed at
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least 10 and wounded 15 others.\textsuperscript{1412} According to a Taliban spokesman interviewed by the AP, all the victims were Shias.\textsuperscript{1413}

Various sources also stated that the attacks against Shia Hazaras were challenging the Taliban’s narrative to provide security to all Afghans, why they might have wanted to tone down or even conceal the nature of these attacks.\textsuperscript{1414} Gossman stated that ISKP posed a very significant threat to the Taliban’s ability to uphold control, and referred to the Taliban constantly saying that they had defeated ISKP, ‘but the more they say it, the more obvious it is they have not.’\textsuperscript{1415} The Taliban have also restricted journalists’ access to sites of attacks and instructed hospitals not to reveal the numbers of casualties.\textsuperscript{1416} Ali Yawar Adili also stated that the Hazara community has called for investigations of these attacks, but there has been no one to investigate them.\textsuperscript{1417}

6.4.4. Other Shia groups

(a) Background

There are two main Shia communities in Afghanistan: the mainstream Shia branch \textit{Ithna Ashariya} (‘the Twelvers’)\textsuperscript{1418} and the smaller Ismaili branch (‘the Seveners’).\textsuperscript{1419, 1420} As is the case with the Twelvers,\textsuperscript{1421} the Ismailis are also primarily Hazara. Most of the Ismailis live in the northeast of the country, in the provinces of Baghlan and Badakhshan.\textsuperscript{1422} According to Analyst Ali Yawar Adili, there are also Ismailis living in other provinces, such as Kabul, Bamyan, Kunduz, Takhar and Parwan.\textsuperscript{1423}

There are some Shia Tajiks and Pashtuns in the country,\textsuperscript{1424} even though these two ethnic groups are predominantly Sunni.\textsuperscript{1425} Renowned American anthropologist Louis Dupree has
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furthermore pointed out the Qizilbash, the Farsiwan and some of the Pamiris as groups that adhere to Shia Islam in Afghanistan.\footnote{Dupree, L., Afghanistan, 1997, pp. 59–61} The Qizilbash are Dari-speakers of Turkish descent, primarily populating urban centres.\footnote{Barfield, T., Afghanistan. A Cultural and Political History, 2012, p. 29; Dupree, L., Afghanistan, 1997, p. 59} In Kabul, they are concentrated in the old city. Chindawal, in Police District 1, is traditionally a Qizilbash area. Many Qizilbash still live there,\footnote{Representative of an international NGO (a), digital interview, 31 May 2022; Foschini, F., Kabul Unpacked: A geographical guide to a metropolis in the making, AAN, 19 March 2019, \url{url}, p. 5} as well as in Murad Khani in Police District 2.\footnote{Dupree, L., Afghanistan, 1997, p. 59}

The Farsiwan (meaning ‘Farsi speakers’) have principally lived near the border to Iran and in southern and western Afghan towns, according to Dupree. In literature, they have, often mistakenly, been referred to as Tajiks.\footnote{Foschini, F., Hitting Gardez: A vicious attack on Paktia’s Shias, AAN, 18 August 2018, \url{url}} Dr. Fabrizio Foschini, analyst for the AAN, noted in August 2018 that the Farsiwan nowadays mostly fall within the category of ‘Tajik’, apart from the ones that adhere to Shia Islam.\footnote{Foschini, F., Kabul Unpacked: A geographical guide to a metropolis in the making, AAN, 19 March 2019, \url{url}, p. 6} According to Dr. Foschini, the term ‘Farsiwan’, more than being an ethnonym used by members of a group to define themselves, is a category into which Pashtun-speakers (and following them, foreign observers) have lumped together different social groups and separate communities living in various parts of the country. There are for instance Dari/Farsi-speaking communities in the heartland of the Pashtun people, such as Paktia, Paktika, and Kandahar that are labelled ‘Farsiwan’ by their Pashtun neighbours. In Herat, on the other hand, there has been a long time Shia-Sunni divide between the Dari/Farsi-speakers, and the Herati Sunnis tend to identify as Tajiks while the Herati Shia do not necessarily identify as Farsiwan even though others may label them that.\footnote{Dupree, L., Afghanistan, 1997, p. 61; Adili, A. Y., programme coordinator at New America and researcher with AAN, digital interview, 16 May 2022}

The Pamiris have also been referred to as ‘mountain Tajiks’, according to Dupree in his book Afghanistan from 1997.\footnote{Dupree, L., Afghanistan, 1997, p. 59} They primarily live in the mountainous areas of Badakhshan province.\footnote{Farah, M., “The Pamiris of Badakhshan”, The Geographical Journal of Iran and Afghanistan, 1971, p. 59; Foschini, F., AAN analyst, email, 9 June 2022.} Some of them are Ismaili Shia while others are Sunni, according to Dupree.\footnote{Adili, A. Y., programme coordinator at New America and researcher with AAN, digital interview, 16 May 2022} Analyst Ali Yawar Adili stated in May 2022 that there was a contemporary struggle among some Tajik Ismailis in Badakhshan as they wanted to reintroduce themselves as ‘Pamiris’. The Pamiris were not mentioned as an ethnic group in the 2004 constitution, but the Pamiri language was, and this has probably created an incentive for their current struggle according to Adili.\footnote{Adili, A. Y., programme coordinator at New America and researcher with AAN, digital interview, 16 May 2022}

In addition to the Hazara and Tajik Ismailis there is also a small number of Pashtun Ismailis in some parts of the country, according to Adili.\footnote{Adili, A. Y., programme coordinator at New America and researcher with AAN, digital interview, 16 May 2022} More information about these Pashtun Ismailis could not be found within the scope of this report.
Another group in Afghanistan that may adhere to Shia Islam is the Sadat (singular Sayyed). According to Landinfo, the Sadat do not generally seem to be categorised as a specific ethnic group but rather as part of the majority people in the areas where they live. However, some years ago, Sadat tribal elders called on then President Ashraf Ghani to make it possible for all ethnic groups in the country, including Sadat, to have their ethnicity stated in the National identity card.1440 The Sadat claim descent from the family of the Prophet and their claimed ancestry usually gives them a certain religious importance. They have often provided religious leadership for other Shias.1442

6.4.5. Targeting of other Shia groups

As a majority of the Shia Muslims in Afghanistan belong to the Hazara ethnic group, the Hazaras have been the main victims of sectarian targeting against Shias.1443 The targeting has not been limited to Hazaras, however. Other Shia groups have also become victims of targeted attacks, both before and after the Taliban takeover.1444 For instance, some of the sectarian attacks against Shia Muslims have been carried out in areas that are not Hazara dominated.1445 According to Adili, the victims of the publicised attack on a Shia mosque in Kandahar in October 2021 were not primarily Hazaras.1446 The targeted mosque in Kandahar was reported to be a place frequented by Qizilbash as well as Shias of other ethnicities.1447 An example of an attack targeting non-Hazara Shiites that took place before the Taliban takeover is the attack against a Shia Mosque in Gardez, Paktia in 2018. ISKP claimed the attack and the target was a small community of Shia Sadat, living in the outskirts of Gardez.1448 UNAMA, however, did not specify the group affiliation in its reporting about civilian casualties from this attack, indicating that specific Shia group affiliation of victims has not always been specified in reports on sectarian attacks.1449

Different sources assessed ISKP to be the main perpetrator behind the sectarian violence against Shias in Afghanistan.1451 ISKP claimed many of these attacks,1452 and their intention to...
target Shias from ‘Baghdad to Khorasan’ has been stated in Telegram channels run by the Islamic State. ISKP consider Shia Muslims to be apostates and, hence, a legitimate target for killing.

6.5. Tajiks

6.5.1. Background

For a large part of history, the term Tajik has been ambiguous in the context of Afghanistan. According to Professor Barnett Rubin, an expert on Afghanistan, the term Tajik has been vaguely defined historically. During the soviet occupation, the term Tajik came to refer to ‘all settled, Persian [Dari]-speaking, nontribal populations’. There are, however, Pashto-speaking Tajiks in Pashtun areas, and for example Persian-speaking Pashtuns in Tajik areas. The Tajik identity was generally strengthened as the mujahidin groups that arose in opposition to the Soviets took on an ethnic character. According to scholar Ryan Brasher, the term ‘Tajik’ and other related terms have often been used to describe ‘the other’ in Afghanistan. Historically, the Tajiks have distinguished themselves as a sedentary population, rather than being nomadic. Unlike Pashtuns and many other ethnic groups in Afghanistan, the Tajik community lacks a tribal structure. A majority of the Tajiks are Sunni Muslims, but there are also those adhering to the Shia branch of Islam (see section 6.4.4. Other Shia groups).

Tajiks live in various areas of the country, but are mainly concentrated in northern, north-eastern and western Afghanistan, and in and around Kabul. Several provinces are believed to have a majority Tajik population: Badakhshan, Badghis, Baghlan, Kapisa, Panjsher, Parwan and Samangan. Furthermore, there are at least sizeable Tajik populations in several other areas, such as Kabul (both the province and the city), Balkh, Ghor, Takhar, and Herat.
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(especially Herat City). Tajiks usually identify with their place of residence or birth rather than a tribe. Hence, terms such as Panjshiri, Badakhshi, Kabul and Herati are used to denote Tajiks from Panjsher, Badakhshan, Kabul and Herat, respectively.

During the civil war in the early 1990’s, the fighting took on an ethnic character due to the ethnic profile of the various mujahedin factions, resulting in ‘ethnic hatreds’. The main political and armed organisation associated with the Tajik population at that time was Jamiat-e Islami and the affiliated organization Shura-e Nazar, led by Commander Ahmad Shah Massoud. When various mujahedin factions resurrected the so-called Northern Alliance in opposition to the Taliban in 1996, Jamiat-e Islami was among the founding members of the alliance. According to various sources, Tajiks/Jamiat-e Islami dominated the alliance. Panjshir, the home of Massoud, was a centre for anti-Taliban resistance during the previous Taliban regime (1996-2001). After the fall of the previous Taliban regime (2001), leaders from the Northern Alliance came to dominate the new interim administration. Panjshiri Tajiks gained significant influence over the security sector. In the interim administration, the prominent Panjshiri Northern Alliance leader Yunous Qanouni became Interior minister. Panjshiris headed 12 out of 15 police districts in Kabul, as well as all the directorates of the national intelligence agency. A Panjshiri was appointed head of the army. Persons associated with Jamiat-e Islami and the Northern Alliance continued to hold important positions in the Afghan government up until the fall of the Islamic republic in 2021. Examples include former Vice President Amrullah Saleh and former Chief Executive Abdullah Abdullah.

In conjunction with the Taliban takeover, a resistance formed. UNAMA reported in June 2022, that ‘the presence of armed groups opposed to the Taliban expanded, although their membership and capabilities are difficult to assess’. Furthermore, UNAMA pointed to the NRF as one of the two most active groups and identified Panjsher and Baghlan as the places with the highest level of activity in the first half of 2022. Ahmad Massoud, the son of Northern Alliance Commander Ahmad Shah Massoud, has headed the NRF since its formation, and individuals with a background in the Northern Alliance has joined, such as former Vice President Amrullah Saleh.
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President Saleh. Both Massoud and Saleh have since fled abroad. Many of the NRF’s fighters have come from the remnants of the former security forces and were dominated by Tajiks as of April 2022. NRF has claimed to have their base in Panjshir Province, predominantly inhabited by Tajiks.

6.5.2. General situation under Taliban rule

No comprehensive information about the ethnic composition of the Taliban in predominantly Tajik provinces could be found within the scope of this report. The de facto governor of Baghlan was reportedly Tajik, as of March 2022. The de facto governors of Badghis and Kapisa are reportedly Pashtuns. Initially, the Taliban appointed a local Panjshiri to the governorship of Panjshir, but he was replaced in June 2022 by a Pashtun from Helmand. Information on the ethnicity of other Taliban appointed governors of Tajik majority provinces could not be found. RFE/RL reported in January 2022 that tensions were building up between mainly Pashtun fighters and Uzbek, Turkmen and Tajik communities in northern Afghanistan. The UN Security Council Committee established pursuant to resolution 1988 reported in May 2022 that southern Pashtuns had replaced several key Tajik and Uzbek Taliban commanders in the north.

In May 2022, Human Rights Watch received a growing number of reports of reprisal killings and attacks on civilians in areas associated with resistance groups (such as the NRF). The killings and attacks on civilians have reportedly been a Taliban response on NRF attacks. In May, Human Rights Watch had not been able to verify all the reports, but subsequently was able to confirm a number of detentions of civilians apparently accused of supporting the NRF or other resistance groups. In June 2022, Human Rights Watch reported on their website that Taliban forces had engaged in the beating and arbitrary arrests of civilians in Panjshir who were accused of supporting the NRF. Human Rights Watch concluded that this amounted to collective punishment. Citing local sources, BBC reported in May 2022 that civilians in
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Panjshir had been killed and arrested. Reportedly, fighting between the NRF and the Taliban had erupted over a religious dispute. The Taliban had attempted to arrest a local cleric who had disagreed with the Taliban over when Eid was to be celebrated. NRF fighters then ambushed Taliban fighters and the Taliban sent reinforcements. The victims appeared to have been killed in the Taliban’s search for NRF fighters. Furthermore, BBC reported similar incidents taking place in adjacent Tajik-dominated areas in Baghlan and Takhar. The Taliban denied the accusations.\(^\text{1490}\)

UNAMA also recorded human rights violations of individuals suspected or accused of NRF affiliation. In the reporting period 15 August 2021–15 June 2022, UNAMA recorded 18 extrajudicial killings, 54 instances of torture and ill-treatment, 113 arbitrary arrests and detentions, and 23 incommunicado detentions. The majority of these cases took place in Baghlan and Panjsher provinces, ‘where NRF are known to be most active’ according to UNAMA. The same source recorded arbitrary arrests of large groups of civilians in these areas related to accusations of supporting NRF, which were carried out by the de facto authorities. In the cases outlined as examples the Taliban arrested large groups of civilian men and some boys, some were released following mediation by community elders while others were kept in detention.\(^\text{1491}\) Furthermore, UNAMA noted an increase in reported extrajudicial killings individuals accused of affiliation with the NRF in the first half of 2022.\(^\text{1492}\) Moreover, UNAMA reported that the Taliban had redeployed forces from the south to Panjsher, Baghlan and Takhar in the context of active engagements between the Taliban and resistance forces in those provinces.\(^\text{1493}\)

In June 2022, there were news reports about the forced evictions of residents in the districts of Pol-e Hesar, Deh Salah and Andarab, in Baghlan province. Reportedly, the seized homes were turned into military installations in many cases.\(^\text{1494}\)

According to AAN analyst Martine van Bijlert, there were uncorroborated reports early on after the Taliban takeover of young Panjshiri men being rounded up in Tajik dominated areas of Kabul.\(^\text{1495}\) In February and March 2022, the Taliban conducted house-to-house searches in Kabul and other provinces.\(^\text{1496}\) The stated purpose was to arrest criminals and to confiscate weapons.\(^\text{1497}\) According to a report by the New York Times, the Taliban were on the lookout for persons connected to the armed resistance. Reportedly, the search operation was initially focused on neighbourhoods in the North of Kabul city, mainly inhabited by ethnic Tajiks and where the flag of the so-called Northern Alliance was a common occurrence in the past.
According to the same news report, the Taliban forces only conducted cursory searches in some homes, while in other homes the search was performed more thoroughly and more brutally. Reportedly, the more brutal searches were performed in 'neighborhoods belonging to ethnic minorities'\(^\text{1498}\). A representative of an international NGO in Kabul, whose own house was searched and who has intimate knowledge of the Khair Khana neighbourhood [inhabited mainly by Tajiks], did not see any evidence of ethnic targeting during the house searches. All houses in the source’s area were searched and in many cases it was done respectfully. The Taliban did engage in harsh treatment in some instances but, as far as the source knew, this was only the case in homes to families with known links to e.g. criminality or opposition groups.\(^\text{1499}\) Commenting on the house searches in Kabul, Ali Yawar Adili stated that the Taliban acted more harshly and engaged in harassment in Tajik dominated areas in northern Kabul.\(^\text{1500}\)

An anonymous representative of an international organisation in Afghanistan consulted by DIS stated in March 2022 that house searches were more thorough in Tajik homes and that it was possibly linked to a perceived threat of a spring offensive by the NRF. The same source stated that there was a higher level of perceived threat towards Panjshiris in Kabul at the time.\(^\text{1501}\) Other sources consulted by DIS stated that the Taliban treated Panjshiris with more suspicion than Tajiks in general due to the connection between Panjsher and Panjshiris, and the NRF.\(^\text{1502}\)

There have been allegations on social media that the Taliban ‘persecuted’ ethnic Tajiks as killings and other atrocities took place in Tajik dominated areas of the country.\(^\text{1503}\) This claim has also surfaced in some Afghan media outlets.\(^\text{1504}\) According to a representative of an international NGO in Kabul, the Taliban have engaged in killings and arrests of civilians in Tajik-dominated areas in the northeast. The source specifically pointed to the provinces of Badakhshan, parts of Baghlan (Andarab) and Parwan, Panjsher and Takhar. The source believed that the purpose of the Taliban’s actions was to intimidate the local population so that they would not support the NRF.\(^\text{1505}\) Without providing details, Freedom House stated in their annual report on political rights and civil liberties in 2021, that the Taliban have engaged in discrimination against members of ethnic minority groups, including Tajiks.\(^\text{1506}\)
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6.6. Other ethnic groups and religious minorities

6.6.1. Sufis

Sufism has existed in Afghanistan for almost as long as Islam itself, and many cities and towns in Afghanistan have remained among the most important centres of Sufism for more than a thousand years. Many Afghans, although not necessarily being Sufis themselves, respect learnings of Sufism and believe that the Sufi elders possess a spiritual power, or karamat, that enable them ‘to perform acts of generosity and bestow blessings’. Sufism is not a type of jurisprudence but a form of belief that put emphasis on inner contemplation of Islam, which is in sharp contrast to the Taliban’s and ISKP’s views of following literal interpretation of Islam. There are two major Sufi orders in Afghanistan, the Qadiri and the Naqshbandi. In addition to those, an article by Newlines Magazine mentioned that there are the Chishti and the Suhrawardi orders ‘in Afghanistan and the wider region’. The Qadiri order has had followers in Pashtun tribes of eastern Afghanistan, while the Naqshbandi has been spread out around Afghanistan. The Chishti order originated near Herat.

During the Taliban rule in the 1990s the movement adopted policies that included bans of several Sufi practices, such as playing music during their rituals, stormed their gatherings, and issued punishments to those involved in their activities. After being targeted, many Sufis then decided to go into exile or hiding. Nevertheless, an article by RFE/RL mentioned that some Taliban members have been former followers of Sufism. According to an article by Newlines Magazine, after the Taliban takeover the movement has had a complex relationship with the Sufi community, but the Taliban have not been openly hostile towards the community. Some Sufi scholars have also publicly supported the Taliban. However, the Sufi elders who used to move around in Kabul collecting alms and carrying out their rituals in public seem to have disappeared from the streets after the Taliban takeover. Nevertheless, ISKP considers Sufis as ‘apostates’, and according to RFE/RL, were believed to target them in order to ‘incite a sectarian war and undermine Taliban rule’.
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At least two large-scale attacks targeting the Sufi community took place during the reporting period. On 22 April 2022, a bomb attack targeting Khanaqa-e Malawi Sikandar Sufi mosque in Kunduz killed at least 33 and wounded 43 others. The attack was claimed by ISKP. On 29 April 2022, an attack targeted the Khalifa Sahib Sufi Mosque in Kabul. The number of casualties were uncertain, but news agencies believed that more than 50 people died and 30 others were injured. It was unclear whether the attack was a suicide attack or a bomb explosion. There was no immediate claim for the attack, but news agencies commented that ISKP has committed similar attacks before.

6.6.2. Baha’i

Information on Baha’is in Afghanistan was scarce, and the only recent sources which mentioned them are reports by the US government. According to the USDOS, reliable estimates of the amount of those belonging to the Baha’i community were not available, but they were reportedly among the ethnic and religious groups constituting less than 0.3 % of the Afghan population. In 2007 the then Supreme Court of Afghanistan ruled that the Baha’i faith is distinct from Islam and a form of blasphemy. According to the ruling, Muslims who convert to it were to be considered apostates. Baha’is have also been labelled ‘infidels’ by many Muslims in Afghanistan. USCIRF reported in April 2022 that Baha’is, among other religious minorities, ‘practiced their faith in hiding due to fear of reprisal and threats from the Taliban and separately from the Islamic State Khorasan Province’. No information on targeting of Baha’is could be found within the reporting period.

6.6.3. Sikhs and Hindus

For a background on the history of the Sikh community in Afghanistan and information on developments prior to 18 March 2022, see the EUAA COI Query Response about the situation of Sikhs in Afghanistan.

There was once a substantial Sikh community in Afghanistan, but it has diminished over the last three decades. Several consulted sources assessed the remaining Sikh and Hindu communities to be few in number. Citing civil society groups, the USDOS estimated that approximately 150 Sikhs and Hindus remained in Afghanistan at the end of 2021, compared to...
around 400 in the beginning of the same year.\textsuperscript{1530} Out of those, fewer than 50 were reported to be Hindus. Reportedly, all of them were male and had their families in other countries.\textsuperscript{1531} At the time of the Taliban takeover, there were fewer than 300 Sikhs left in Afghanistan and community leaders estimated the number of Sikhs to be around 140 in June 2022.\textsuperscript{1532} Another report from BBC from the same date, in contrast cited a community leader saying that there were approximately 150 Sikhs left in Jalalabad alone, compared to an estimated 1 500 Sikhs living there at the time of a publicized attack in 2018.\textsuperscript{1533} According to the US DOS, most members of the small Sikh and Hindu communities resided in Kabul, but there were also smaller numbers in Ghazni and other provinces.\textsuperscript{1534} As of 2022, there was only one functioning Gurdwara\textsuperscript{1535} in Kabul, called Dashmesh Pita, located in the Kart-e Parwan neighbourhood.\textsuperscript{1536}

In conjunction with the Taliban takeover, many Sikhs and Hindus sought resettlement outside Afghanistan\textsuperscript{1537} and large parts of the remaining Sikh and Hindu communities have continued to leave Afghanistan since then.\textsuperscript{1538}

ISKP have conducted attacks against the Sikh and Hindu communities in Afghanistan in recent years.\textsuperscript{1539} An armed attack was carried out on a Sikh Gurdwara in Kabul on 18 June 2022.\textsuperscript{1540} At least two persons were killed – a Sikh worshipper and a member of the de facto security forces, and seven others were injured.\textsuperscript{1541} An anonymous source cited by the New York Times, however, claimed that six Sikhs were killed in the attack.\textsuperscript{1542} ISKP claimed the attack and furthermore stated that the attack was a response to a political debacle in India, where a politician previously had made remarks interpreted as an insult to the Prophet Mohammed. The de facto security forces intervened and tried to protect the Gurdwara.\textsuperscript{1543} No further information could be found on the occurrence of similar attacks against Sikhs or Hindus in the referencing period.

After their takeover, the Taliban have promised to protect the rights of Sikhs and Hindus.\textsuperscript{1544} There have been concerns, however, in the Sikh and Hindu communities over their physical security since the Taliban takeover.\textsuperscript{1545} The US DOS cited Sikh community leaders as having said ‘they believed the Taliban’s violent persecution of them would be inevitable.’\textsuperscript{1546} There
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were reports in the fall of 2021 that armed Taliban members had harassed Sikhs at their central temple in Kabul.\textsuperscript{1547} Senior representatives of the Taliban met with Sikh and Hindu community leaders in December 2021. The Taliban gave security assurances and welcomed the communities to return to Afghanistan. The USDOS cited a Sikh meeting participant who stated that the commitment seemed genuine and contrasted it with the situation during the previous Taliban regime.\textsuperscript{1548}

In its annual report on religious freedom for 2021, the USDOS reported that Sikhs and Hindus faced verbal harassment from other members of society.\textsuperscript{1549}

6.6.4. Uyghurs

The presence of foreign fighters such as the Uyghurs\textsuperscript{1550} in Badakhshan Province, bordering China, can been traced back to 2014,\textsuperscript{1551} but information about their group affiliations and numbers has been ambiguous over the years.\textsuperscript{1552} According to Sean R. Roberts, an associate professor of George Washington University who has published a book on Uyghurs, there was a small group of Uyghur fighters in Afghanistan also during the first Taliban rule in the late 1990s, but most of them were later expelled to China by the Taliban, while others were detained by the US forces after the US invasion of Afghanistan in 2001.\textsuperscript{1553}

In February 2022, UN sanction monitors reported of member states’ assessments of hundreds of fighters of the Eastern Turkistan Islamic Movement (ETIM/TIP) present in northern Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{1554} According to the US Congressional Research Service (CRS), ETIM/TIP is an insurgency group that seeks independency for the Muslim Uyghurs in western China.\textsuperscript{1555} However, according to Sean R. Roberts, it is highly questionable whether ETIM actually exists as a distinct insurgency group, but the Chinese government labels them as a terrorist group as they perceive Uyghur fighters in general as a potential threat to the Chinese government. Nevertheless, Roberts recognises that there was still, as of 2020, some Uyghur fighters in Afghanistan, although there was no reliable information about their numbers and locations.\textsuperscript{1556}

In the time following the Taliban takeover, the de facto authorities seemed to have taken China’s security concerns seriously, thus moving Uyghur militants from Badakhshan Province and areas near the Chinese border to the provinces of Baghlan and Takhar in order to monitor...
their activities. According to some reports, the Taliban’s effort to control these fighters is instead pushing them towards ISKP.¹⁵⁵⁷ When ISKP claimed an attack against a Shia mosque in Kunduz in October 2021, they also stated that their bomber was a Uyghur Muslim and that the onslaught was aimed at targeting Shias as well as the Taliban because of their alleged willingness to expel Uyghurs in response to Chinese demands.¹⁵⁵⁸

Apart from the presence of Uyghur foreign fighters there was also a small Uyghur community in Afghanistan, living in cities such as Kabul and Mazar-e Sharif,¹⁵⁵⁹ and in Badakhshan Province.¹⁵⁶⁰ They are thought to number about 2 000-3 000 people, and many of them were second generation immigrants whose parents fled from China decades ago.¹⁵⁶¹ These Uyghurs were Afghan citizens but their identity cards also stated that they were ‘Uyghurs’ or ‘Chinese refugees’, which reportedly caused some worries within the community that they could be easy to track if the Taliban should decide to do so.¹⁵⁶² After the Taliban takeover, these Uyghurs have expressed fears that they may be arrested by the Taliban and expelled to China.¹⁵⁶³ There have been reports of deportations of Uyghurs from Afghanistan to China over the years and one case was confirmed by the Uyghur Human Rights Project¹⁵⁶⁴ in 2014.¹⁵⁶⁵ Apart from the Taliban’s removal of Uyghurs from areas near the Chinese border, information about other targeting of Uyghurs by the Taliban or deportations to China could not be found within the scope of this report.

### 6.6.5. Ahmadiyya

The Ahmadiyya movement is an Islamic messianic movement that emerged in British India in the late 19th century. The Ahmadiyya community consider themselves to be Muslims, but are widely seen as heretical by Sunnis and Shia alike.¹⁵⁶⁷ Only limited information could be found about the Ahmadiyya community in Afghanistan.

USCIRF reported in 2022 that estimates of the size of the Afghan Ahmadiyya community ranged from 450 to 2 500.¹⁵⁶⁸ The USDOS estimated the number to be ‘in the hundreds’ at the
end of 2021 and reported that around 100 Ahmadiyya Muslims had left the country since the Taliban takeover. According to the same report, the community was concentrated in Kabul.\footnote{USDOS, 2021 Report on International Religious Freedom: Afghanistan, 2 June 2022, url, pp. 5, 22}

According to USCIRF, Ahmadiyya Muslims have faced a long history of persecution in Afghanistan and have neither been recognised by the Sunni nor Shia faith. Furthermore, USCIRF stated that Ahmadiyya Muslims who express their faiths openly face dire consequences, including death, if discovered by the Taliban or ISKP.\footnote{USCIRF, Annual Report 2022, url, p. 13} Ahmadiyya Muslims could not exercise their religion openly, neither before, nor after the Taliban takeover.\footnote{USCIRF, Annual Report 2022, url, p. 13}

There were instances of targeted violence against the Ahmadi community in November and December 2021.\footnote{USDOS, 2021 Report on International Religious Freedom: Afghanistan, 2 June 2022, pp. 4, 20–22, url; USDOS, Afghanistan 2021 Human Rights Report, 12 April 2022, url, p. 52} In its report on religious freedom in Afghanistan 2021, the USDOS reported that the Taliban detained 28 members of the Ahmadiyya community in Kabul in November and December 2021, falsely accusing them of being members of ISKP. According to cited international Ahmadiyya organisations, the Taliban physically abused the detainees and forced confessions. Some of them were reported to still be detained at the end of 2021. Some of those who were released claimed that their release was conditioned. They were instructed to repent their beliefs and attend a Taliban-led madrassa [Islamic religious school].\footnote{Representatives of an anonymous organisation with presence in Afghanistan, digital interview, 31 May 2022}

6.6.6. Salafists

Salafism\footnote{Salafism is a sub-sect of Sunni Islam originating from Saudi Arabia in the eighteenth century. It preaches a return to Islam as practised by the first generations of Muslims and reject Islamic jurisprudence (fiqh) and other interpretations of Islam. USIP, Bourgeois Jihad. Why Young, Middle-class Afghans Join the Islamic State, June 2020, url, p. 6} in Afghanistan can be traced back to the nineteenth century although it first flourished during the anti-Soviet Jihadi era in the 1980s,\footnote{Hudson Institute, Making Sense of the Islamic State’s War on the Afghan Taliban, 25 January 2022, url} when Saudi Arabia among others supported ‘salafisation’ of the Afghan mujahidin. Despite the efforts to teach and spread Salafism, resistance from traditional religious leaders and communities largely confined Salafi influence to a few enclaves in eastern and northern Afghanistan.\footnote{Hudson Institute, Making Sense of the Islamic State’s War on the Afghan Taliban, 25 January 2022, url}

There are variants of Salafism ranging from ‘quietist Salafism’, which shuns politics and focus on purity and preaching, to Jihadi-Salafism whose followers advocate for violent Jihad.\footnote{USIP, Bourgeois Jihad. Why Young, Middle-class Afghans Join the Islamic State, June 2020, url, p. 27} According to Afghanistan expert Borhan Osman the variants may overlap and those currently representing the quietist tendency may have been jihadists in the past and vice versa.\footnote{USIP, Bourgeois Jihad. Why Young, Middle-class Afghans Join the Islamic State, June 2020, url, p. 27}

When the Taliban came to power in the 1990s, they inherited a traditional hostility towards Salafism. Consequently, Salafi teachings were banned, and the Taliban took other measures
to prevent its spread. This contributed to a strong resistance from Salafi communities in some pockets of eastern Afghanistan when the Taliban conquered their areas.\textsuperscript{1579} When ISKP emerged in Afghanistan in early 2015, Afghan Salafis were reportedly initially positive believing that the group could strengthen Salafism in the country, at least in the eastern provinces Kunar and Nangarhar. This changed however due to the extremism and brutal violence perpetrated by ISKP in Afghanistan, and the Salafi ulema called on Salafis to defect from ISKP’s ranks.\textsuperscript{1580} Even though the Afghan Salafi community has been a recruitment ground for ISKP, many Salafis in the country were opposing the group. Despite this, the Taliban have generally acted harshly against Salafi communities since their takeover in August 2021.\textsuperscript{1581} With the Taliban back in power, Afghanistan’s Salafis have faced ‘severe challenges and insecurities’ according to analyst Abdul Sayed, due to their perceived ties to ISKP. One of the most influential Afghan Salafi scholars, Shaikh Abu Obaidullah Mutawakil, was abducted by the Taliban soon after the takeover and later he was killed under unclear circumstances.\textsuperscript{1582}

According to some analysts, the ISKP has tried to provoke the Taliban to pursue indiscriminate security policies towards the Afghan Salafi communities to gain from this in the long run. This has allegedly already resulted in ill-conceived policies of the Taliban, including collective punishment and brutal targeting of Salafis suspected of ties to ISKP.\textsuperscript{1583} In Kunar Province, the Taliban governor closed down all Salafi mosques and madrasas. This caused a major backlash in the local community and the Taliban leadership decided to take the governor down and reverse his order.\textsuperscript{1584} Other sources also noted that there was ongoing targeting of Afghan Salafis even though they may have nothing to do with ISKP. Salafi communities in the east, in for example Nangarhar and Kunar, have been targeted. Although the numbers are unclear, the targeting has included both disappearances and summary executions.\textsuperscript{1585}
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7. Journalists and media workers

7.1. General situation under Taliban rule

Numerous journalists fled from Afghanistan after the takeover or went into hiding, and the closure of media outlets left thousands of journalists jobless, forcing many to find other employment. Salaries for journalists also reportedly decreased, one journalist claimed that he earned a salary corresponding to around EUR 52, in contrast to the previous salaries of journalists before the Taliban takeover ranging from EUR 132–440. According to AAN analyst Ehsan Qaane, Afghan media was still, as of March 2022, impacted by financial problems, as well as by restrictions imposed by the Taliban, and violence. Statistics from International Federation of Journalists (IFJ) and Afghanistan National Journalists’ Union (ANJU) show that 2 735 journalists had lost their jobs as of February 2022, while statistics from the Afghan Association of Free Journalists, as reported by Khaama Press, indicated that nearly 6 000 journalists had lost their jobs as of May 2022.

Most female media workers lost their jobs after the Taliban takeover. According to RSF, around 25 % of women journalists working at the start of August were still working as of January 2022. Statistics from IFJ and ANJU similarly indicated that around 24.8 % of female journalists were still working as of February 2022. TOLOnews worked against the trend of unemployment among female journalists by hiring women to fill in the gaps after staff members were evacuated in August 2021, and by February 2022 TOLOnews had more female than male journalists. According to media reports, many of Afghanistan’s provinces completely lacked active female reporters.

After the takeover, many media outlets closed mainly due to financial issues. Qaane noted that it was difficult to estimate exactly how many media outlets had closed, as figures of the outlets existing before the takeover were not fully clear. For instance, figures provided by the Afghanistan Federation of Journalists and Media (AFJM) indicated that 507 media outlets were still operating.
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outlets had closed since the takeover until June 2022, including 38 television stations, 91 radio stations, 16 online media outlets, 10 news agencies, 11 media outlets and media content providers, and 18 newspapers. In contrast to these figures, statistics by IFJ and ANJU indicated that already by February 2022, 318 outlets had stopped operating, including 51 television stations, 132 radio stations, 94 printing press outlets, and 41 online outlets. Meanwhile, data from the Afghan Association of Free Journalists, as reported by Khaama Press, indicated that 287 outlets had closed as of May 2022.

Immediately after their takeover, the Taliban claimed to be committed to media, and allowed private media to continue their activities, but they also requested that Islamic values were taken in account and urged Afghan media not work to against national values or unity. In September 2021, the Taliban issued guidelines for journalists, including rules against addressing topics in conflict with Islam or ‘insulting national personalities’, and instructing media to produce reports in coordination with the Taliban government’s media office. On 2 February 2022, Taliban spokesperson Zabihullah Mujahid stated that the Taliban had studied the mass media law of the former government and found no issues with it. According to RSF this meant that the 2015 law remained in force. Mujahid further stated that media coverage should consider ‘national interests, Islamic values and national unity’, and that the Taliban were working on re-establishing the Media Violation Commission to prevent “misunderstandings” and to take action against problems. This commission was not established as of June 2022, according to UNAMA. In March 2022, Mujahid claimed that the Taliban were seeking foreign aid to support Afghan media outlets. AP reported that there seemed to be some room for critical reporting, referring to local media airing a clip of Taliban fighters beating a former soldier. A few days later the Taliban supreme leader, Hibatullah Akhunzada ‘warned Taliban fighters against excesses, saying they would be punished’.

On 21 May 2022, the Taliban MPVPV issued instructions for women presenters to cover their faces while presenting on television. A spokesperson of the ministry told TOLOnews that it was a final decision which they would not be willing to discuss. The issued restrictions on media were vague, and difficult for media workers to follow in practice. According to OHCHR, the Taliban’s restrictions were enforced unevenly across the country, especially on provincial level. Journalists furthermore received directives from different parts of the Taliban’s de facto authorities (including the Taliban Ministry of Culture and Information, the Taliban GDI, the Taliban MPVPV, the Taliban Government Media and
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Information Centre), causing confusion among journalists according to RSF. In June 2022, the Herat Journalists Association and the provincial department of the Taliban Ministry of Culture and Information established a committee to prevent ‘unwarranted arrests of journalists and media workers’. According to the Taliban committee head, the three main aims of the committee were to regulate the broadcasting of audio and video media, to support and advocate for media rights, and investigate violations committed by media.

According to Qaane, the Taliban’s policy on female journalists was unclear and a female journalist told TOLONews in March 2022 that the Taliban increasingly restricted their work. Female journalists reported that they were sometimes barred from attending Taliban-held press conferences. A TOLONews representative told AP that female staff members had not been threatened by the Taliban, but at times they were denied access 'because of their gender'. Al Jazeera also reported on female journalists in Herat Province being barred from entering a press conference by the Taliban provincial director of information and culture. One female journalist also described increased difficulties in travelling far distances for journalistic work, as officials from the MPVPV stopped women journalists and questioned them about not being accompanied by a mohram. Other female journalists also told Al Jazeera about Taliban officials refusing to answer their questions or participate in interviews with women journalists. In a survey by ANJU published on 9 March 2022, 87% of Afghan women journalists had experienced gender discrimination under Taliban rule. Furthermore, 79% stated that they had been insulted and threatened since the Taliban takeover, including physical threats and abuse, as well as written and verbal threats, by Taliban officials.

According to Human Rights Watch, female journalists working in Afghanistan’s provinces faced ‘particularly devastating’ restrictions. Compared to female journalists in the capital, provincial-based female journalists reportedly encountered more barriers, including security issues and sexism. In the provinces of Ghor, Kapisa, Kandahar, and Zabul female journalists were no longer working. In Nangarhar Province and Herat Province, female reporters were no longer allowed in newsrooms, and their voices were not part of audios. In Balkh Province, female media workers were reportedly no longer allowed to ‘attend seminars and events held by the journalists themselves’.

After the takeover, the media that were still operating reportedly adjusted their reporting in general by decreasing potentially provocative content, while content praising the Taliban increased. There was also a tendency to self-censorship. IFJ reported on journalists
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battling censorship daily, especially in the provinces\textsuperscript{1624}, and according to the Free Speech Hub (FSH) the Taliban’s Intelligence Department systematically censored media, including by using force, threats and psychological pressure.\textsuperscript{1625} Research by Oslo Metropolitan University demonstrated a culture of pre-censorship being ‘institutionalised’ in Afghanistan, which impacted self-censorship, as well as threats and interference by Taliban officials. Oslo Metropolitan University concluded that the Taliban MPVPV had replaced the Taliban Ministry of Information and Culture as the main body handling media, and also mentioned Taliban intelligence officers interfering by entering newsrooms ‘to check on and threaten journalists and editors who do not abide by their rules.’\textsuperscript{1626} Human Rights Watch reported on journalists in the provinces feeling ‘compelled’ to self-censor after threats, detentions and beatings of media personnel. Many claimed to have been beaten while trying to cover subjects that ‘cast Taliban officials in bad light’, including anti-Taliban protests and arbitrary detentions. The Taliban reportedly compelled journalists to share reports prior to publication, and regularly told media organisations what to publish, and warned them about contradicting policies and report on violence by Taliban officials.\textsuperscript{1627}

Some sensitive topics were difficult for media to cover.\textsuperscript{1628} According to RSF topics related to religion, women’s status, and human rights were ‘off limits’.\textsuperscript{1629} According to an anonymous international NGO in Kabul, interviewed by the Swedish Migration Agency’s Unit for Migration Analysis on 16 March 2022, there were three main themes the Taliban did not want to talk about openly as it could put them in a bad light: ISKP, resistance, and the production of narcotics.\textsuperscript{1630} Oslo Metropolitan University stated that there were ‘typical no-go areas’ for journalists, which included women’s protests, human rights activities, resistance, and ISKP. They further stated that media workers may need to refrain from reporting in these topics, to avoid ‘being bullied, and/or arrested’.\textsuperscript{1631} RSF also reported on arrests and intimidation of journalists covering women’s protests.\textsuperscript{1632}

7.2. Incidents targeting journalists and media workers

By 30 June 2022, no journalist or media worker had been killed in Afghanistan in 2022 according to RSF, and no journalists or media workers were in prison.\textsuperscript{1633} In May 2022, a journalist was however reportedly sentenced to one year’s imprisonment in a Taliban military court. RSF called both the trial and sentence ‘illegal’ and ‘disproportionate’. The journalist was reportedly not defended by a lawyer and was forced to renounce his right to appeal.\textsuperscript{1634} Taliban spokesperson Zabihullah Mujahid denied that the journalist had been tried in a military
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court and said that the case was not related to his journalistic work. Mujahid claimed that a de facto civil court in Herat had sentenced the journalist for ‘criminal misconduct’.

Journalists were interrogated or arrested by de facto police forces and the de facto security service and faced intimidation, violence and arbitrary detention. According to ACLED data, violence targeting journalists in general spiked in August 2021 with around 9 recorded events, and violence towards journalists during demonstrations spiked in September 2021. ACLED recorded 24 cases of violence against journalists by Taliban forces between 17 August 2021 and 15 April 2022. 12 of the instances took place in Kabul City. UNAMA records demonstrated 163 violations against journalists and media workers carried out by the de facto authorities. This included 122 arbitrary arrests (including 1 female), 12 incommunicado detentions, 58 cases of torture (including 1 female), and 33 cases of threats or intimidation (including 3 females). UNAMA furthermore called Kabul City the ‘epicentre’ of such violations. The Asia Programme Director of the Committee to Protect Journalists stated that it was unclear whether attacks against Afghan journalists were systematic or “semi-random events” initiated by Taliban members holding “a grudge”. The representative described the Afghan media landscape as “full of hazards” that were not “fully predictable”. AAN on the other hand called the violence against Afghan journalists ‘systematic’ and accused the Taliban intelligence agency and de facto police of increasingly controlling the media. Arbitrary detentions were reportedly used to keep the media within accepted lines.

The IFJ announced on 19 January 2022, that ‘several Afghan journalists had been attacked and detained in the first weeks of 2022.’ And pointed out that a ‘disturbing trend’ of arrests and attacks against journalists and media workers continued to grow under the Taliban. UNAMA also raised concerns over forced disappearances and instances of violence against Afghan media workers. In February 2022, RSF estimated that at least 50 journalists had been arrested or detained by the de facto police or intelligence. According to the same source, the duration of detention varied from hours to days, and violence often occurred. According to an anonymous journalist and a representative of an anonymous international organisation, interviewed by DIS in Islamabad in March and April 2022, ill-treatment of journalists occurred while in detention. Another source, the Director of Centre for Afghanistan,
Middle East & Africa (CAMEA) and the Institute of Strategic Studies in Islamabad stated that abduction and physical punishment of journalists occurred.\textsuperscript{1647} According to Al Jazeera, the Taliban often were behind assaults against journalists, justifying their actions by calling Afghan journalists ‘spies’. Al Jazeera further described a history of targeting journalists, not just by the Taliban but also by criminal elements, who perceived journalists working with foreigners as wealthy and connected to the West. According to a local source, who ran a media service company providing services to foreign journalists there had always been dangers while working with foreigners, including robberies, kidnappings and killings by armed groups and criminals. The source further claimed that journalists had been arrested by local authorities and subjected to torture, abuse, and prosecution.\textsuperscript{1648} In April 2022, an Afghan journalist reported on social media that one of his colleagues had been arrested, badly beaten and tortured by Taliban intelligence officials.\textsuperscript{1649}

Recorded events targeting journalists and media workers during the reference period included several detentions.\textsuperscript{1650} In some instances journalists were detained after reporting on protesters criticising the Taliban\textsuperscript{1651} and after hosting guests in television shows criticising the Taliban.\textsuperscript{1652} On 17 March 2022, three TOLOnews employees were detained by the Taliban, reportedly for sharing news about the Taliban’s prohibition of foreign drama series. They were released after 21 hours.\textsuperscript{1653} On 19 April 2022, an Afghan journalist was arrested while reporting on a bombing at the Abdul Rahim Shahid school in western Kabul. He was accused of being ‘complicit in organising the attack’ and was severely beaten before being released two hours later.\textsuperscript{1654} On 24 May 2022, Taliban intelligence officials reportedly detained the former owner and editor of Radio Aftab at a checkpoint in Herat City, after detecting journalistic posts on his social media accounts while searching his phone. They detained him and accused him of working as a journalist for NRF. No official charges were however brought against him.\textsuperscript{1655} In some instances, journalists were detained by the Taliban while trying to cover women’s protests.\textsuperscript{1656} An anonymous human rights defender, interviewed by DIS, stated that a journalist he knew had been executed by the Taliban in Helmand Province in January 2022. The source stated that the journalist ‘wrote critically on Facebook’.\textsuperscript{1657}
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On 28 March 2022, the Taliban GDI raided four radio stations in Kandahar City, after they had violated a ban on music. Six journalists were detained but were released after promising not to broadcast music again.\textsuperscript{1658}

On 4 May 2022, three journalists were reportedly ‘charged with criminal insult.’\textsuperscript{1659} On 6 May 2022, the Committed to Protect Journalists (CPJ) accused the Taliban of sentencing a journalist to a year in prison in a Taliban military court.\textsuperscript{1660}

ACLED also recorded five incidents impacting journalists committed by unidentified armed groups between December 2021 and May 2022. All of them occurred in Kabul City. The recorded attacks included an attack against a journalist in the area Dasht-e Barchi on 19 December 2021. On 11 January 2022, the Deputy Director of Salam Watandar Radio Station in Police District 4 was attacked and injured by unidentified militants in January 2022. On 15 January 2022, a journalist (also former director of Khawar TV) was attacked by two perpetrators identifying themselves as police, in his home in Kabul City. One of the perpetrators hit the victim with an object while the other tried to stab him in the neck. The perpetrators were not identified, but the victim claimed he was harassed by ‘the Taliban and their supporters’. On 16 April 2022, a journalist (also director of a private television station) was beaten by unidentified militants in the area Qala-e-Fathullah. The final case concerned the aforementioned disappearance of a journalist on 24 May 2022, which ACLED classified as abduction/forced disappearance by unidentified armed groups.\textsuperscript{1661}

UNAMA also recorded the killing of five journalists (including two women) by ISKP. Furthermore, one killing could not be attributed and four male journalists were injured by unknown armed men.\textsuperscript{1662} On 10 January 2022, the deputy director of Salam Afghanistan Media Organisation, was attacked by three unidentified men in his vehicle.\textsuperscript{1663}
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8. Human rights defenders and activists

8.1. General situation under Taliban rule

The de facto authorities frequently expressed a commitment to respect human rights within the framework of sharia. However, since the Taliban takeover, Afghanistan’s civil society narrowed down significantly.664 According to UNAMA, civil society actors and human rights defenders largely halted their activities in most provinces, out of fear of repercussions.665 As reported by several sources since 15 August 2021, civil society actors, such as human rights defenders and women’s rights activists, have experienced intimidation, harassment, ill-treatment and threats and have been subjected to attacks, arbitrary arrests, enforced disappearances, incommunicado detentions and killings.666 The Taliban authorities responded to these reports by saying that they were ‘incorrect’, based on ‘false information’ and that the human rights situation has improved compared to previous years.667 As reported by the Human Rights Memorial, Afghanistan was one of the countries in which most human rights defenders (19 individuals) were killed in 2021.668

As indicated by the former chairwoman of AIHRC, Shaharzad Akbar, in interviews in May and June 2022, there has been ‘a closure of civic space’ in Afghanistan since the Taliban regained power, with new policies and structures put in place by the de facto authorities ‘to actively silence dissent, punish criticism and completely close the space for human rights activism’. According to Akbar ‘the situation has become increasingly difficult for activists and human rights defenders inside the country’, with a trend of an increased Taliban focus on targeting and hunting down activists and media workers since November 2021.669

Based on information from around a hundred online testimonies, UN Special Rapporteur Mary Lawlor reported in November 2021 on ‘a climate of fear, intense insecurity and growing desperation’ among human rights defenders in Afghanistan. According to her report, people ‘most at risk’ were those documenting alleged war crimes, female criminal lawyers, cultural rights defenders and others from minority groups. In their testimonies, respondents detailed
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specific tactics used against them by the Taliban, such as raiding offices of human rights and civil society organisations to search for contact details of people who worked there. Some activists indicated they erased or modified their online presence and data history to minimize the risk of being identified. Several human rights defenders from rural areas declared to have moved to bigger cities, as they were often well known in their local communities, but even there they had been forced to change locations frequently. The fact that many activists have also lost their source of income has reportedly further curtailed their options to ‘find safety’.  

Since the takeover, sources reported on Taliban fighters conducting house searches in Kabul and other parts of the country, looking for human rights defenders and activists. There were reports of human rights defenders receiving calls and WhatsApp messages, asking them for their personal details and instructing them to hand over their organisation’s equipment and money and come to specific locations. Others described the Taliban’s tactics of questioning people at local mosques and using the former police’s resources and records to obtain personal information on activists. Women’s rights activists reported threats by phone, harassment on social media and intimidation by being followed by Taliban militants on the street.

Female human rights activists in the northern city of Mazar-e Sharif reported in November 2021 that they received phone calls, messages and emails from unknown suspicious numbers, offering to help them to leave the country by asking for personal information and inviting them to come to specific locations. Also in November 2021, the Taliban reportedly issued a warning to human rights activists and civil society workers in Panjshir Province. The notice indicated the work of individuals or organisations operating under the name of civil society or human rights activists as ‘illegal’ and that the Taliban were therefore ‘instructed to seriously find and pursue them and arrest them as soon as possible to stop their false and anti-religious activities’. Anyone violating or resisting this warning, would be ‘dealt with seriously in order to be a lesson for others’. In March 2022, activists in Helmand declared to Human Rights Watch that the Taliban had increased their surveillance of ‘individuals and groups they accuse of being “opposed to the Islamic Emirate”’, with threats to retaliate against activists and former...
government officials in response to recent abductions and killings of Taliban commanders in the province.\textsuperscript{1677}

Several human rights activists declared to media sources to have been forced to live in hiding or to move between places out of fear of reprisals from the Taliban.\textsuperscript{1678} As reported by the UNSG, civil society actors and human rights defenders have halted their activities in most provinces, out of fear of repercussions from the Taliban.\textsuperscript{1679} Although opportunities to leave the country were scarce and challenging,\textsuperscript{1680} a number of human rights defenders fled abroad.\textsuperscript{1681} In March 2022, the Dublin-based NGO Frontline Defenders declared to VOA that it helped more than 1,000 human rights defenders and their immediate family members evacuate from Afghanistan in 2021. According to the NGO's head of communications, 2,000 more human rights activists were still waiting to be taken out of the country.\textsuperscript{1682}

Also in March 2022, Human Rights Watch reported on the Taliban controlling systems containing sensitive biometric data left behind by Western donor governments and organisations when they evacuated after the takeover. Afghan citizen’s personal and biometric data (including iris scans, fingerprints, photographs, occupation information, home addresses, and names of relatives) that were stored in these digital identity and payroll systems, could be used by the Taliban to target dissidents. As suggested by Human Rights Watch’s research, the Taliban have possibly already used these data in some cases. A Taliban commander cited by Human Rights Watch, declared that his unit was using US-made scanners ‘to tap into Interior Ministry and other national biometric systems to gather data, including on journalists and so-called human rights people’.\textsuperscript{1683}

At the end of January 2022, a closed-door meeting was held in the Norwegian capital Oslo in which several Afghan women’s rights defenders engaged with officials from the de facto authorities. During the meeting, the representatives of Afghan women’s rights called for the reopening of all girl’s schools, women’s right to access employment, women’s inclusion in the government, the right to enjoy freedom of speech, the release of all women protesters that
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were allegedly detained by the Taliban, the formation of an independent council by the UN to monitor human rights in Afghanistan and the Taliban authorities’ commitment to the constitution. At the end of March 2022, a two-day Afghan civil society consultative gathering was held in Kabul, the first meeting of this kind since the Taliban takeover. The meeting was reportedly attended by more than 280 representatives of Afghan civil society (including Islamic scholars, tribal elders, families of war victims and dozens of civil society activists), discussing human rights issues such as access to education and employment for women and calling for trust-building between the de facto authorities and civil society. As reported by TOLOnews, the gathering was welcomed by the Taliban’s Ministry of Information and Culture, calling for ‘cooperation of the participants with the government to find a solution to the Afghan crisis’.

Amnesty International reported that most detentions of human rights defenders and activists were carried out by the Taliban GDI, with male activists mostly arrested from public spaces and female activists often arrested during home raids. Amnesty International indicated these arrests and detentions as arbitrary, since the detainees were not charged or brought before a de facto court and were denied access to legal support in most cases. As stated by Amnesty International ‘the ongoing arbitrary arrests and detention, cases of enforced disappearances of particularly women protesters, and lack of clear accountability within the Taliban rank and file have created an intimidating environment for the victims’ families and others to openly report violations and advocate for redress and change’. Sources declared to Amnesty that relatives of detainees have been discouraged from publicly sharing information or talking to the media and that victims and their families have been reluctant to talk due to fear of reprisals. Detainees were reportedly allowed to inform their families they were in Taliban custody and that they might be released after investigation, but they had to instruct their relatives to avoid engaging with the media.

On 18 September 2021, the AIHRC issued a statement declaring it had not been able to operate since 15 August 2021, with its premises (offices across the country and the headquarters in Kabul) occupied, its assets (such as cars and computers) used by Taliban forces and its staff unable to fulfil their duties. AIHRC’s nine commissioners, including its then chairwoman Shaharzad Akbar, left the country, fearing retribution from the Taliban. However, Akbar has continued to advocate for the situation of human rights in Afghanistan from exile. According to an anonymous source interviewed by the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs in November 2021, several of the former employees of the AIHRC...
left Afghanistan. This source was aware of three violent incidents directed against AIHRC employees after 15 August 2021, two of which involved drivers being beaten by Taliban soldiers. At the end of December 2021, the office of the de facto cabinet announced the decision to retain AIHRC but with the intention to modify its name. In March 2022, OHCHR stated that the Taliban authorities had not yet issued a ‘specific policy concerning the future status or mandate of the AIHRC’. As reported by VOA in the same month, no new commissioners had been appointed to the organisation and its 400 employees had not been instructed to resume their work. In May 2022, the Taliban dissolved five departments of the former government, including the AIHRC, as they were not considered ‘necessary’ and were not included in the new annual national budget.

As stated by human rights defenders cited by the OHCHR, it has become difficult for human rights NGOs to operate in most provinces. Out of fear of repercussions and because of restrictions imposed by the Taliban, many organisations have been merely focussing their activities on the humanitarian situation. A lack of financial resources was also indicated as an important challenge hindering civil society organisations’ operations. Several sources reported on NGOs and civil society groups’ offices being raided and searched by the Taliban, having their accounts frozen, their material confiscated and their staff interrogated on personal details of directors and senior staff members. According to Human rights Watch’s Patricia Gossman, it was not clear if the Taliban actually obtained that kind of information and if they had made use of it. As further indicated by Gossman, human rights groups and organisations have not been able to carry out as much documentation and data collection since the Taliban takeover. When still active, they have been working remotely or resorted to hidden and very careful ways to organise their activities. For more information on women’s freedom of expression and assembly and women’s civil society organisations, see section 5.2.4. Freedom of expression and assembly.
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8.2. Incidents targeting human rights defenders and activists

As reported by the OHCHR in March 2022, 10 civil society activists were killed since 15 August 2021, of which five deaths were attributed to the Taliban. A further 36 activists were reportedly threatened, beaten, or arrested by the de facto authorities.\(^{1698}\) As reported by the UNSG, some deadly attacks on human rights defenders were also attributed to ISKP.\(^{1699}\) In other cases, the perpetrators were not known. According to the OHCHR there were no reports indicating that the Taliban authorities have investigated the incidents targeting human rights defenders or have taken any action against the perpetrators.\(^{1700}\) In the period 15 August 2021–15 June 2022, UNAMA recorded the killings of 10 civil society activists (including 2 women), 5 were carried out by the Taliban, 3 by ISKP and 2 could not be attributed. UNAMA further recorded abuses against 65 human rights defenders, including 47 arbitrary arrests (including 11 women), 17 cases of incommunicado detention (including 10 women), 10 cases of torture and ill-treatment (including one woman), and 17 cases of threats and intimidation (including 6 women). UNAMA noted that most cases occurred in Kabul City, especially during the increased number of women protests in January and February 2022.\(^{1701}\)

Other reports included activists being killed included an activist being shot dead by the Taliban on 7 September 2021, while protesting against the group in Herat province.\(^{1702}\) In two separate incidents in October 2021, two activists were shot dead in Nangarhar Province,\(^ {1703}\) and Khost Province. There was no claim of responsibility for both attacks.\(^ {1704}\) On 4 November 2021, a women’s rights activist and lecturer was found dead, her body covered with bullet wounds, in Mazar-e Sharif, Balkh Province.\(^ {1705}\) Three other women were also killed after disappearing a couple of weeks before. They had all reportedly received a call from someone pretending to offer them assistance to leave the country.\(^ {1706}\) Later in November 2021, the Taliban reportedly arrested a civil society activist in his home in Lashkargah, Helmand Province. His dead body, with signs of ill-treatment, was found three days later.\(^ {1707}\) On 19 January 2022, unknown gunmen reportedly killed a civil society activist in Baghlan.
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Province and a female activist in Balkh Province, who had participated in a protest against the Taliban’s restrictions on women’s rights a month earlier.

Reports on detentions and/or abductions included family members of a female civil society activist in Kandahar Province on 12 September 2021. They were abducted by Taliban members who broke into their home according to the activist. On 25 September 2021, an activist was reportedly detained for 18 days in Kabul after being accused of organising demonstrations against the Taliban and in support of NRF. On 18 January 2022, the Taliban detained human rights activist Azeem Azeemi together with three other activists for organising a protest against the visit of Pakistan’s national security adviser Moeed Yusuf to Kabul. For more information on this incident, see section 1.2.1. Expressed opposition and criticism.

On 19 January 2022, a female activist and her brother-in-law were abducted while travelling in Kabul. Later that same day, another female activist and her three sisters were arrested and taken from their house in Kabul. The activist reportedly belonged to a women’s rights group known as ‘Seekers of Justice’, which had organised several protests advocating for women’s rights in Kabul City since the Taliban takeover. Both these activists had also participated in the demonstration in front of Kabul University on 16 January 2022, which was harshly pushed back by Taliban forces (see section 5.2.4. Freedom of expression and assembly). Since then, there were several reports of house searches targeting women having participated in protests. An anonymous witness declared to AP that the raid against the home of one of the aforementioned activists was carried out by ‘about 10 armed men, claiming to be from the Taliban intelligence department’. A Taliban spokesperson denied the arrest of these activists but indicated at the Taliban ‘had the right to detain and imprison opponents or those
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who violate the law’. A Taliban intelligence spokesperson, cited by AP, neither confirmed nor denied the arrests.\textsuperscript{1799}

Beginning February 2022, two additional female activists were reported missing after participating in demonstrations demanding equal rights for women. Also in these cases the Taliban authorities denied detaining the women.\textsuperscript{1720}

The disappearance of these female activists provoked widespread reactions of indignation. The UN, EU, international human rights organisations and several Afghan women and human rights defenders expressed their concerns on the whereabouts and well-being of the activists and urged the Taliban to investigate the cases, ensure the women’s safety and allow them to return home.\textsuperscript{1721} The Taliban repeatedly declared that they were investigating the cases.\textsuperscript{1722} On 12 and 13 February 2022, the four Afghan women activists, as well as their relatives who went missing with them, were reportedly released by the Taliban authorities.\textsuperscript{1723} Relatives of the activists confirmed their release to TOLOnews, but indicated that the women were ‘pressured’ to not publicly share any details about their detention. In the same article, reference was made to the arrest of another two female activists at their homes in Kabul by the Taliban.\textsuperscript{1724}

A day before their release, on 11 February 2022, the Taliban raided a house and detained 29 women’s rights activists and their relatives, as reported by US Special Envoy for Afghan Women, Girls and Human Rights, Rina Amiri. On 21 February 2022, the Taliban Ministry of Interior released a video in which several women of this group were filmed stating that they were encouraged by foreign-based human rights activists to take to the streets and protest, as...
it could offer them and their families a chance to leave the country. The women reportedly also declared ‘they were not treated harshly’ by the Taliban. In the same video, a Taliban spokesman claimed that the women ‘regretted their actions’. However, as reported by Amnesty International, the circumstances in which this video clip was filmed remained unclear. On 23 February 2022, Reportedly cited one of the women activists stating that ‘the Taliban took their confession by force’. The Taliban authorities reportedly released many of the group of women activists and their families on 28 February 2022. Referring to this incident, an international organisation interviewed by DIS in April 2022, distinguished two types of Taliban responses to female protesters and activists: coordinated operations such as this arrest of a group of women and their family members, and isolated responses driving protesters and activists apart with some level of violence.

As indicated by OHCHR and Gossman, it was very difficult to verify information on the detention conditions and the release of these female human rights activists and protesters, due to reported threats and restrictions on their ability to speak publicly about their experiences. Related to the above-mentioned cases, Amnesty International reported on ‘a well-established pattern of reprisals against and intimidation of women activists, including reports of torture’. According to information received from the former AIHCR chairwoman Shaharzad Akbar, most of these female activists and protesters were harassed or tortured during their detention. One woman was allegedly subjected to gang rape, and another had her fingernails pulled out. After their release, the women were asked to sign ‘commitment letters’, pledging that they would not participate in protests anymore nor engage with media or human rights organisations. Some of the women were reportedly still in Kabul in June 2022, others had been able to leave the country and were evacuated to Pakistan. In an interview with DIS in April 2022, journalist Lynne O’Donnell indicated that many women protesters and activists refrained from publicly talking about their time in detention because of the risk of assumptions that they might have been raped, which is perceived as shameful and linked to the perception of a woman losing her honour.

Also in February 2022, civil society activist and former government official Fayaz Ghouri was arrested in Herat City. According to sources interviewed by Amnesty International, Ghouri was arrested by the Taliban’s Provincial Directorate of Intelligence on 1 February 2022, but the
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Taliban denied his arrest for several days. A month later, on 2 March 2022, Ghouri was reportedly transferred to Herat’s central prison, where his family could see him once. As stated by the same sources, Ghouri had been involved with the Herat Civil Society Institution Activist Solidarity and had criticised some of the Taliban’s policies on social media.¹⁷³⁶ In March 2022, the Washington Post reported on ‘20 female Afghan activists remaining in prison despite repeated international pressure for their release’.¹⁷³⁷
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9. Healthcare professionals

9.1. General situation under Taliban rule

After the Taliban takeover, the number of healthcare professionals was reported to have ‘most likely’ decreased due to several factors: the inability of the Taliban to pay salaries to health sector workers, and uncertainty around security conditions. The clashes of 2021 and the Taliban takeover reportedly forced many health sector professionals, including women\textsuperscript{1738} (also midwives\textsuperscript{1739} and women working at maternity hospitals\textsuperscript{1740}) to flee Afghanistan. In October 2021, France 24 reported that many healthcare workers feared to return to work, despite the Taliban’s calls that they should resume their duties.\textsuperscript{1741}

In a mid-January 2022 report, Human Rights Watch noted that in Ghazni Province the Taliban were calling healthcare workers ‘in the middle of the night’ to ask for medical help for ‘their patients and families’ and entering the hospital ‘with their guns’, making it ‘difficult for the doctors and nurses to manage’.\textsuperscript{1743}

9.1.1. Employment of women in the health sector

On 27 August 2021, a Taliban spokesperson stated that all women healthcare workers in Kabul and the provinces should return to work.\textsuperscript{1744} In September 2021, BBC News reported that female patients were allowed to be attended only by women healthcare professionals.\textsuperscript{1745} The same month, representatives of the Afghanistan Nurses Association (ANA) stated that the situation of women employment was ‘unclear’ and mentioned cases where some patients would not accept a female nurse and where ‘armed soldiers’ were entering hospital wards, making some nurses flee their workplace.\textsuperscript{1746} In October 2021, the Taliban announced that they would allow the involvement of women frontline workers in a nationwide polio vaccination campaign, committing ‘to provide security and safety for all frontline health workers’.\textsuperscript{1747} In November 2021, Human Rights Watch noted that women health sector employees might not be able ‘to comply with Taliban requirements for a male family member to escort women to and from work’.\textsuperscript{1748}

In a December 2021 report, UNDP noted that healthcare and education were two fields in which employment of women was not restricted after the Taliban takeover.\textsuperscript{1749} In December
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2021, the Taliban Minister of Foreign Affairs said that all women who worked in the health sector before the takeover had returned to their places of employment.\textsuperscript{1750} In correspondence with SIGAR in mid-December 2021, the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) stated that policies on the return of women healthcare workers were not ‘consistent among provinces’ and that their partners in Afghanistan advised women health sector employees ‘to work from home until it is clear that they can return to the office safely.’ At the same time, ‘some female staff’ reportedly returned ‘to the office, health facilities, and field visits.’\textsuperscript{1751} According to a report of the UNSG, published on 15 June 2022, women’s employment was allowed in healthcare, education, and humanitarian sectors.\textsuperscript{1752}

According to a September 2021 report by the New York Times from Chak-e Wardak District, Wardak province, women constituted 14 out of 65 employees at a local hospital; a midwife working in the hospital stated that the Taliban had visited the hospital, but she did not feel any threat.\textsuperscript{1753} A midwife in Paktika Province, interviewed for CSM reporting at the beginning of October 2021, quoted a Taliban commander, who had entered her hospital with two other fighters, railing that women “have no right to go out or work at all” and that “midwives are not necessary in society, because death is in the hands of God, and only God can save mothers’ lives.”\textsuperscript{1754} According to AFP reporting in October 2021, local Taliban leaders perceived women employment as necessary in Day Mirdad District, Wardak Province, which is a mountainous and remote area. Seven women – a nurse, a vaccine specialist, two midwives, a nutritionist, and two cleaners – were reported to work side by side with men in the district’s only hospital, staffed by 28 healthcare workers in total.\textsuperscript{1755} A government worker in Ghazni Province, interviewed by Human Rights Watch for a mid-January 2022 report, noted that female doctors continued working in private hospitals and clinics in the province, but became ‘harder to find.’ The report also noted that most female healthcare workers were not receiving salaries because of the continuing financial crisis.\textsuperscript{1756}

In May 2022, women were reported to run several hospitals in Kabul City. One of such hospitals, a maternity hospital, was employing at least 140 women while several men, who had been employed at the hospital, were forced to leave their employment after the Taliban takeover.\textsuperscript{1757} In June 2022, the medical staff of a maternity hospital in Khost, operated by Doctors Without Borders (MSF), was reported to consist ‘almost entirely’ of women.\textsuperscript{1758} In July 2022, WSJ reported that ‘[m]idwives say dozens of staff have fled the country, and more plan to leave because of the Taliban’s ban on girls’ education and curbs on women’s freedom.’\textsuperscript{1759}
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9.1.2. Incidents targeting healthcare professionals

For 2021, the Safeguarding Health in Conflict Coalition (SHCC) and Insecurity Insight reported that 20 incidents of violence against healthcare or obstruction of healthcare were recorded in Afghanistan after 15 August 2021, compared to 87 incidents recorded in the previous months of 2021. According to the report, violence against healthcare and/or obstruction of healthcare was committed by the Taliban (seven incidents) and ISKP (one incident); in 11 instances, the perpetrators remained unclear.\footnote{SHCC and Insecurity Insight, Unrelenting Violence: Violence Against Health Care in Conflict, 24 May 2022, \url, pp. 13, 15–17} As of 26 July 2022, no data for 2022 were published.\footnote{HDE, Afghanistan: Attacks on Aid Operations, Education, Health and Protection, \url, accessed 1 June 2022}

In 15 August 2021–1 June 2022, ACLED recorded 16 incidents in which health sector workers were targeted, consisting of attacks and abductions or enforced disappearances. Nine of these incidents were attributed to the Taliban.\footnote{EUAA analysis based on publicly available ACLED data. ACLED, Curated Data Files, Afghanistan, as of 6 June 2022} These cases included the killing of four doctors, of which three killings were attributed to the Taliban. One doctor was reportedly well-known and had treated both NRF and Taliban fighters. He was killed in September 2021 along with some of his family members in Baghlan Province. Another case concerned a doctor of Hazara origin who reportedly had worked for ANSF. He was killed around 31 March 2022, in Kibrail area, Herat City. Another case concerned Taliban member’s torturing a doctor in Kishm District, Badakhshan Province on 25 November 2021, his brother was reportedly a former ANDSF member.\footnote{ACLED, Curated Data Files, Afghanistan, as of 6 June 2022} Other reports included the killing of a nurse, who was also advocating for women’s rights, soon after the Taliban takeover\footnote{SHCC and Insecurity Insight, Unrelenting Violence: Violence Against Health Care in Conflict, 24 May 2022, \url, p. 15} and the beating of a female doctor, also a civil society activist in Kandahar Province, in September 2021\footnote{UN, Amid Plummeting Humanitarian Conditions in Afghanistan, Women, Girls Are Being Written Out of Society by De Facto Authorities, Briefers Warn Security Council, 23 June 2022, \url} during a ‘night raid on her home’.\footnote{SHCC and Insecurity Insight, Unrelenting Violence: Violence Against Health Care in Conflict, 24 May 2022, \url, p. 15} Other reports included the Taliban torturing and killing a midwife of Hazara origin\footnote{Rawa News, Taliban tortured and killed midwife in Mazar-e Sharif, 2 April 2022, \url; UN, Amid Plummeting Humanitarian Conditions in Afghanistan, Women, Girls Are Being Written Out of Society by De Facto Authorities, Briefers Warn Security Council, 23 June 2022, \url} in Mazar-e Sharif, Balkh Province, on 1 April 2022.\footnote{SHCC and Insecurity Insight, Unrelenting Violence: Violence Against Health Care in Conflict, 24 May 2022, \url} She was reportedly stopped by the Taliban for sitting in a car without a mahram.\footnote{SHCC and Insecurity Insight, Unrelenting Violence: Violence Against Health Care in Conflict, 24 May 2022, \url}

Other individual reports indicated that ‘doctors who criticised the Covid-19 vaccination policy of the Taliban, expressed fear for their safety’,\footnote{Insecurity Insight, Attacks on Health Care, Bi-Monthly News Brief, 25 August – 7 September 2021, 7 September 2021, \url, p. 2} and that such individuals had been threatened by the Taliban.\footnote{SHCC and Insecurity Insight, Unrelenting Violence: Violence Against Health Care in Conflict, 24 May 2022, \url, p. 15} Other reports included a male doctor in Nangarhar Province who was beaten by the Taliban ‘for trying to assist women at a medical centre’,\footnote{SHCC and Insecurity Insight, Unrelenting Violence: Violence Against Health Care in Conflict, 24 May 2022, \url} a doctor and an

\footnote{SHCC and Insecurity Insight, Unrelenting Violence: Violence Against Health Care in Conflict, 24 May 2022, \url, pp. 13, 15–17}
ambulance driver being ‘severely beaten’ by Taliban members while transferring a patient of Kuchi origin, injured in a clash, to a hospital in Shinwari District, Parwan Province, and a Shia healthcare worker in Ghazni Province being threatened by a patient’s family with assumed connections to the Taliban.

Several health sector professionals were reported to have been killed by the Taliban while crossing checkpoints, some seemingly because the driver failed to stop.

On 2 November 2021, an ISKP-affiliated suicide bomber on a motorcycle targeted the entrance of Sardar Mohammad Daud Khan Military Hospital in Kabul City, after which a larger second explosion occurred. At least 19 people were reportedly killed and 43 injured.

Reports on attacks against healthcare workers by unknown gunmen included the killing of eight health workers, including four women, in February 2022. They were engaged in the polio vaccination programme and were killed in the districts Kunduz and Emamsheb, Kunduz Province, and Taloqan District, Takhar Province. On 27 April 2022, unknown gunmen fatally shot a doctor and injured his companion while driving a car in the 3rd security district of Jalalabad City, Nangarhar Province.

Since the Taliban takeover sources have reported on an increase in abductions across the country. Reports included unidentified armed men abducting and killing a prominent psychiatrist on 20 September 2022 in Mazar-e Sharif, Balkh Province, and a doctor in Kart-
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e Naw area, Kabul City, on 23 December 2021. On 26 March 2022, armed gunmen reportedly abducted a dermatologist and owner of two clinics in Kabul and Nangarhar on the Kabul-Jalalabad highway. On 4 April, TOLOnews reported that a doctor from Parwan Province had allegedly been detained by ISKP five months ago and remained missing.
10. Humanitarian workers

10.1. General situation under Taliban rule

After the Taliban takeover, some humanitarian aid workers were evacuated from Afghanistan. In September 2021, the de facto authorities stated its guarantees for ‘the safety and security of humanitarian staff’ and freedom of movement of humanitarian workers, including women. The pledges ‘to safeguard humanitarian aid workers’ were repeated in February 2022.

According to reporting by AP on 2 February 2022, the de facto administration did not interfere in the work of the WFP in Logar Province and provided ‘security at distribution sites.’ As of March 2022, UNOCHA reported that its humanitarian partners in Afghanistan were able to travel to hard-to-reach areas more easily compared to the pre-takeover period; however, provincial de facto authorities were reportedly interfering in the work processes of humanitarian actors, including the selection of beneficiaries and/or distribution process. According to UNOCHA, ‘violence and/or threats against humanitarian personnel, assets, and/or facilities’ were reported in 57% of Afghanistan’s districts. A representative of an international organisation in Afghanistan, interviewed by DIS in March 2022, noted that ‘recently’ the Taliban had tried to interfere in which areas local NGOs should serve and said that there were ‘examples of assaults on NGO employees’ distributing aid.

In the period from 1 January 2022 to 30 April 2022, UNOCHA reported on 134 instances of ‘violence against humanitarian personnel, assets and facilities,’ 70 of which were reportedly committed by armed criminal groups (ACG), 47 by Taliban forces, 10 by Taliban authorities, 3 by community members, and 3 by ISKP. In April 2022, humanitarian workers in Kabul, Herat, and Jalalabad cities were affected by ACG-conducted series of robberies, in which two humanitarian workers were injured. In June 2022, UNOCHA recorded five incidents of threats against humanitarian workers, assets and facilities, nine incidents of robberies and/or thefts affecting humanitarian facilities, two attacks on humanitarian workers, and two arrests/detentions of humanitarian workers.

10.1.1. Employment of women in the humanitarian sector

In November 2021, Human Rights Watch reported that UNOCHA had mapped agreements between aid agencies and the Taliban on the provincial level, ‘showing where female staff
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members will be permitted to function’. According to the report, Taliban officials provided a written agreement that ‘unconditionally’ permitted women aid workers to fulfil their job ‘in only three provinces.’ As noted by Human Rights Watch, ‘in over half the country’ women humanitarian workers were restricted from fulfilling their work duties because of the requirement of male guardianship.\(^{1798}\) The same month, a humanitarian worker employed with an NGO assisting farmers and herders affected by drought noted that his female colleagues were not permitted to work since the Taliban takeover. However, the source mentioned that ‘some agencies’ in his area received ‘verbal permission for women to come back to work’ from the Taliban authorities.\(^{1799}\) As of 25 December 2021, nine Afghan provinces had ‘only partial agreements for women humanitarian staff,’ which limited women’s employment to the areas of health and education. Even when allowed to work, the engagement of women humanitarian workers was reported to remain ‘conditional’ due to the requirement to be accompanied by a *mahram*.\(^{1800}\)

According to an international NGO worker in Ghazni province, interviewed by Human Rights Watch for the report published in January 2022, international organisations continued to work in Ghazni. However, under the Taliban requirements, particularly in what concerned a requirement to be accompanied by a *mahram* while being outside home, their operation was effectively possible only in the health sector.\(^{1801}\) A female employee at International Rescue Committee (IRC) noted in a letter, published in March 2022, that women continued their employment at IRC.\(^{1802}\) An international humanitarian organisation, interviewed by DIS in March 2022, stated that employment with NGOs was one of the main types of employment for women, besides in the education and healthcare sectors.\(^{1803}\) Similarly, the UNSG mentioned the humanitarian sector as a sector in which the employment of women was permitted in his June 2022 report.\(^{1804}\) In April 2022, an international organisation noted in an interview with DIS that some female staff employed with national NGOs were not able to resume work in ‘certain locations’, while in some places, where they were able to work they could ‘face problems at checkpoints’ with Taliban checking ‘where or who is the *mahram*’.\(^{1805}\) UNOCHA reported that two female humanitarian workers ‘were not allowed to go to the office at the checkpoint’ as they had no *mahram* with them.\(^{1806}\) In its report on humanitarian access for June 2022, UNOCHA noted that 2 of 17 directives issued by the *de facto* authorities enforced the requirements of wearing *hijab* and having *mahram* for female humanitarian workers.\(^{1807}\)

### 10.1.2. Incidents targeting humanitarian workers

In the period between 15 August 2021 and 25 July 2022, Aid Worker Security Database (AWSD) recorded seven ‘major attacks’ on aid workers in Afghanistan. On 27 August 2021,
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During the attack on Kabul Airport, ISKP fatally shot a woman staff member of an International non-governmental organisation (INGO) ‘while in her car on the road,’ as reported by a focal point source to AWSD. On 29 August 2021, a local staff of an INGO was killed with nine members of his family, including children, in a US drone strike in Kabul City. On 21 September 2021, unidentified armed men reportedly abducted and interrogated an UN agency worker in Herat City. The person was released the next day. On 25 December 2021, an INGO staff member was stabbed during a robbery in Jawzjan Province. Three ‘major attacks’ recorded by AWSD in 2022 were conducted on the members of the polio vaccination teams in the provinces Kunduz and Tahkar.

Between 15 August 2021 and 1 June 2022, ACLED recorded four incidents, in which humanitarian workers were targeted by the Taliban or by an unidentified armed group. On 22 August 2021, the Taliban reportedly stopped a vehicle of an Afghan UN staff member who was trying to reach Kabul airport, and beat the person. On 24 December 2021, five Afghan Development Agency (ADA) employees ‘were insulted and severely beaten’ by the Taliban in Nili City, the capital of Daykundi Province; some employees of the agency were also reportedly detained for several hours. Around 24 January 2022, the Taliban reportedly ‘assaulted and arrested’ four NGO workers at a checkpoint in Sayyid Abad District, Wardak Province. The arrested NGO employees were later released, and the Taliban fighters arrested. On 9 May 2022, according to local and international media, a UN vehicle was hit by a bomb in Kunar Province.

On 26 April 2022, Taliban GDI temporarily detained four humanitarian workers, including one woman, in Kandahar Province during their monitoring visit.
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11. LGBTIQ\textsuperscript{1816} persons

11.1. General situation under Taliban rule

In January 2022, Human Rights Watch reported that the Taliban ‘echoed the previous government’s support for the criminalisation of same-sex relations’, with some Taliban leaders ‘vowing to take a hard line’ against the rights of the ‘LGBT’ community.\textsuperscript{1817} According to a manual issued by the Taliban MPVPV in 2020 and revised in February 2021, same-sex relations were prohibited, while “strong allegations” of homosexuality were to be reported to the ministry’s district manager for further action, presumably punishment.\textsuperscript{1818} In October 2021, a spokesperson for the Taliban Ministry of Finance said that ‘gay rights’ would not be included into human rights respected within the framework of sharia and that ‘LGBT’ were ‘against our Sharia law.’\textsuperscript{1819}

In its annual report covering 2021, USDOS reported on human rights violations in relation to LGBTIQ community members in Afghanistan as violence by different actors and the ‘existence and use of laws criminalizing consensual same-sex sexual conduct’.\textsuperscript{1820} In June 2022, the UNSG noted that the Taliban MPVPV had ‘increased the enforcement of a wide range of rules and directives’ on extramarital relations and dress code, next to other spheres.\textsuperscript{1821}

Following the Taliban takeover, members of the LGBTIQ community were reported to have faced attacks, direct threats by the Taliban,\textsuperscript{1822} arrests\textsuperscript{1823}, detentions, torture, killings,\textsuperscript{1824} sexual assaults, and rapes.\textsuperscript{1825} Sources reported on street attacks and threats over the phone to LGBTIQ persons.\textsuperscript{1826} Various sources reported that LGBTIQ persons were forced into hiding,

\textsuperscript{1816} This term is used in accordance with the EU policy strategy, available at url, which refers to sexual and gender minorities as: lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans, non-binary, intersex and queer (LGBTIQ) persons. In line with EASO COI Research Guide on LGBTIQ, available at url, other acronyms (GBT, LGBT, LGBT+, etc.) are used when referencing sources that use these acronyms.
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fearing for their lives and safety. As reported by FP in May 2022, ‘dozens of cases of harassment, beatings, burning, and killings of young people’ of the LGBT community were documented by activists since 15 August 2022. A report by Human Rights Watch noted that LGBT people feared to leave their homes for work or shopping even if they received no direct threats from the Taliban.

In a telephone interview with France24, the Executive Director of Rainbow Railroad, the only international LGBTIQ organisation in Afghanistan, claimed that the Taliban had a ‘kill list’ for members of the LGBTIQ community, initially based on ‘information sharing’ by the international human rights groups to identify people to be evacuated after the takeover and complemented ‘through active persecution, by means of “entrapment” and data leaks.’ In June 2022, the UK-based queer media outlet Pink News referred to two gay men living in Kabul City, who claimed that targeting of LGBTQ+ community by the Taliban have intensified after detection of monkeypox in Europe.

As reported by Human Rights Watch, after the Taliban takeover, many members of the LGBT community left bigger cities and returned to their families in rural areas; many reportedly changed their phone numbers and discontinued contact with other community members. FP reported that some LGBT persons were suffering under ‘severe mental health problems,’ while many found themselves on the streets, after leaving their homes, with no means of subsistence. In September 2021, the Guardian reported on rumours that the Taliban tried to trick gay men by contacting them on social media and offering ways to leave Afghanistan. According to the same source, transgender women were forced to hide their gender identity, and lesbian women to act ‘more feminine’.

‘Gender nonconforming individuals’ interviewed by Human Rights Watch said they feared to go to a passport office or to pass through checkpoints on public roads. It was also reported that Taliban members had assaulted people wearing non-traditional clothes and searched their phones and personal belongings to find evidence that they were members of LGBT community. For lesbian and bisexual women, difficulties in moving around were reported due to the Taliban’s requirement to have a male relative accompanying them.

‘The half dozen queer Afghans,’ interviewed by FP and the Fuller Project in April 2022, said the Taliban was ‘actively searching for them.’ One of the interviewed persons stated they were tortured by the Taliban when the Taliban identified them as a member of the queer community.
after checking their phone at a checkpoint in Kabul.\footnote{FP, What the Taliban Mean for Queer Afghans, 20 April 2022, \url{url}; Fuller Project (The), Queer Afghan lives are at risk under the Taliban, 20 April 2022, \url{url}} A member of civil society in Afghanistan, interviewed by DIS in May 2022, noted that the Taliban were ‘very harsh’ on checkpoints and some transgender people were beaten and detained for hours.\footnote{Denmark, DIS, Afghanistan – Taliban’s impact on the population, June 2022, \url{url}, p. 89}

As reported by DIS, there were ‘no regional differences concerning the treatment of LGBT people by Taliban’ and LGBT people were often escaping their families and settling in major cities, for instance Kabul City and Mazar-e Sharif.\footnote{Denmark, DIS, Afghanistan – Taliban’s impact on the population, June 2022, \url{url}, p. 31}

### 11.2. Societal treatment

Prior the Taliban takeover, members of the LGBTIQ community were reported to have faced threats and harassment from the general society.\footnote{FP, What the Taliban Mean for Queer Afghans, 20 April 2022, \url{url}; Fuller Project (The), Queer Afghan lives are at risk under the Taliban, 20 April 2022, \url{url}} After 15 August 2021, attacks on LGBTIQ people by family members, neighbours, and members of general society have reportedly increased.\footnote{USDOS, Afghanistan 2021 Human Rights Report, 12 April 2022, \url{url}, p. 60} According to a June 2022 report of FP, many LGBT people were abused by their families and living in fear of their neighbours. Some claimed that their neighbours reported them to the Taliban.\footnote{HRW, Even If You Go to the Skies, We’ll Find You, 26 January 2022, \url{url}; FP, Millions of Afghans Want to Flee. LGBTQ Afghans Have To., 5 May 2022, \url{url}} Beatings by neighbours were also reported.\footnote{HRW, Even If You Go to the Skies, We’ll Find You, 26 January 2022, \url{url}; FP, Millions of Afghans Want to Flee. LGBTQ Afghans Have To., 5 May 2022, \url{url}}

In its January 2022 report, Human Rights Watch noted that LGBT people were facing threats from family members, neighbours, acquaintances, romantic partners, and online contacts who either became supportive of the Taliban or were trying ‘to ensure their own safety’ by taking action against LGBT people. Some of the people interviewed by Human Rights Watch said that their family members reported them to the de facto authorities, ‘seeing a chance to settle old scores or to win their own protection from Taliban violence.’ In one instance, a gay man said he had received threats from the Taliban, allegedly because his father, an acquaintance to a senior Taliban official, used his connections to chase him down due to his sexual identity. In some cases, the threats were coming from former romantic partners, who had joined the Taliban.\footnote{HRW, Even If You Go to the Skies, We’ll Find You, 26 January 2022, \url{url}; FP, Millions of Afghans Want to Flee. LGBTQ Afghans Have To., 5 May 2022, \url{url}}

Many LGBT Afghans were reported to have conformed to social expectations to marry a different-sex partner and have children, as they wanted to maintain connections with their families. As reported by Human Rights Watch, lesbian women were forced to engagement or marriage. In one instance, a lesbian woman’s male relatives, who had joined the Taliban, threatened her by saying that now ‘they had the power to kill’ her.\footnote{HRW, Even If You Go to the Skies, We’ll Find You, 26 January 2022, \url{url}; FP, Millions of Afghans Want to Flee. LGBTQ Afghans Have To., 5 May 2022, \url{url}}
After the attack on a transgender person in Herat Province in December 2021, transgender people residing in the province told TOLOnews that they were abandoned by their families and rejected by the Afghan society.\footnote{TOLOnews, Transgender Person Attacked by Unknown Individuals in Herat, 29 December 2021, \url{url}}

In its 2021 report, USDOS noted that since 15 August 2021 it had become more difficult for LGBTIQ people to gain access to reproductive healthcare due to ‘widespread discrimination and abuse.’ At the same time, the previously existing support network of LGBTIQ people ‘largely disintegrated’ as the members of the community either fled Afghanistan or went into hiding.\footnote{USDOS, Afghanistan 2021 Human Rights Report, 12 April 2022, \url{url}, p. 48}

### 11.3. Incidents targeting LGBTIQ persons by the Taliban and armed groups

As noted by Human Rights Watch in January 2022, the extent of violence against LGBT people by the Taliban after the takeover remained unclear. The Taliban have denied their involvement in extrajudicial killings, trying to gain international recognition, while the ability of Afghan media to report on the instances of violence was undermined by the restrictions imposed by the de facto authorities on the media and the impact of financial crisis on the sector. Moreover, ‘documenting killings of people suspected of being LGBT’ have become ‘especially difficult’ as people who know the victims either fear or are too ashamed to report.\footnote{HRW, Even If You Go to the Skies, We’ll Find You, 26 January 2022, \url{url}}

In the reference period, ACLED recorded two violations against LGBTIQ persons. Around 30 August 2021 in Kabul city, a gay man was reportedly stopped by two Taliban members, who searched his phone and beat him after discovering content related to homosexuality. The Taliban attempted to arrest the person, but he managed to escape. On 28 December 2021, a 65-year-old\footnote{TOLOnews, Transgender Person Attacked by Unknown Individuals in Herat, 29 December 2021, \url{url}} transgender person was reportedly beaten and tortured by three men in Herat city who tried ‘to have relations’ with the person.\footnote{TOLOnews, Transgender Person Attacked by Unknown Individuals in Herat, 29 December 2021, \url{url}}

On 2 September, ABC News referred to a 26-year-old man who stated that his boyfriend ‘had been dragged from his house, beaten, and beheaded in the street’ on 15 August 2021.\footnote{ABC, LGBT Afghans are on the run, afraid they could be stoned to death under Taliban law, 2 September 2021, \url{url}} In an article on LGBT+ community on Afghanistan, published in November 2021, Thomas Reuters Foundation News stated that ‘one gay man contacted by email said a friend had been killed after gay material was found on his mobile phone during a checkpoint search.’ The article noted further that killings of LGBT+ community members in Afghanistan had not been independently verified, and a Taliban spokesman did not give any comments when contacted by journalists.\footnote{Thompson Reuters Foundation News, LGBT+ Afghans fear being forgotten 100 days since Taliban takeover, 23 November 2021, \url{url}}

As noted by Human Rights Watch in January 2022, some LGBT persons
indicated that several people they knew had gone missing since 15 August 2021, and they believed they had been killed. In one case, a male couple claimed that their ‘several gay friends’ had been killed, allegedly by the Taliban in targeted killings that were motivated by their sexuality and/or participation in anti-Taliban protests.  

In August 2021, a gay man was reported to have been ‘tricked into a meeting by two Taliban members’, who beat and raped him. Two gay men interviewed for the January 2022 report of Human Rights Watch said that ‘they were raped or blackmailed into sex’ by the members of the Taliban.
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12. Education personnel

12.1. Background

The enrolment of children increased from approximately 1 million students to 10 million in 2001–2018. In the same period, female pupils rose from almost zero to around 2.5 million. In the years before the Taliban takeover, some schools and other parts of the education system were targeted by the Taliban. Based on a Human Rights Watch report covering the first six months of 2021, explosive weapons were used to attack about 40 schools. Students and teachers were killed or wounded in the attacks, most were girls and women.

Prior to the takeover, the Taliban’s increasing presence in rural areas resulted in a growing number of public schools under their control. In some schools, continued teaching was allowed, except for certain subjects. Other schools only provided education for males or were limited to religious topics.

12.2. General situation under Taliban rule

Following the Taliban takeover, primary and elementary school remained open but girls’ secondary schools were closed. Human Rights Watch noted that Taliban policies towards education since August 2021 resulted in a ‘collection of fragmented and sometimes incoherent policies’, and called the situation of girls’ secondary education ‘a patchwork’. The lack of a clear policies regarding women teachers and girls’ education, combined with non-payment of teachers’ salaries, led to low enrolment rates even where schools were open. Some girls and women attended secret schools to cope with the restrictions.

There was reportedly a shortage of female teachers, a longstanding issue which worsened after the Taliban takeover as some teachers fled the country or left their jobs due to the non-payment of salaries. The lack of funds caused difficulties for the de facto authorities to ensure payment of salaries to education personnel, and also impacted the operability of
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schools, purchase of learning materials and teachers’ training. Foreign aid initiatives provided cash support to some public teachers. The World Bank channelled incentives planned to financially support teachers in provinces allowing girls’ secondary education, but following the Taliban’s decision to not reopen all secondary schools, the World Bank suspended four projects in worth USD 600 million.

For more information on women’s and girls’ access to education, see section 5.2.1. Access to education.

12.3. Incidents targeting education personnel and school facilities

In January 2022, Afghan teachers employed at the British Council (‘a public body that works around the world to promote cultural and educational links’) in Helmand Province, reported to BBC that they hid from the Taliban out of fear of reprisals. According to more than 20 testimonies to Amnesty International from 16 September to 8 October 2021, teachers faced intimidation and death threats. A high school teacher reported to be threatened to death by Taliban. On 18 August 2021, two students were reportedly beaten by the Taliban while attempting to go to English classes, as considered ‘infidels language’. A secondary school teacher said to be harassed and intimidated by the Taliban following a media interview in which she complained about teacher salaries and girls’ access to secondary education.

On 10 January 2022, UNAMA document the death of eight children, and injury of four, after an explosive remnant of war exploded near a school in Nangarhar Province. On 19 April 2022, a twin explosion occurred in Abdul Rahim Shaheed High School, and close to the Mumtaz Education Center. Both sites were within Hazara neighbourhoods in the area Dasht-e Barchi in Kabul City. According to Amnesty International, the explosion killed six persons and injured at least 11, including children. At the time of writing, the death-toll is not yet definitive. In the aftermath of the attack, there was no immediate claim of responsibility, but ISKP has been attributed previous attacks in the area.

There were also incidents of the Taliban arresting university professors criticising them. For more information, see section 1.2.1. Expressed opposition and criticism.
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13. Recruitment to armed groups

According to Omar Nuhzat, a Kabul-based political analyst, recruitment by different terrorist groups, particularly by ISKP, increased in Afghanistan following the withdrawal of international forces. In March 2022, VOA reported the following number of militants in Afghanistan:

- ISKP: 4 000 fighters (half were estimated to be foreigners)
- Al Qaeda in the Indian subcontinent: 400 fighters
- Haqqani Network: 3 000–10 000 fighters
- TTP: 3 000–5 000 (along the Pakistan–Afghanistan border)
- Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan (IMU): ‘several hundred fighters’

Regarding the aforementioned figures, no additional or corroborated information could be found among the sources consulted by EUAA within the time constraints of this report.

For more information on recruitment by different militant groups in Afghanistan before 2021, see EASO COI report on Afghanistan – Anti-Government Elements (August 2020).

13.1. Recruitment to the Taliban

13.1.1. Overview

During spring and summer of 2021, when the US and its allied forces started withdrawing from Afghanistan, the Taliban reportedly recruited between 5 000 and 10 000 new fighters, a number approximately '10 times higher than the normal influx of Taliban recruits to Afghanistan during other regular fighting seasons'. During the same period, the group’s 'clerics and commanders' mobilised thousands of fighters and supporters from Pakistan to enter Afghanistan and strengthen their ranks across the country. Recruitment took place in mosques, training camps and madrassas in Pakistan, and numerous newly recruited Afghan students went to Afghanistan before completing their studies.

According to VOA, in August 2021, ‘the number of fighters in the Taliban group’s ranks has not been independently confirmed’. However, according to other sources, between 15 August 2021 and January 2022, the de facto government reportedly had an estimated number of 80 000 members in its ranks, who were stationed in eight military corps throughout Afghanistan.
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According to the UN Analytical Support and Sanctions Monitoring Team, reporting on 26 May 2022, the Taliban government planned to have a total number of between 300,000 and 350,000 personnel for both the Taliban ministries of defence and interior, with 100,000 to 150,000 under the command of the Taliban Minister of Defence. The mentioned source further added that around 7,000 Taliban recruits had completed their training.

As of 15 August 2021, the Taliban started to recruit and train new de facto police personnel for Kabul City, which reportedly reached 4,000 individuals in October 2021. During the same period, the Taliban ordered former government employees to return to work, including former police officers but ‘returns were slow due to fear of retaliation and lack of salary payments’. In October 2021, Mawlavi Qudratullah Abuhamza, governor of Balkh, stated that ‘soldiers from different ethnic groups have been recruited into the Balkh military corps.’

In December 2021, the de facto government reportedly designated a new ‘special committee’ of 20 members ‘to review the Afghanistan army’. The committee was mandated ‘to work on a plan to create a “committed, disciplined, equipped, honest and responsible” army for Afghanistan.” In January 2022, the Taliban reportedly announced that the group will recruit ‘professional people’ in their army. According to Bakhtar News, the Taliban planned "to recruit experienced military officers", including officers and soldiers who served during the former regime. According to Taliban spokesperson Zabihullah Mujahid, ‘women will be recruited based on need, and troops with expert skills who were in the former army will also be recruited’. In an interview with TOLOnews in January 2022, a spokesperson of the Taliban Ministry of Defence stated that the enrolment process of new army members reached about 80%, and that the registration of new members would be carried out in kandaks (battalions), lewas (brigades) and in other military bases across the country.

According to Paikan, a Mazar-e Sharif based TV channel, the Taliban planned to recruit 143 women to serve within the 11 Police Districts, and Taliban criminal departments and Taliban prisons of the province. The mentioned recruitment process was claimed to be almost completed, and salaries paid to recruited female de facto police. Female de facto police personnel were recruited for the purpose of serving in prosecution and arrest cases, in particular during house searches, where female members of a family would be searched only
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by women in accordance with Afghan culture. Some of the newly recruited women have reportedly started operating in Mazar-e Sharif. In June 2022, a former female police officer in Balkh told Ariana News that she had returned to work and continued her previous job.

13.1.2. Forced recruitment

According to several sources, the Taliban planned to build a ‘regular’ army in Afghanistan. As of January 2022, the Taliban Chief of Staff, Qari Fasihuddin Fitrat, reportedly announced that the Taliban would recruit soldiers on voluntary basis to their army.

No information on forced recruitment to the Taliban could be found within the time constraints of this report.

13.2. Recruitment to Islamic State Khorasan Province

As of May 2022, ISKP reportedly had between 1 500 and 4 000 fighters in Afghanistan settled in rural areas of Kunar, Nangarhar (probably in Nuristan) provinces, with ‘smaller covert cells’ in Northern provinces of Afghanistan including in the provinces Badakhshan, Faryab, Jawzjan, Kunduz and Takhar. According to the Guardian, reporting in February 2022, ISKP was broadly recruiting across the country. According to an independent Afghan analyst, interviewed by EUAA in November 2021, ISKP used to have most presence in Nangarhar, Kunar and Kabul. Nangarhar was the first stronghold of ISKP in Afghanistan, and many rural areas in the province were under ISKP control for almost five years, until late 2019. The group had some tribal support, but were defeated by the former security forces supported by US intelligence. In Kabul, university students, Salafis and other groups had joined ISKP and the group had ‘a lot’ of support in the capital. ISKP also had support in Kunar which used to be the ‘second home’ of ISKP as they fled into the province and established a stronghold there after being defeated in Nangarhar Province in late 2019. According to the analyst, ISKP, unlike the Taliban, was composed of a large number of non-Pashtuns. The group was inter alia consisting of Tajik Islamists from Badakhshan and Parwan provinces, and Uzbeks from Faryab Province and Mazar-e Sharif. The majority were Salafis and the Pashtun-Tajik tensions ‘within Islamic circles’ reportedly made ISKP gain support. The analyst further stated that one could see trends on social media where non-Pashtun and anti-Taliban segments of the Northern alliance, who were part of the previous government, supported ISKP only because they were fighting the Taliban. According to the analyst, who referred to information from a former Afghan special forces’ general, about 13–15 persons from the former security forces had
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joined ISKP, while other sources indicated around 2–3 dozens. The analyst further stated that about 2 000–3 000 ISKP members were released during the takeover when the Taliban opened Pul-e Charkhi Prison and Bagram Prison.  

According to Afghan Voice Agency (AVA), a local media outlet in Afghanistan, ISKP has been increasingly recruiting amongst ‘unhappy’ Taliban members whose salaries have not been paid by the Taliban in the northern province of Samangan, including in Dara-i-Suf-e Payin (Lower Suf valley), Dara-I Suf-e Bala (Upper Suf valley) and Hazrat-e Sultan districts. As of October 2021, the number of new recruits reached 50 members (in Samangan) and the recruitment has been continuing. ISKP has reportedly promised a salary of 35 000 Afghani [about EUR 375] to each of its fighters. The New York Times cited a former Afghan government employee stating that ‘the worsening economic situation in the country is […] driving the Islamic State’s recruitment’. According to Azizullah Ayoubi, a military analyst in Badakhshan Province, quoted by Salaam Times, "the increasing unemployment and poverty in the country has been an achievement for [ISKP], as it recruits the youth and pays them monthly salaries.”

In Afghanistan, ISKP reportedly tried to recruit amongst Tajik, and also Turkmen and Uzbek ethnic groups in northern Afghanistan, and ‘to capitalize on the growing dissatisfaction among ethnic Tajiks, Turkmen, and Uzbeks against Taliban rule in northern Afghanistan’. According to Antonio Giustozzi, scholar and author of several books on the Taliban, ‘the Taliban seem to be trying to prevent [ISKP] and other opposition groups from using media reporting as a tool in their propaganda/recruitment strategy’.

ISKP’s top leader, Shahab al-Muhajir, reportedly recruited members in Afghanistan including ‘young individuals from influential political and warlord families’. According to Jeff Seldin, who serves as a National Security Correspondent for Voice of American, ISKP ‘increased its recruiting of ETIM [Eastern Turkistan Islamic Movement] members’. On 2 April 2022, Salaam Times reported that ISKP posted a video on social media showing its newly recruited members, in an unknown area of Afghanistan, ‘pledging allegiance’ to the group’s global leader Abu Hasan al-Hashemi al-Qurashi. The source cited a native of Panjsher Province residing in Kabul who stated that ‘the current situation has made the ground more conducive for [ISKP] recruitment’.
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According to the UN Analytical Support and Sanctions Monitoring Team, reporting on 26 May 2022, there was an increase in ISKP recruitment in Afghanistan, which was ‘fuelled by prison releases [between 500 and 1 000 fighters in August 2021], tensions within the Taliban and [ISKP] financial resources’. There have been Tajik and Uzbek defections within the Taliban in the north changing allegiance from the Taliban to ISKP.\textsuperscript{1911}

13.3. Child recruitment

United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights (UNHCHR) reported in January 2022 that, prior to the Taliban takeover, ‘the task force verified the recruitment and use of at least 47 boys, 24 of whom were recruited by the Taliban, 16 by [former] pro-government militia and 7 by the [former] Afghan National Police’. According to the same source, meanwhile ‘children in the ranks of Taliban have become more visible since its takeover, leading to perceptions that the recruitment of children has increased, despite much of the recruitment likely having occurred previously’.\textsuperscript{1912}

According to the Taliban Layeha (code of conduct), ‘youngsters (whose beards are not visible because of their age) are not allowed to be kept by mujahidin in residential or military centres’.\textsuperscript{1913} More recently on 27 March 2022, the Taliban supreme leader reportedly issued a decree instructing Taliban military officials not to recruit minors.\textsuperscript{1914}

In September 2021, Human Rights Watch stated that ‘thousands of children may remain’ in Taliban ranks. According to the article, over the past two decades, the Taliban used children during conflict to plant and detonate IEDs, and as suicide bombers. Taliban commanders used madrassas ‘to train and provide children as soldiers’. In addition, the group reportedly brainwashed boys aged 6 years old, who often were trained to use a weapon at the age of 13. Children between the age of 13 and 17 were trained to join fighting according to Human Rights Watch.\textsuperscript{1915} On 14 December 2021, Nada Al-Nashif, UN Deputy High Commissioner for Human Rights expressed deep concerns about ‘the continued risk of child recruitment, particularly boys, by both [ISKP] and the de facto authorities’.\textsuperscript{1916} On 12 January 2022, a report of UNHCHR indicated that the economic situation increasingly deteriorated after the Taliban takeover, and the increased poverty could lead to ‘recruitment and use of children by armed groups’.\textsuperscript{1917}

In a February 2022 documentary provided by VICE News in Afghanistan, there was a video footage of young boys in the ranks of the Taliban including some holding guns. No further information was provided whether these boys were serving the Taliban. However, in response
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to the journalist, some of the young boys stated that they wished to become *Talib* in the future.\footnote{1918}

According to USDOS, the Taliban recruited children from *madrassas* in Afghanistan and Pakistan in 2021, where they received military training and religious studies. In addition, sometimes, families of these children were provided with ‘cash payments or protection in exchange for sending their children to these schools’.\footnote{1919} On 13 May 2022, journalist Bilal Sarwary stated that the Taliban used young children in their ranks. He posted an image on social media showing at least five children in a Taliban pick-up vehicle, where some of the children held weapons.\footnote{1920}
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Annex 2: Terms of Reference

The reference period should be 1 December 2021–30 June 2022. For profiles not included in the EUAA COI report: Afghanistan – Country Focus (January 2022), the reference period should be 15 August 2021–30 June 2022.

The report should cover targeting acts by the Taliban and other armed groups against the following profiles, and outline how and, as far as it is possible, why such targeting acts occurs. Societal violence should also be included when covering the situation of Hazaras, LGBTIQ persons and women.

The report should also contain information on the Taliban’s perception of Afghans abroad and especially Afghans who have sought asylum in Europe and other Western countries.

1. Background: Situation under Taliban rule for the general population
   a. Political context
   b. Compliance with Sharia law and Taliban norms, including information on reactions to perceived blasphemy and/or apostasy
   c. Persons leaving Afghanistan
      i. Taliban attitudes and public statements
      ii. Treatment of persons trying to leave or returning to Afghanistan

2. Persons affiliated with security institutions of the former government, and foreign forces
   a. Members of the Afghan National Security Forces
   b. Persons serving in military units
   c. Persons serving in police units
   d. Persons affiliated with foreign forces
      i. Interpreters
      ii. Other persons affiliated with foreign forces

3. Public officials and servants of the former government
   a. Judicial workers (judges, prosecutors, and judicial staff)
   b. Other public servants

4. Gender-based targeting
   a. Societal targeting
      i. Position of women in society
      ii. Dress codes and behavioural norms
      iii. Women in public roles
      iv. Harmful traditional practices
      v. Domestic violence and sexual violence
      vi. Moral offences and adultery (zina)
      vii. Honour violence
   b. Targeting under Taliban rule
      i. Access to education
      ii. Access to employment
      iii. Freedom of movement
iv. Freedom of expression and assembly, reactions to women demonstrations
v. Dress codes and behavioural norms
c. Attacks or acts of violence against women and girls by the Taliban and armed groups
d. Attacks or acts of violence against women in certain public positions

5. The situation of religious and ethnic minorities
   a. Representation in the interim government
   b. Hazara and Shia Muslims
      i. Religious freedom under Taliban rule
      ii. Discrimination
      iii. Attacks against Mosques
      iv. Other recorded attacks against Hazaras
   c. Situation of other minorities (incl. Tajiks, Baha’i, Ismaili, Hindus, Uyghurs, and Sikhs)

6. Journalists and media workers
   a. Press freedom under Taliban rule
   b. Recorded attacks against journalists and media workers
   c. Human rights defenders and activists
   d. Restrictions under Taliban rule
   e. Attacks against human rights defenders and activists

7. Healthcare professionals, humanitarian workers, including individuals working for national and international NGOs
   a. Restrictions under Taliban rule
   b. Attacks against healthcare professionals

8. LGBTIQ persons
   a. Restrictions under Taliban rule
   b. Treatment by society
   c. Attacks against LGBTIQ persons by the Taliban and other actors

9. Education personnel
   a. Attacks or acts of violence or threats against education personnel by the Taliban (including any differences observed in the treatment male and female educational personnel)
   b. Attacks or acts of violence or threats against educational personnel by other actors, including ISKP or other armed groups

10. Information on forced recruitment since the Taliban takeover
    a. Are armed groups in Afghanistan currently engaging in (forced) recruitment?
    b. Is child recruitment by the Taliban and/or other armed groups reported?